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Abstract
In the last decade a broad literature has arisen studying sparse recovery, the estimation of sparse
vectors from low dimensional linear projections. Sparse recovery has a wide variety of applications
such as streaming algorithms, image acquisition, and disease testing. A particularly important
subclass of sparse recovery is the sparse Fourier transform, which considers the computation of a
discrete Fourier transform when the output is sparse. Applications of the sparse Fourier transform
include medical imaging, spectrum sensing, and purely computation tasks involving convolution.
This thesis describes a coherent set of techniques that achieve optimal or near-optimal upper
and lower bounds for a variety of sparse recovery problems. We give the following state-of-the-art
algorithms for recovery of an approximately k-sparse vector in n dimensions:
" Two sparse Fourier transform algorithms, respectively taking O(k lognlog(n/k)) time and
O(k log n loge log n) samples. The latter is within log' log n of the optimal sample complexity
when k < n
" An algorithm for adaptive sparse recovery using O(kloglog(n/k)) measurements, showing
that adaptivity can give substantial improvements when k is small.
" An algorithm for C-approximate sparse recovery with O(klogc(n/k) log* k) measurements,
which matches our lower bound up to the log* k factor and gives the first improvement for
1 < C < n.
In the second part of this thesis, we give lower bounds for the above problems and more.
Thesis Supervisor: Piotr Indyk
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis gives algorithms and lower bounds for computing sparse Fourier transforms and for
other problems involving the estimation of sparse vectors from linear sketches.
Sparse Fourier Transforms. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is a fundamental tool used
in a wide variety of domains, including signal processing, medical imaging, compression, and mul-
tiplication. The fastest known algorithm for computing the n-dimensional DFT is the O(nlogn)
time fast Fourier transform (FFT) 1CT65. Because of its breadth of applications, the FFT is one
of the most heavily optimized algorithms in existence fFJ981.
A natural question is: under what circumstances can we compute the DFT in less than n log n
time? And we might ask for more: when can we compute the DFT in much less than n log n
time, in particular in sublinear time? Sublinear time algorithms are in some ways quite restricted,
since they cannot even read the entire input or output all n values. So a necessary condition for a
sublinear time DFT is that the output be sparse, i.e., have k < n nonzero (or "important") values.
If the other components are all zero we say that the DFT is exactly k-sparse; otherwise we say that
it is approximately k-sparse.
Fortunately, many signals have sparse Fourier transforms. For example, in compression (includ-
ing standard image, audio and video formats such as JPEG, MP3, and MPEG') the whole point of
using the DFT is that the resulting vector is sparse. Lossy compression schemes will zero out the
"negligible" components, storing only k < n terms of the DFT. Because we know empirically that
these compression schemes work well for many signals, this means that many signals have sparse
Fourier transforms.
In this thesis, we will give an algorithm to compute the DFT faster than the FFT whenever the
DFT is k-sparse for k = o(n). When the DFT is only approximately k-sparse then the output must
necessarily involve some error; we will achieve 1 + c times the best possible error of any k-sparse
output. This sparse Fourier transform problem had been studied before [Man92, GGI+02a, AGS03,
GMS05, IweIO, Aka10j but with slower running times. Ours is the first result that improves over
the FFT in every sublinear sparsity regime.
A broader perspective. The sparse Fourier transform problem is one instance of a general
class of problems involving the estimation of a sparse vector from a low dimensional linear sketch.
This more general class-known variously as sparse recovery, compressed sensing, or compressive
sampling has applications such as image acquisition [DDT+08b], genetic testing fECG+091, and
streaming algorithms [CCF02, CM06].
'Some of these use not the DFT but the essentially equivalent discrete cosine transform (DCT).
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Because problems in this class share many of the same properties, techniques developed for
one problem can often be refined and applied other problems. This thesis will demonstrate this,
building techniques in simpler sparse recovery problems before applying them to sparse Fourier
transforms.
1.1 Sparse recovery overview
More formally, the problem of sparse recovery involves the observation of a linear sketch Ax E Rm
of an vector x E Rn, where A E R"' is the measurement matrix2. We would like to use Ax to
recover an estimate x' of x such that, if x is "close" to k-sparse, then x' is similarly "close" to x.
In particular, we would like that
l11' - XII C min lix - X(k) (1.1)k-sparse X~k)
for some (possibly different) norms j.J and approximation factor C. We will also allow randomized
algorithms, where A is drawn from a random distribution and (1.1) may fail with some "small"
probability 6.
This thesis gives both upper and lower bounds for several problems in this general class. There
are two types of variation among sparse recovery problems. The first type is variation of sensing
modality: what kinds of matrices A may be chosen in the given application. The second type
is variation of recovery guarantee: the choice of the norms, the approximation factor C, and the
failure probability 6. In every situation, we would like to minimize two objectives: primarily the
number of measurements m, but also the running time of the recovery algorithm.
A foundational result in sparse recovery theory is: if A is a uniformly random projection matrix,
C = E(1) > 2, and the norms are f2, then m = 0(k log(n/k)) is necessary and sufficient to
achieve (1.1) with 6 = e(m) failure probability [CRT06b, BDDW08, WaiO9I. Furthermore, it is
possible to perform the recovery in polynomial time using ti minimization. We will consider more
general C and sensing modalities, getting faster running times and fewer measurements; the main
tradeoff is that our techniques will also yield higher failure probabilities.
1.1.1 Sensing modality
The main differentiator among sparse recovery applications is the sensing modality. Different
applications have different "hardware" to do the observation, which imposes different constraints
on the measurement matrix A. For example:
The single pixel camera fDDT+08b] flips the architecture of a camera from having an array of
a million photosensors to having a single photosensor and an array of a million adjustable mirrors
that can apply many different masks to the pixels. If x is sparse in the wavelet basis W, so Wx
denotes the image in the pixel basis, then one can observe MWx for a binary matrix M. Hence
the sensing modality is that A = MW for a binary matrix M. A more careful model would impose
additional constraints; for example, we want M to be dense so that a good fraction of the light
reaches the photosensor.
The streaming heavy hitters problem [CCF02, GGI+02b is to estimate the most common
elements of a multiset under a stream of insertions and deletions. If the number of items is very
large (say, the set of all URLs on the web) then one cannot store the histogram x E Z" of counts
directly. Instead one can store a low-dimensional sketch Ax, and use that A(x + A) = Ax + AA
2 One can also use C instead of R, which we will do in the Fourier setting.
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to maintain it under insertions and deletions. In this case, we can choose A arbitrarily, but would
prefer it to be sparse (so we can compute the update AA quickly) and possible to store implicitly
with sublinear space (for example, using hash functions).
In genetic testing, we would like to determine which k of n people is a carrier for a rare recessive
disease. Rather than test all n people, we can mix together samples and estimate the fraction of the
DNA in the mixture that has the recessive gene [ECG+091. Because each person's blood sample can
only be split so finely, the measurement matrix must again be sparse. Additionally, the pipetting
machine that mixes samples may impose constraints; for example, a machine with four heads works
best when placing four adjacent inputs into four adjacent outputs, so the matrix should decompose
into length-four diagonal sequences.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machines essentially sample from the 2D Fourier transform
of the desired image [LDSP08J. Decreasing the sample complexity directly corresponds to decreasing
the time patients must spend lying still in the machine. If the image is sparse in the pixel domain
(e.g. in angiograms), then the sensing modality is that A is a subset of the 2D Fourier matrix. This
is the same problem as the 2D sparse Fourier transform, except with an emphasis on measurement
complexity rather than time complexity. If instead the image is sparse in another basis like the
wavelet basis W, then A must be a subset of FW.
As we see, there are many different sensing modalities. For this thesis, we consider three simple
ones that represent the breadth of power of the modalities. From most powerful to least powerful,
these are:
" Adaptive: the measurements (A;, x) are made in series and subsequent rows Ai may be chosen
arbitrarily and dependent on (Ai, x) for i < j.
" Standard or nonadaptive: A may be chosen from an arbitrary distribution independent of x.
* Fourier: each row of A must be one of the n rows of the n x n discrete Fourier matrix F.3
Our algorithms in the adaptive and nonadaptive settings will use sparse matrices.
1.1.2 Recovery guarantee
Outside Chapter 7, our thesis uses the f 2 norm for (1.1). This norm is appealing because (1) it
is basis independent and (2) vectors are often sparse in the f 2 norm but not in the Li norm. In
Chapter 7 we study the ti norm, which has been studied in other work. We go into more detail on
the relationship between various norms in Section 1.5.1.
C corresponds to the "noise tolerance" of the algorithm, and our value of C will vary throughout
the thesis. The "default" setting is C = 0(1), but we will consider both C = 1 + c for f = o(1) and
C = w(1) at times.
Unfortunately, no deterministic algorithm with m = o(n) satisfies the f 2 guarantee [CDD09],
so we must use a randomized algorithm with some chance 5 of failure. We will generally allow 6
to be a constant (say, 1/4). This failure probability can be decreased to an arbitrary 6 > 0 via
repetition, with an O(log(1/6)) loss in time and number of measurements.
Thesis overview. This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I gives algorithms for sparse recovery
in the different sensing modalities and with some variation of C. Part 11 gives lower bounds on
3In the Fourier modality, our algorithms are nonadaptive while our lower bound applies to the more general
adaptive setting.
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Norm Sensing modality m (upper bound) m (lower bound) Running time
Adaptive }k loglog(n/k) }k +log logn nlogcn
Nonadaptive k logc(n/k) log* k k logc(n/k) n logcn
Fourier lk log n log(n/k) }k log(n/k)/loglog n k log n log(n/k)
Fourier ) k log n logelog n Ik log(n/k)/ loglog n k log 2 n log' log n
Adaptive k
Nonadaptive * klogn k_ nlogcn
Figure 1-1: Table of main results for C = (1 + c)-approximate recovery. Results written in terms
of e require e < 0(1). Results ignore constant factors and c = ((1) is a constant. The }k lower
bound for adaptive sensing is due to [ACD11]; the other results appear in this thesis.
the measurement complexity of these algorithms, as well as some upper and lower bounds for ti
recovery.
The rest of the introduction proceeds as follows. Section 1.2 gives a summary of our main upper
and lower bounds. Section 1.3 gives notation used throughout the thesis. Section 1.4 describes the
key techniques used in our Part I upper bounds. Finally, Section 1.5 surveys the techniques used
in Part II.
1.2 Results and previous work
Figure 1-1 describes the main results of this thesis.
1.2.1 In the f 2 guarantee
Adaptive. In the adaptive modality, we give an algorithm using O( k log log(n/k)) measurements
for 1+ e-approximate e2 recovery. This is smaller than the Q( k log(n/k)) measurements necessary
in the nonadaptive modality, and exponentially smaller when k and e are constants. Moreover, this
exponential improvement is optimal: we also show that !Q(log log n) measurements are necessary in
the adaptive setting.
The adaptive measurement model has received a fair amount of attention [JXC08, CHNR08,
HCN09, HBCN09, MSWO8, AWZ08], see also [Defl0J. In particular [HBCN09] showed that adap-
tivity can achieve subconstant E given 0(k log(n/k)) measurements. Our result was the first to
improve on the 8(k log(n/k)) bound for general e. In terms of lower bounds, we also know that
Q(}k) measurements are necessary [ACD11J.
Nonadaptive. We give an O(k log.(n/k)) lower bound on the number of measurements required,
and an algorithm that uses a nearly matching O(k logC(n/k) log* k) measurements for C >> 1.
The nonadaptive setting is well studied. For the lower bound, multiple authors [Wai09, IT10,
ASZ10, CD11I have bounds similar to our 0(klogo(n/k)) but in slightly different settings. The
results of [Wai09, IT10, ASZ0 assume a Gaussian distribution on the measurement matrix, while
the result of [CD11J is essentially comparable to ours (and appeared independently). Moreover, all
these proofs-including ours-have a broadly similar structure.
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For the upper bound, before our work, optimal 0(k logr(n/k)) algorithms were known for
E = 0(1) [CRT06b] and then for alle = 0(1) [GLPS10]. At the other extreme, when C = nl(1), the
situation is close to the "noiseless" setting and 0(k) results were essentially known [EG07, BJCC12.
Ours is the first result to perform well in the intermediate regime of C.
Fourier. We devote two chapters to upper bounds in the Fourier modality, which optimize run-
ning time and sample complexity, respectively.
Chapter 4 gives an algorithm using 0(klognlog(n/k)) time and measurements. Chapter 5
improves the sample complexity to 0(k log n logclog n) and takes 0(k log 2 nlogc logn) time. In
terms of lower bounds, the f(k log(n/k)) lower bound for nonadaptive measurements applies if the
Fourier samples are chosen nonadaptively (as is the case in our algorithms). Even if the samples are
chosen adaptively, we show that Q(k log (n/k) /log log n) Fourier samples are necessary: adaptivity
cannot help dramatically like it does with arbitrary measurements, because one can only choose
amongst n possibilities.
Our second result is thus within (loglog n)c of optimal sample complexity for k < n-99. Our
first result takes one log factor more time than the optimal nonadaptive sample complexity; this
seems like a natural barrier, given that the FFT has the same property.
Our algorithms in the Fourier modality assume that n is a power of two (or more generally,
smooth) and gives an output up to n-00) relative precision.
Reference Time Samples j Approximation
jCT06, RV08. CGV12] n logc n klognlogek C > 2
[CP10 nlogcn k log n C > log2 n
[GMSO5 k logoM n k log3 n any C > 1
Chapter 4 k log n log(n/k) k log n log(n/k) any C > 1
Chapter 5 k log 2 n(loglog) k log n(loglog n) any C > 1
Figure 1-2: Sparse Fourier transform algorithms.
The goal of designing efficient DFT algorithms for (approximately) sparse signals has been a
subject of a large body of research [Man92, GGI+02a, AGS03, GMS05, IwelO, Aka10, LWC12,
BCG+12, HAKI12, PR13, HKPV13. These works show that, for a wide range of signals, both
the time complexity and the number of signal samples taken can be significantly sub-linear in n.
From a different perspective, minimizing the sampling complexity for signals that are approximate
sparse in the Fourier domain was also a focus of an extensive research in the area of compressive
sensing [CT06, RV08, CGV12, CP10J. The best known results are sumnmarized in Figure 1-2. Our
first result is the fastest known, and our second result uses the fewest samples to achieve a constant
approximation factor.
1.2.2 In the t1 guarantee
To achieve the t1 guarantee for constant c, it is known that 0(k log(n/k)) measurements are nec-
essary and sufficient [CRT06b, GLPS10, DIPW10, FPRU10. Remaining open, however, was the
dependence on e.
A number of applications would like c < 1. For example. a radio wave signal can be modeled
as x = X* + w where x* is k-sparse (corresponding to a signal over a narrow band) and the noise w
is i.i.d. Gaussian with l|wlI, , DJ~x*J|p [TDB09I. Then sparse recovery with C = 1 + a/D allows
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the recovery of a (1 - a) fraction of the true signal x*. Since x* is concentrated in a small band
while w is located over a large region, it is often the case that a/D << 1.
The previous best upper bounds achieved the same O(4klogn) as in the 12 setting [CMO4,
GLPS10]. We show that this dependence is not optimal. We give upper and lower bounds that show
that, up to logc n factors, k/ifi is the correct dependence in the 4 norm, in both the nonadaptive
and adaptive sensing modalities.
1.3 Notation and definitions
In this section we define notation used throughout the thesis.
* [n] denotes the set {1, ... , n}.
" For S c [n), 3:= [n] \ S.
" xs: for S c [n] and x E R", xs denotes the vector x' E RI given by x' = xi if i E S, and
4 = 0 otherwise.
" supp(x) denotes the support of x.
" x-i: for i E [n x-i = x .
" f < g if there exists a universal constant C such that f - Cg, i.e. I = O(g) 4
f << g if f = o(g).
g = 0(f) denotes that g f log' f for some c 1.
Definition 1.3.1. Define
Hk(x) := argmax1xs12
scmn]
ISI=k
to be the largest k coefficients in x.
Definition 1.3.2. For any vector x, we define the "heavy hitters" to be those elements that are
both (i) in the top k and (ii) large relative to the mass outside the top k. In particular, we define
Hk,(x) := {j E Hk(X) I x f _ | 1XH 2(x)
Definition 1.3.3. Define the "noise" or "error" as
Err2(x) :=IXJ,,)112= min lix -ylrrk ) k-sparsey
'We remark in passing that big-0 notation is often ill-defined with respect to multiple parameters [HowO8]. We
will define f = O(g) if f < Cg for some universal constant C, i.e. we drop the "for sufficiently large inputs" clause
in the one-variable definition of big-C notation that causes difficulty with multiple variables. The clause is irrelevant
when f, g ; 1 everywhere, and is mainly useful to allow us to claim that 1 = O(log n) despite log 1 = 0. We
instead redefine the log function inside big-O notation to mean log, b := max(1, log. b). This means, for example,
k = O(k logC(n/k)) for all C. It does have the unintuitive result that log, blog a = 8(log(ab)) for b > 1.
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1-sparse recovery
1-sparse recovery
X Hashing 0(k) X
1-sparse recovery
1-sparse recovery
Figure 1-3: Partial sparse recovery finds 90% of the k heavy hitters
( _+Partial(k) ( __Partial(k/2)
0 (1 )- - a1+
X(1) X (2)
Figure 1-4: Full sparse recovery recovers all k heavy hitters. We iteratively refine an estimate x of
X* by running partial sparse recovery on x = x* - X.
Signal-to-noise ratio. A core concept in the intuition behind our f2 results is that of signal-to-
noise ratio, which we generally define as
SNR := IxHk(x)l 1 / Hk(x)II2
although we will vary the definition slightly at times. Essentially, one expects to get at most
O(log(1 +SNR)) bits of information per measurement (which we show formally in our nonadaptive
lower bound). Sparse recovery therefore becomes harder as the SNR decreases, except that C = 1+c
approximate recovery is only meaningful for SNR > e. (At SNR < c, the zero vector is a valid
output.) Thus, in the "hard" cases, we will have SNR * E.
1.4 Upper bound techniques
Our Part I sparse recovery algorithms all use the same underlying architecture, which was previously
used e.g. in [GGI+02b, GLPS101 and is represented in Figures 1-3 and 1-4. We first develop efficient
methods of 1-sparse recovery in the given modality. These methods are different in each different
modality, but because k = 1 the problem is fairly simple. We then "hash" the k-sparse problem on
n coordinates into 0(k) "buckets" of e(n/k) coordinates. Most of the k "heavy hitters" (i.e. large
coordinates) will be the only large coordinate in their bucket, and thus found with the 1-sparse
recovery algorithm. This gives partial k-sparse recovery, where we recover "most" of the heavy
hitters. We then iterate partial sparse recovery on the residual until we recover the heavy hitters.
By making k decrease in each iteration, we can turn a partial sparse recovery algorithm into a full
sparse recovery algorithm with only a constant factor overhead in the time and sample complexity.
Our Fourier-modality algorithm that optimizes measurements (Chapter 5) adds another stage
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to the architecture, one of SNR reduction. We discuss this after describing the other results.
1.4.1 1-sparse recovery
Definition 1.4.1 (1-sparse recovery). Suppose x e Cn has a single coordinate i* with
j|i- I> C11 X-i-|12
for some value C. The 1-sparse recovery problem LOCATE1SPARSE(X, C, 6) is to find i* using as
few measurements of x as possible (of the desired measurement modality), with success probability
1-S.
We will only consider 1-sparse recovery for C larger than an arbitrarily large fixed constant.
This makes the algorithms somewhat simpler, and smaller C are dealt with by the same method
that converts from 1-sparse to general k-sparsity. Ignoring constant factors, our results are as
follows:
Sensing modality m Running time
Nonadaptive logc(n/8) 5(n)
Adaptive log logc n logc(1/6) O(n)
Fourier log n log(1/6) logJ n
Fourier logc n logc( log n) logc n logc(l log n)
In the Fourier case, we have two algorithms: one which has optimal sample complexity for constant
C and 6, and one which has better dependence on C at the cost of a log log n factor. The two
techniques could probably be merged into one logC n logc(1/6) measurement algorithm, but we do
not do so.
Note that in the nonadaptive and adaptive case, we are chiefly concerned with measurement
complexity while in the Fourier case we also care about running time.
We now describe the techniques involved in each modality.
Nonadaptive measurements. Consider the two linear measurements
u(X) = E s(i)x, and u'(x) = i -s(i)Xj
iE[n] iE[n]
for random signs s(i) E {±1}, and consider the distribution of
I := U'(x)/u(x).
If x is zero outside i* (i.e., C = oc), then I= i. More generally, we can show that
i- i*t,< n/ U
with 1 -1/C probability over the signs s. We then consider randomly permuting x before applying
the linear measurements. If we "vote" for every coordinate whose permutation lies within 0(n/V)
of the observed u'/u, then i* will get a vote with all but C- probability and i' : i* will get a vote
with o(C 1 /2) probability. Hence, if we perform this process r = O(logc(n/6)) times, then with
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probability 1 - 6, by a Chernoff bound i* will get more than r/2 votes and every other coordinate
will get fewer than r/2 votes. This lets us recover i*.
Adaptive measurements. With adaptive measurements, our goal is to "rule out" coordinates
early, to make later stages have a higher "effective" value of C. We keep track of a set S 9 [n] of
"candidate" indices at each stage, and observe the same measurements as in the adaptive case but
restricted to S:
u(x) = s(i)X2  and u'(x) = 7r(i) - s(i)xi
iES iES
for random signs s and a random permutation 7r. Then as in the previous cases, for i = u(x)/u(x)
we have
i - *< n/i)5 V
with probability 1 - 1/D, where D = jxi-/ I1xs\{il 112 is the "effective" value of C. We then remove
every i from S that has Ii - ir(i)I > cn/N/V5 for an appropriate constant c. This means each i # i*
has a 1 - 1/V' chance of being ruled out, and i* remains in S with 1 - 1/D probability.
Therefore in the next iteration, we expect If su III to decrease by a VD_ factor, so the new
value of D is D 5/4. Then in O(log logC n) iterations we will have D grow from C to n2, at which
point S will be exactly {i*}.
Fourier measurements. In the Fourier setting, there are two problems with the above non-
adaptive method to overcome: first, the measurements were not Fourier measurements, and second
in this setting we would like a polylogarithmic in n-rather than superlinear in n-running time.
To use Fourier measurements, we consider the two observations
X jwix and Xa+t = ZW at~Xi.
Then we have that
Xa tXa~Wj~
This is known as the "OFDM trick," after orthogonal frequency division multiplexing; it is also a
special case of the Prony method. In particular, one can show that for each t as a distribution over
a.
lxa+t/Xa - wj ^ 1/VU (1.2)
with probability 1 - 1/C. Because there are only O(n/v'0) different i with w' inside this circle, we
can now use the same voting technique as in the general nonadaptive method to get an equivalent
result. Essentially, a is taking the place of the random signs s and t is taking the place of the
random permutation. For random t, the true i* gets a vote with 1 - 1/C probability and other i
get votes with 1/v/c probability, so O(log(n/ 6)) random samples would suffice to identify i* with
1 - 6 probability.
However, the running time for this voting procedure would be at least e(n/i/d) in each it-
eration, which is unacceptable for the sparse Fourier transform motivation. We will improve the
running time at some cost to the dependence on 6. To describe this, we will first describe an
alternate method that loses a logC(S logc n) factor in measurements but is fast; we will then see
how to merge these two methods into a fast sample-optimal method.
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Suppose that the property (1.2) held with probability 1 (and, for simplicity, with a suffi-
ciently small constant). Then consider using O(logc n) samples to evaluate xa+t/. at =
1, C 1/ 2 , C2/2, C3 / 2 ,..., G(n). In the first round, we will learn i* to a region R1 containing n/V/d
indices, all consecutive. In the second round, the wt for indices i E RI will be uniformly spread
on the unit circle, so we will learn i* to a consecutive region R 2 of n/C indices, then R3 of n/C 3/2
consecutive indices, and so on. In the end, we will identify i* exactly. Because our regions contain
consecutive indices, we can compute all this in time linear in the 0 (logc n) sample complexity.
Of course, (1.2) does not hold with probability 1 for each t. However, if we evaluate ' +j/'
for O(logc(I logc n)) random values of a, then for each t with 1- 6/logC n probability the median
estimate will satisfy (1.2). Then a union bound over t gives a 1-6 failure probability overall, using
0(logr n logc(l log( n)) samples and time. This technique appears in, e.g., [GMS05I, and we use
it in Chapter 5 where we are willing to lose log log n factors.
We merge the two techniques in Chapter 4 in the constant C, 6 case. One can think of our
first method as a random code that expands log n bits into 0(log n) bits-having time and failure
probability exponential in log n. Our second method learns log C = 0(1) bits at a time; we can
think of this as partitions the goal into log n blocks of 0(1) bits, each of which is randomly coded
into O(log logn) bits, giving failure probability exponential in log log n and time exponential in 1.
To merge the two techniques, we instead use log n/ log log n blocks of log log n bits. Then decoding
each block has time and failure probability exponential in log log n. A union bound then gets an
0(log" n) time, O(log n) sample 1-sparse recovery method with 1/ log' n failure probability. One
could probably extend this technique to general C and 6 to get 0(loge n logc(1/6)) measurements
and O(log' n) time.
This method is related to tree codes [Sch93, GMS111 and spinal codes [PIF+12. With adaptive
sampling, one could use noisy binary search [KK071 to achieve a better dependence on the failure
probability; however, adaptive sampling would not work in our architecture for building a k-sparse
recovery algorithm.
1.4.2 Partial k-sparse recovery
Our first step in building a k-sparse recovery algorithm from a 1-sparse recovery algorithm is
"partial k-sparse recovery," which recovers most of the k heavy hitters.
Definition 1.4.2. Let x E C. The partial sparse recovery problem PARTIALSPARSE (x, k, f, f, 6)
is to find x' with
Errk(x' - x) ; (1 +e) Err.(x)
uith probability 1 - 6 using (the given modality of) measurements on x.
For this intuition, we will describe the case of f and 6 being small constants. We describe the
modalities from simplest to most complicated; each analysis builds upon the previous one.
Adaptive. In the adaptive setting, once we locate a heavy coordinate i we can observe xi directly
to make (x' - x) = 0.
The idea is to partition the coordinates randomly into 0(k/e) "buckets", then perform 1-sparse
recovery on each bucket. Each coordinate will most likely (i.e., with probability 1 - f for constant
f) land in a bucket that both (1) does not include any of the other k heavy hitters and (2) has
roughly the average level of "noise" from non-heavy hitters, i.e. 9((E/k) Err2(x)). Therefore each i
with lxi 12 > (e/k) Err2(x) will with 1 - f probability contain a large constant fraction of the mass
in the bucket that it lies in, in which case the 1-sparse recovery guarantee says that i will probably
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be found and removed from the residual. Therefore of the top k elements, we expect at most 0(fk)
elements larger than (e/k) Err,(x) to remain in the residual. This gives the partial sparse recovery
guarantee.
Since the buckets have size ne/k, 1-sparse recovery takes 0(loglog(ne/k)) measurements per
bucket or 0(k log log(ne/k)) measurements overall.
Nonadaptive. In the nonadaptive setting, we cannot simply observe xi after locating i and make
the residual x - xi zero. Therefore we need to introduce an estimation stage that lets us estimate
coordinate values using nonadaptive measurements. For any e < 1, we can randomly partition the
coordinates into 0(k/e) buckets and observe u(x) = E s(i)xi within each bucket for random signs
s(i) E {±1}. Then s(i)u(x) e xi, in particular js(i)u(x) - x12  (e/k) Err2k(x) with large constant
(say, 3/4) probability5 . To estimate x;, we take the median of log(1/f6) such estimates. With
1 - f6 probability, most estimates will have small error and hence so will the median.
For partial sparse recovery with large C, as in the adaptive setting we partition the coordinates
randomly into 0(k) buckets and perform C-approximate 1-sparse recovery on each bucket. With
probability 1 - 6, this will return a set L of locations such that
Err 2(xL - x) C Err2(x)
We then use the estimation stage (run with 0(k) buckets) to get !L ; XL, such that
Errfk(iL - x) Errfk(iL - XL) + Err (xL - x) 5 (1 + C) Errk(z)
Estimation error Location error
with probability 1 - 2b. This gives partial sparse recovery with 0(k logC n + k) = 0(k logC n)
measurements for constant f and 6.
Fourier. Our algorithm for the Fourier modality is modeled after the previous ones, but somewhat
more tricky to implement. For this discussion, we will assume C = 0(1) for simplicity. The difficulty
lies in partitioning the coordinates randomly into 0(k) buckets and performing 1-sparse recovery
within each bucket. With arbitrary linear measurements we choose matrix rows containing 0(n/k)
nonzeros; Fourier measurements, by contrast, have n nonzeros.
The trick is to post-process the measurements into ones that are "close" to the desired 1-sparse
measurements of buckets. To do this, we introduce good "filters" G E C" that are localized in
both time and frequency domains. More specifically, let I E R' be the rectangular function of
width n/k, so Ii = 1 for JlI n/(2k) and 0 otherwise, and for intuition suppose that the k large
coordinates of x were in random positions. Then x - I, where - denotes entrywise multiplication,
can be viewed as x restricted to a "bucket" of n/k coordinates. Since x -I is likely to be 1-sparse,
we would ideally like to sample from the Fourier transform of x -I and perform 1-sparse recovery.
This is hard to do exactly, but for some tolerance R, we construct G E Cn such that roughly6
JIG - 1112 || II12 /R
Isupp(G)I < k log R
That is, G is an approximation of I with sparse Fourier transform.
'Since the k heavy hitters will probably miss the bucket, and (Elk) Err (x) is the expected contribution of the
other coordinates.
6 1n particular, if we ignore coordinates near the boundary where I changes from 1 to 0.
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Figure 1-5 shows how to use G, G to estimate something about x. We can compute G-C in order
supp(d) ,< k log R time. If we then took its n-dimensional DFT, we would get the convolution
G * x. To be more efficient in time complexity, we can instead "alias" the observation X - ' into k
terms (i.e., sum up the first k, second k, ... terms) and take the k-dimensional DFT. This gives
us a subsampling of G * x: a vector U E Ck with ui = (G * x)in/k, using O(k log R) samples and
O(klog(Rk)) time.
We can think of u in another way, as u; = E'((G * ei./k) - X), since our G is symmetric. In
this view, (G * e;n/k) -x - (I * en,/k) -x approximates x restricted to n/k coordinates; it represents
a "bucketing" of x. Then ui, as the sum of elements in this bucket, represents the 0th Fourier
coefficient of the bucketed signal. More generally, if (as in the figure) we shift G by an offset a
before multiplying with X, then ui will represent the ath Fourier coefficient of the bucketed signal,
for each bucket i E [k].
The resulting u is therefore the desired measurements of buckets achieved by post-processing.
Hence we can run this procedure to compute u for multiple a as desired by our 1-sparse recovery
algorithm, and if the bucketed signal (G * ein/k) - X is 1-sparse then we will recover the large
coordinate with O(k log R log(n/k)) samples.
The above description uses a deterministic bucketing, which will always fail on inputs with
many nearby large coordinates. To randomize it, we imagine sampling from i' = 2,iw~"" for
random o, b E [n] with a invertible mod n. As in fGGI+02a, GMS05], the corresponding inverse
Fourier transform x" is an approximately pairwise independent permutation of x. Since we can
easily simulate samples from " using samples of F, this gives us a randomized bucketing.
To get partial sparse recovery with this setup, we just need R to be large enough that the
"leakage" between buckets is negligible. In our Chapter 4 result optimizing time complexity,
we set R = nO('). This is simple and easily suffices when our goal is n0(1) precision, but in-
curs a log R = log n loss in sample complexity. In Chapter 5, we show that we only need that
R be at least the "signal-to-noise ratio" IIXI12/Err2(x). The signal-to-noise ratio may be quite
large; but in those cases C-approximate recovery for C = Rf) gives useful information using
O(k log R logl(n/k) log log n) = O(k log(Rn/k) log log n) measurements. In Section 1.4.4 we de-
scribe the intuition of this procedure.
1.4.3 General k-sparse recovery
Suppose our original signal is x*. Our first call to PARTIALSPARSE recovers a XM() where x* - X()
is (say) k/2-sparse. We would then like to recursively call PARTIALSPARSE on x = x* - XM with
different parameters to get x' and set X(2) = x + x', then on x = x* - X2 to get X(, and so on.
Two questions arise: first, how can we implement observations of x = x* - x using observations of
X* and knowledge of x? Second, what schedule of of parameters (k,, f, e, 6,) should we use?
Implementing observations. For any row v of A, we can find (v, x) by observing (v, x*), directly
computing (v, X), and subtracting the two. In the adaptive and nonadaptive modalities this works
great because (a) we are not concerned with running time and (b) the running time is fast in
any case because v is sparse. In the Fourier setting neither of these hold. We will implement
observations in different ways in the two Fourier chapters.
In Chapter 4, where R = noWN), we use that the "buckets" are very well isolated and each
coordinate of x only contributes non-negligibly to a single bucket. That is, the post-processed
measurements u are essentially sparse linear transformations, so we can compute the influence of
X efficiently.
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(a) Accessible signal
(c) Filter G at some offset a.
(e) Observation G .2
(b) Desired result x
(d) Absolute value of G. which is indepen-
dent of a.
. A.-dimensional DFT
F
(f) Computed k-dimensional Fourier trans-
form of G - (red dots) is a subsampling of
G * x (green line).
Figure 1-5: Computation using filters. For clarity, the signal x is exactly k-sparse. The red points
in (f) can be computed in 0(1 supp(G)f + k log k) time.
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In Chapter 5, because R may be smaller this is no longer the case. Instead, we use that the
sampling pattern on - consists of arithmetic sequences of length larger than k. By the semi-
equispaced Fourier transform, we can compute i at those locations with only a logarithmic loss
in time ([DR93, PST01], see also Section 5.12). We then subtract 2 from i* to get ' before
post-processing the measurements.
Parameter schedule. We will vary the schedule, but the basic idea is to choose the f1 somehow
and then:
ki=kff
j<i
Ei =1/2
i064 = /i
for i < r where r is such that Jj;<, fi < 1/k. Then with probability 1 - 'j Si > 1 - 6, all the calls
to PARTIALSPARSE succeed. In this case, by telescoping the guarantee of PARTIALSPARSE we have
that the final result has
||x* - x(I 2= Errk,(x* - x) Err(x*)J]J(l + ) (1.3)
i<r
If E < 1, one can show 1 i~<r(l + i) 1 + c which gives the desired guarantee (1.1).
The choice of fi may affect the number of rounds r, the number of measurements, and the
running time, but not correctness. Because of the logarithmic dependence of PARTIALSPARSE on
f and linear dependence on k, we will be able to set fi = 2-/i and still have the sample
complexity dominated by the first call to PARTIALSPARSE. Then f decays as a power tower, so
only r < log* k rounds are necessary.
When C >> 1, (1.3) does not give the guarantee (1.1) but instead
X* - X(r) 112 < CO(og* k) Err (x*).
Hence in the nonadaptive modality this gives a CO(Ioe k)-approximate sparse recovery algorithm
using O(k logc(n/k)) measurements. Redefining C, this gives a C-approximate algorithm with
O(k logc(n/k) log* k) measurements.
1.4.4 SNR reduction
Our Fourier-modality algorithm optimizing measurements (Chapter 5) adds an SNR reduction
stage to the architecture. Let O*(.) hide loglogn factors. The preceding sections describe how,
with arbitrary measurements, we can achieve C-approximate recovery with 0*(k logc(n/k)) mea-
surements. Furthermore with Fourier measurements, if the SNR IIx112/ Err (x) < R, we can perform
C-approximate recovery with O*(k log R logc(n/k)) measurements.
By definition, the C-approximate recovery guarantee states that the residual x - x' has SNR
C2. Therefore, starting with an upper bound on the SNR of R = n"('), we can perform R- 1-
approximate recovery using O*(k log(Rn/k)) measurements and recurse on the residual with R -+
R 0 2. After log log n iterations, the SNR will be constant and we can solve the problem directly for
the desired approximation factor 1 + e.
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1.5 Lower bound techniques
1.5.1 ,/tq guarantees
Generally the two norms in (1.1) can be different; an "4p/lq guarantee" uses ep on the left and eq
on the right, and scales C as k1/P'/1; this scaling compensates for the behavior if the vectors on
both sides were dominated by k comparable large values. The common (p,q) in the literature are
(oo, 2), (2,2), (2,1) and (1, 1), in order of decreasing strength of the guarantee. In every chapter
of this thesis except Chapter 7, we choose p = q = 2.
Choosing q = 2 is important because the guarantee (1.1) is trivial on many signals when q = 1.
In particular, vectors are often sparse because their coordinates decay as a power law. Empirically,
power laws xi - i~ typically have decay exponent a E [1/2, 2/31 [CSNO9, MitO4]7, which is
precisely the range where the right hand side of (1.1) converges when q = 2 but not when q = 1.
For such signals, the q = 1 guarantee is trivially satisfied by the zero vector. The downside of this
stronger guarantee is that it is harder to achieve. In fact, no deterministic algorithm with m = o(n)
can achieve q = 2 [CDD09J, so we must allow randomized algorithms with a 6 chance of failure.
For the left hand side, having p = 2 is nice because it is basis independent. So if we sparsify in
one basis (e.g., the wavelet basis for images) we can still get an approximation guarantee in another
basis (e.g. the pixel basis).
A significant fraction of the work on sparse recovery considers post-measurement noise. In this
model, one observes Ax + w for an exactly k-sparse x and wants to recover X' with
|iX' - X112 < C|W112.
To be nontrivial, one adds some restriction on size of entries in A, such as that all rows have
unit norm. This model behaves quite similarly to the e2/2 pre-measurement noise model, and
algorithms that work in one of the two models usually also apply to the other one. We will focus
on pre-measurement noise, but most of our algorithms and lower bounds can be modified to apply
in a post-measurement noise setting.
1.5.2 f 2 : Gaussian channel capacity
In the f 2 setting, we can often get tight lower bounds the number of measurements required for
sparse recovery using the information capacity of an AWGN Gaussian channel. Similar techniques
have appeared in [Wai09, IT10, ASZ10, CD11.
Basic technique. To elucidate the technique, we start with an Q(logC n) lower bound for arbi-
trary nonadaptive measurements with k = 1 and C > 2. We draw x from the distribution
x = ei. + w
for i* E [n] uniformly at random and w - N(O, E(l/(C2n))I,) normally distributed. We will show
that
logn < I(i*; Ax) < mlog C (1.4)
7Corresponding to Pareto distributions with parameter a E [2,3].
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to get the result, where I(a; b) denotes the Shannon mutual information between a and b. For the
left inequality we know that sparse recovery must find x' with
1jx' - ei-12 < JX' - X112+ 11W112 < (C+1)1w112 (1.5)
with constant probability. But I1W112 is strongly concentrated about its mean e(1/C), so with
appropriate constants j|x' - ei- 112 < 1/4 with constant probability. But then rounding ' to the
nearest e1 will recover the log n-bit i* with constant probability. By Fano's inequality, this means
I(i*; ') > logn. Since i* -+ Ax -+ x' is a Markov chain, I(i*; Ax) > I(i*; x') > logn.
For the upper bound on I(i*, Ax), we note that each individual measurement is of the form
(vx) = Vj. + (v,w)
for some row v of A. Since w is isotropic Gaussian, (v, w) is simply a Gaussian random variable
independent of vi.. This channel i* -+ (v, x) is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel,
which is well studied in information theory. In his paper introducing information theory [Sha48],
Shannon proved that it has information capacity
I(i*(v, x)) -log (1+ SNR) (1.6)2
where SNR denotes the "signal to noise ratio" . In our setting, we have E~v. = |2vlIj/n
and Ef(v, w)21 = 1IVll2/(C 2n), giving
i(i*, (V, X)) < log C.
Using the chain rule of information and properties of linearity, we then show that I(i*, Ax) <
mlog C to get (L4), and hence m = 11(logc n).
General nonadaptive. To support k > 1, we instead set
where i E {0. ±1} is k-sparse and w - N(0, k/(C2 n)I). In particular, we draw supp(i) from a
code Y of 2 0(kog(n/k)) different supports, where every pair of supports in the code differ in f2(k)
positions. Then in a very similar fashion to the above, we get the result from
k log(n/k) < I(supp(z); Ax) $ m log C.
The lower bound follows from the distance property, and the upper bound just needs that
E[(vi)2] = k/n (1.7)
for every unit vector v. If i is drawn uniformly conditioned on its support S and the code is
sufficiently "symmetric", we have
Ef[(v,_) 2] = E[lIvs1|| = k/n.
x S
The same framework also supports C = 1 + f for f = o(1). First, to make the upper bound
of (1.4) hold, we increase w to N(O, k/(en)I). The lower bound of (1.4) then requires more care,
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but still holds.
Adaptive Fburier. In the Fourier setting, we would like to lower bound adaptively chosen mea-
surements sampled from the Fourier matrix.
The above technique is mostly independent of adaptivity, with the exception of (1.7). In the
adaptive setting, v is not independent of x, which makes (1.7) not hold. To work around this, we
observe that for any fixed row v of the Fourier matrix and S = supp(1), if the signs of 1 are chosen
uniformly at random, then
Pr[(v, :)2 > kt/nl < e-n
by subgaussian concentration inequalities. Therefore with high probability over the signs,
(v,4) 2 < k(log n)/n
for all v in the Fourier matrix. Then regardless of the choice of v, the SNR is bounded by C2 log n,
giving I(supp(l); Ax) < m log(Clog n). Thus with Fourier measurements, adaptivity can only give
a log log n factor improvement.
Arbitrary adaptive. When the measurement vector v can be chosen arbitrarily, the above
lower bound (which relies on IjvI|o = 1/ n) does not apply. In fact, in this case we know that
O(k log log(n/k)) measurements suffice. Using a more intricate Gaussian channel capacity argu-
ment, we show that P(loglogn) measurements are necessary. Hence our upper bound is tight for
k = 1.
The core idea of the proof is as follows. At any stage of the adaptive algorithm, we have some
posterior distribution p on i*. This represents some amount of information b = H(i*) - H(p).
Intuitively, with b bits of information we can restrict i* to a subset of size n/2b, which increases the
SNR by a 2 b factor giving channel capacity 1 log(1 + SNR) < 1+ b. For general distributions p this
naive analysis based solely on the SNR does not work; nevertheless, with some algebra we show for
all distributions p that I(i*; (v, x) I p) < 1 + b. This means it takes Q(log log n) measurements to
reach logn bits.
1.5.3 f1: Communication complexity
In Chapter 7, we consider recovery guarantees other than the standard 12 guarantee. The Gaussian
channel technique in the previous section does not extend well to the tj setting. It relies on the
Gaussian being both 2-stable and the maximum entropy distribution under an £2 constraint. The
corresponding distributions in fI are not the same as each other, so we need a different technique.
We use communication complexity. Alice has an input x E R" and Bob has an input y E R1,
and they want to compute some function f(x, y) of their inputs. Communication complexity studies
how many bits they must transmit between themselves to compute the function; for some functions,
it is known that many bits must be transmitted. We show that a variant of a known hard problem,
Gapf,, is hard on a particular distribution.
We then show that sparse recovery solves our Gapt£ variant. In the nonadaptive setting, the
idea is that Alice sends Ax to Bob, who subtracts Ay to compute A(x - y). Bob then runs sparse
recovery on x - y, and the result lets us solve our Gapf£ variant. This shows that Ax must have
Q(k/fi) bits. In the adaptive setting, the same idea applies except the communication is two-
way-so Alice and Bob can both compute subsequent rows of the matrix-and we get the same
bound.
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Of course, the entries of A are real numbers so Ax may have arbitrarily many bits. We show
that only O(logn) bits per entry are "important": rounding A to 0(logn) bits per term gives
a negligible perturbation to the result of sparse recovery. Because our lower bound instance has
n e k/e, this gives a lower bound on the number of measurements of 1(k/(Ve/log(k/))).
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Part I
Algorithms
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Chapter 2
Adaptive Sparse Recovery
(Based on parts of [IPWI11)
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we give an algorithm for 1 + c approximate 2/ 2 sparse recovery using only
O(1k log log n) measurements if we allow the measurement process to be adaptive. In the adaptive
case, the measurements are chosen in rounds, and the choice of the measurements in each round
depends on the outcome of the measurements in the previous rounds.
Implications. Our new bounds lead to potentially significant improvements to efficiency of sparse
recovery schemes in a number of application domains. Naturally, not all applications support adap-
tive measurements. For example, network monitoring requires the measurements to be performed
simultaneously, since we cannot ask the network to "re-run" the packets all over again. However,
a surprising number of applications are capable of supporting adaptivity. For example:
" Streaming algorithms for data analysis: since each measurement round can be implemented
by one pass over the data, adaptive schemes simply correspond to multiple-pass streaming
algorithms (see [McG09] for some examples of such algorithms).
" Compressed sensing of signals: several architectures for compressive sensing, e.g., the single-
pixel camera of [DDT+08a, already perform the measurements in a sequential manner. In
such cases the measurements can be made adaptive'. Other architectures supporting adap-
tivity are under development [Defl0j.
" Genetic data analysis and acquisition: as above.
Running time of the recovery algorithm. In the nonadaptive model, the running time of the
recovery algorithm is well-defined: it is the number of operations performed by a procedure that
takes Ax as its input and produces an approximation x' to x. The time needed to generate the
measurement vectors A, or to encode the vector x using A, is not included. In the adaptive case, the
distinction between the matrix generation, encoding and recovery procedures does not exist, since
'We note that, in any realistic sensing system, minimizing the number of measurements is only one of several
considerations. Other factors include: minimizing the computation time, minimizing the amount of communication
needed to transfer the measurement matrices to the sensor, satisfying constraints on the measurement matrix imposed
by the hardware etc. A detailed cost analysis covering all of these factors is architecture-specific, and beyond the
scope of this thesis.
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new measurements are generated based on the values of the prior ones. Moreover, the running time
of the measurement generation procedure heavily depends on the representation of the matrix. If
we suppose that we may output the matrix in sparse form and receive encodings in time bounded
by the number of nonzero entries in the matrix, our algorithms run in n logo() n time. Moreover, if
we may implicitly output the matrix (e.g. output a circuit that computes each entry of the matrix
in each round) then one could probably implement our algorithm with k logO(M) n time.
2.2 1-sparse recovery
This section discusses recovery of 1-sparse vectors with O(log log n) adaptive measurements. First,
in Lemma 2.2.1 we show that if the heavy hitter xj. is B >> 1 times larger than the e2 norm of
everything else (the "signal-to-noise ratio" is n2 ), then with two nonadaptive measurements we can
find an estimate j of j* with 1j - j*f < n/B. The idea is quite simple: we observe
u() = s(i)xzi and u'(x) = i -s(i)Xi
for random signs s(i) E {t1}, and round u'(x)/u(x) to get our estimate of j*.
Lemma 2.2.1. Consider the measurements
u(x) = s(i)xi and u'(x) = i -s(i)xi
for pairwise independent random signs s(i) E {±1}. Then with probability 1 -6,
u'(x) _ , < 22 n IX-r 112
for any j* for which this bound is less than n.
Proof. By assumption, we have that j* satisfies jXj. 12 > (8/6) 1I -Ij2. We have that
W'(X) . + Ei(i - j*)xis(i)
U(X) -i Xi +
and will bound the numerator and denominator of this error term. We have by pairwise indepen-
dence of s that
E (:(i - j*)Xis(i) 2= (i - j*) 2x2 < n 2 |f- IIX .
so by Markov's inequality, with probability 1 - 6/2 we can bound the numerator by
(i - j*)Xis(i)1 5 x/2/nlX--r 112
For the denominator, we have
I ~xis(i) > fXI - I Y xis(i)f.
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Because E[I E . xs(i)2] = Ijx-gj| 1 - 6xj. 12/8 by assumption, by Markov's inequality we have
with probability 1 - 6/2 that
1 E xis(i)] x3-/2
and so the denominator is at least jxj. 1/2. Combining, we have
lu(x) = I (i - j*)xis(i) 26n|-1\2 - 2V-1 nI||i-112
Iu xU) (i - i-xs(i) - jxj-1/ 2  V jx
as desired.
This lemma is great if IxpI > njjx--j-12, in which case u(x)/u'(x) rounds to r* At lower
signal-to-noise ratios, it still identifies j* among a relatively small set of possibilities. However,
because those possibilities (i.e. the nearby indices) are deterministic this lemma does not allow us
to show that the energy of the extraneous possibilities goes down. To fix this, we extend the result
to allow an arbitrary hash function from [n] to [DI:
Lemma 2.2.2. Let h : [i] -+ IDI be fixed and consider the measurements
u(x) = Zs(i)xi and U'(x) = Zh(i) -s(i)xi
for pairwise independent random signs s(i) E {±1}. Then with probability 1 - 5,
-(X h(j*) < 2,F2 D M--12u(x) - VS- lxl
for any j* for which this bound is less than D.
Proof. The proof is identical to Lemma 2.2.1 but replacing (i - j*) 2 < n2 with (h(i) - h(j*)) 2 <
D2.
Lemma 2.2.3. Suppose there exists a j* with xr I > C |2 IIX-j 112 for some constant C and
parameters B and 6. Then with two nonadaptive measurements, NONADAPTIVESHRINK(x, B16)
returns a set S C [nJ such that j* E S, IIXS\{j-}1l2 5 I|x- 1| 2 /vB, and 1SI 1 + n/B with
probability 1 - 36.
Proof. Let D = B/6 and h : [n] -+ [DI be a pairwise independent hash function. Define C- = {i #
j* : h(i) = h(j*)} to be the set of indices that "collide" with j*. We have by pairwise independence
that each i = j* has Prfi E Cj-j = 1/D, so
EIICj. 1] = (n - 1)/D < Sn/B
E [|xCg|| 112 = ||X2-_|| ID = 6||1Xp|| 11 B
and so with probability 1 - 26 we have C1 n/B and |Ixc 4. 112 I|X-gj 2/V, so
S= {i : h(i) = h(j*)}= C U {j*}
would be a satisfactory output. By Lemma 2.2.2, we have with probability 1 - 6 that
h( j*} < 2V-D IIX-j~ 112 B 63/2 2V < 1/2
u(x) 63/2 CB C
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procedure NONADAPTIVESHRINK(x, D) c> Find smaller set S containing heavy coordinate xj.
s: [n] -+ {±1} and h: [n] -+ (D] pairwise independent.
u+- Es(i)xj t> Observation
u' +- >jh(i)s(i):x t> Observation
j +- ROUND(u'/u).
return {i I h(i) = j}.
end procedure
> Recover heavy coordinate xi.procedure ADAPTIVEONESPARSERECOVERY(X)
S -[n]
B -2, 6 +- 1/4
while 151> 1 do
S +- NONADAPTIVESHRINK(xs, 4B/6)
B +- B 3/2, 6 +- 6/2.
end while
return The single index in S
end procedure
Algorithm 2.2.1: Adaptive 1-sparse recovery
for sufficiently large constant C. But then u rounds to hU*), so the output is satisfactory with
1 - 3b probability.
Lemma 2.2.4 (1-sparse recovery). Suppose there exists a j* with Ixj. I CIIX[n]\{j-} 112 for some
sufficiently large constant C. Then O(log log n) adaptive measurements suffice to recover j* with
probability 1/2.
Proof. Let C' be the constant from Lemma 2.2.3. Define B = 8 and B,+1 T Br3 2/(2v-) for r > 0.
Define 4 = 2-r/12 for r > 0. Suppose C C'Bo/60/2
Define R = O(log log n) so BR > n. Starting with So = [n], our algorithm iteratively applies
Lemma 2.2.3 with parameters B = B,. and 6 = Sr to xS, to identify a set Sr+1 c Sr with j* E Sr+1.
We prove by induction that Lemma 2.2.3 applies at the ith iteration. We chose C to match the
base case. For the inductive step, suppose lIXS,\{j} 112 lj11(C' Br). Then by Lemma 2.2.3,
llXSmi\{*}l|2 < |IXS,\{j}2/V'r < 1Xi/(C' ;2 ) =r|C 2
so the lemma applies in the next iteration as well, as desired.
After r iterations, we have S, 5 1 + n/Br2 < 2, so we have uniquely identified j* E Sr. The
probability that any iteration fails is at most Ej>0 38r < 66o = 1/2. E
2.3 k-sparse recovery
Given a 1-sparse recovery algorithm using m measurements, one can use subsampling to build a
k-sparse recovery algorithm using O(km) measurements and achieving constant success probability.
Our method for doing so is quite similar to one used in [GLPS10. The main difference is that, in
order to identify one large coefficient among a subset of coordinates, we use the adaptive algorithm
from the previous section as opposed to error-correcting codes.
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For intuition, straightforward subsampling at rate 1/k will, with constant probability, recover
(say) 90% of the heavy hitters using 0(km) measurements. This reduces the problem to k/10-
sparse recovery: we can subsample at rate 10/k and recover 90% of the remainder with 0(km/10)
measurements, and repeat log k times. The number of measurements decreases geometrically,
for 0(km) total measurements. Naively doing this would multiply the failure probability and
the approximation error by log k; however, we can make the number of measurements decay less
quickly than the sparsity. This allows the failure probability and approximation ratios to also decay
exponentially so their total remains constant.
To determine the number of rounds, note that the initial set of 0(km) measurements can be
done in parallel for each subsampling, so only 0(m) rounds are necessary to get the first 90% of
heavy hitters. Repeating log k times would require 0(mlogk) rounds. However, we can actually
make the sparsity in subsequent iterations decay super-exponentially, in particular as a power tower.
This give O(m log* k) rounds.
Theorem 2.3.1. There exists an adaptive (1 + e)-approximate k-sparse recovery scheme with
0( k log 1 log log(ne/k)) measurements and success probability 1 - 6. It uses O(log* k log log(ne))
rounds.
To prove this, we start from the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3.2. We can perform O(log log(n/k)) adaptive measurements and recover ant such that,
for any j E Hk,1(x) we have Prfi= j] = fl(i/k).
Proof. Let S = Hk(x). Let T C [n" contain each element independently with probability p =
1/(4C 2k), where C is the constant in Lemma 2.2.4. Let j E Hk,1(x). Then we have
E[IIxT\sj121 = PlIX51I2
so with probability at least 3/4,
JIXT\S112 < V/i]X§1|2 = CI |Xy||2 < |Xj|/C
where the last step uses that j E Hk,1 (x). Furthermore we have E[IT \ S1j < pn so IT \ S1 < n/k
with probability at least 1 - 1/(4C2) > 3/4. By the union bound, both these events occur with
probability at least 1/2.
Independently of this, we have
Pr[T n S = j}1= p(1 -p)k~1 > p/e
so all these events hold with probability at least p/(2e). Assuming this,
IIXT\j}11f2 fx;f/C
and fTf I + n/k. But then Lemma 2.2.4 applies, and O(log log ITI) = O(loglog(n/k)) measure-
ments of xT can recover j with probability 1/2. This is independent of the previous probability,
for a total success chance of p/(4e) = 9(1/k). 0
Lemma 2.3.3 (Partial k-sparse recovery). With 0( k log jg log log(ne/k)) adaptive measurements,
we can recover T with ITI k and
Errfk (xT) (1 + e) Errk(x)
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with probability at least 1 - 6. The number of rounds required is O(log log(ne/k)).
Proof. Repeat Lemma 2.3.2 m = 0(}k log j ) times in parallel with parameters n and k/e to get
coordinates T' {t, t2 ,- .-. , tm}. For each j E Hkf(T) C Hk/,(X) and i E [m], the lemma implies
Pr[j = tiJ e/(Ck) for some constant C. Then Pr[j 0 T' (1 - E/(Ck))m < e-em/(Ck) < f6 for
appropriate m. Thus
EIIHkE,(x) \ T'J f6IHkE(x)I fPk
Pr [IHk,-(X) \ T' fk] < 6.
Now, observe xTt directly and set T C T' to be the locations of the largest k values. Then,
since Hk,(x) 9 Hk(x), lHk,(x) \ T = IHk,e(x) \ T' fk with probability at least 1 - 6.
Suppose this occurs, and let y = xT. Then
Err 2 (y) = min Iy-.11fk S|<fk
SI (x ) I )\Hx)112
S IXWl (112 + kllxH,(.)\H ,>(x) 112
= (1+ E) Errak(x)
as desired. 0
procedure ADAPTIVEKSPARSERECOVERY(x, k, E, 6)
Ro- [n]
60 +- 6/2, co +- e/e, fo +- 1/32, k +- k.
J +- {}
for i +- 0,..., 0(log*k) do
for t +- 0, ... (k, log X-) do
St +- SUBSAMPLE(RI, e(Ei/ki))
J.add(ADAPTIVEONESPARSERECOVERY(xS))
end for
Ri+1 +- [n] \ J
8j+j +- 6/8
4i+1- e/2
fj+1 + 1/21A(e1,
ki +- k f1
end for
+- 2:
return '3
end procedure
i> Recover approximation i of
> While k >
c> Direct observation
Algorithm 2.3.1: Adaptive k-sparse recovery
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1
Theorem 2.3.4. We can perform O(Ik log I log log(ne/k)) adaptive measurements and recover a
set T of size at most 2k with
1IXTlI2 5 (1 +e)Ijzd)(2
with probability 1 - 6. The number of rounds required is ((log* k log log(nf)).
Proof. Define Si = S and i= . Let fo = 1/32 and fi = 214 i- for i > 0, and define
ki = k ~[;f. Let Ro = [n].
Let r = O(log* k) such that fr-1 < 1/k. This is possible since ai = 1/(4'+1 fi) satisfies the
recurrence ao = 8 and ai = 2 a0 --2i-2 > 2i-1/2. Thus cr-1 > k for r = O(log*k) and then
fr-1 < 1/a0r-j < 1/k.
For each round i = 0,..., r - 1, the algorithm runs Lemma 2.3.3 on xz with parameters ei, kj,
fi, and Ji to get Ti. It sets Ri+i = Ri \ Ti and repeats. At the end, it outputs T = UT.
The total number of measurements is of order
f1 lo1 ogn~/ 1  2'(ki/k) log(1/f2 )k, log 1log >og(n3/k:) < k(i + log ) log(log(k/ki) + log(ne/k))
11
,< - log log(ne/k) E 2(ki/k) log(1/fi)(i + 1) log log(k/k)
using the very crude bounds i +log(1/6) (i + 1)log(1/6) and log(a+ b) 2log alog b for a, b > e.
But then
2z(ki/k) log(1/fi)(i + 1) log log(k/k) > 2'(i + 1)f 1 log(1/fi) log log(1/fi)
< 2'(i + 1) lf-
<1
since f; < /16', giving O(k log 1 log log(n,-/k)) total measurements. The probability that any of
the iterations fail is at most E 6; < 6. The result has size jTI E ki <2k. All that remains is the
approximation ratio IIXTI12 = IIXR,112-
For each i, we have
Erri+1 (zR+) = Err2k (x R \) 5 (1 + ei) Errki,(xR).
Furthermore, kr < kfr,- < 1. Hence
112 = Err (XR,) ( (1 ± 4) Err (xJo) (11(1 +4))
(i=O (i=O
But H~,d(1+i) <el <e, so
Q(+ ej)< + Eeci 1 +2e
i=O
and hence
I7IX112 = 1rR,12 < (1 + ")lIX|zgx)2
as desired.
Once we find the support T, we can observe XT directly with O(k) measurements to get a
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(1 + c)-approximate k-sparse recovery scheme, proving Theorem 2.3.1.
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Chapter 3
Nonadaptive Upper Bound for High
SNR
(Based on parts of [PW12I)
This chapter gives an upper bound for C-approximate sparse recovery that uses O(k log* k loge (n/k))
measurements for C >> 1. This matches, up to a log* k factor, the lower bound in Chapter 6. Pre-
vious results were optimal when C = 0(1) or C - nl() (see [CRT06b] for C = 1+ 0(1), [GLPS10]
for C 1 + o(1), and in a slightly different setting [EGO7, BJCC121 for C = n )), but this is the
first result we are aware of that performs well in the intermediate regime.
We first focus on recovery of a single heavy coordinate. We then study "partial" sparse recovery,
i.e. recovery of 90% of the heavy hitters for general k. We conclude with recovery of all the heavy
hitters.
3.1 1-sparse recovery
We observe 2r measurements, for some r = O(logc n). Let D = C/16. For i E [rJ, we choose
pairwise independent hash functions h: [nJ -+ [DJ and s: [n] -+ {±1}. We then observe
u = Es(j)xj U' = Y h(J)s(j)X.
j j
Lemma 3.1.1 (1-sparse recovery). Suppose there exists a * E [n] such that kx. I > Cx-.|j. 112.
Then if C is larger than a sufficiently large constant, we can choose r = O(logc(n/6)) and D =
e(vd) so that LOCATE1SPARSE returns j* with probability 1 - 6.
Proof. These measurements ui and u' are identical to those used and analyzed for 1-sparse recovery
in Chapter 2. By Lemma 2.2.2, for each i E (rj with probability 1 - 1/C over si we have
! - h1(j*) < 2v'Z D i(X-. 12 < 1/2
for appropriate constant in D = 9(v'd). Hence for ai = ROUND( i), we have
Pr[ai / hi(j*)] < 1/C. (3.1)
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procedure LOCATE1SPARSE(x, C)
for i E fr] do
Choose hi : [n] -+ [D] and si : [n] -+ {±1} pairwise independent.
Sample Uj = Ej si(j)xj and ui = Ej hiU)si(j)x,.
ai +- ROUND(U'/u)
end for
c -I{i E [r] I hi(j) = a}/ for j E [n].
S- {j E [n] Ic > r/2}.
if fSI = 1 then
return the single element j E S
[> r = O(logC(n/6))
i> D = N//16
else
return I
end if
end procedure
Algorithm 3.1 1: Nonadaptive 1-sparse location
This is independent for each i E [r], so the probability this happens r/2 times is
Pr[j* 0 SJ 5 r2 (1/)/2 < (4/C)12 = C~l(r) < 6/(2n).
for r = O(logc(n/6)). Similarly, we have for j $ j* that
Pr[a = hi(j)] Pr[hi(j) =h(j*)] + Pr[~a # hi(j*)] 1/D + 1/C 5 2/D.
Hence
Prj E Sj r/ )(2/D)r/2 < D-(r) < 6/(2n).
Therefore a union bound gives that S = {j*} with probability 1 - S. 0
3.2 Partial k-sparse recovery
3.2.1 Location
For general k, we locate a set L of O(k) coordinates by partitioning the coordinates into B O(k)
sets of size n/B and applying LOCATE1SPARSE. To be specific, we use pairwise independent hash
functions h: [n) -+ [BI to partition into B sets {i : h(i) = u} for each u E [B].
The algorithm LOCATEMOST performs this for R = 0(log(1/f6)) different hash functions h
and outputs the set of indices j E [n] that are located in most of the hashing h.
First we analyze the probability that a "heavy hitter" is located in a single hashing:
Lemma 3.2.1. Each round of LOCATEMOST uses 0(klogc(n/k)) measurements and returns a
set L of size O(k) such that each j E Hk,c(x) has j E L with probability at least 3/4.
Proof. Let h : [n] -+ [B] be the pairwise independent hash function used in this round. Let
S = Hk(x) denote the indices of the largest k coefficients of x, and let j E Hkec(x) c S so
jXj| 2 > C Err2(x). Define Cj = {i # j : h(i) = h(j)} to be the set of elements that "collide" with
j.
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procedure LOCATEMOST(x, k, f, 6, C)
for r +- [R] do
Choose h: [n] -+ [B] pairwise independent.
Lr +- {LOCATE1SPARSE(x restricted to {j : h(j) = i, vC-) I i E tkI}
end for
cj -{r I j E Lr}I for j E In].
L+- {j I c, > R/2}
return !L
end procedure
procedure ESTIMATEMOST(x, k, f, 6, L)
for r +- [R] do
Choose h: [n] -+ [B] and s: In] -+ {±1} pairwise independent.
Observe yj = ih(i)-j s(i)xi for each j E [B).
:ir+ s(i)yh(z) for each i E L.
end for
i +- median, i
return XL
end procedure
" R = O(log(1/f 6 ))
> B = 0(k)
" R = O(log(1/f 6))
> B= O(k)
Algorithm 3.2.1: Nonadaptive partial k-sparse recovery
By pairwise independence of h we have that
E[iCjl] n/B
E[BIxc,\s|l2 = Err (x)
E[jCj n sJ < k/B.
Hence if B > 24k, with 7/8 probability we will have that
jCj n/k
XCA\sII2 = Errk(x)
1C n s1 < 1.
In this case, T = {i : h(i) = h(j)} = Cj U {j} has
IIXT\{j} 112 5 jXj/VI
and ITI 1 + n/k. Therefore x restricted to T is a size 1 + n/k vector, and Lenuna 3.1.1 shows
that with 7/8 probability LoCATE1SPAasE(x restricted to T, /c) returns j using logj,(81T) <
logc(n/k) measurements. E
Corollary 3.2.2. With 0(k logc (n/k) log(1/f6)) measurements, LOCATEMOST returns a set L of
size 0(k) such that each j E Hkc(x) has j E L with probability at least 1 - f6.
Proof. We repeat the method of Lemma 3.2.1 0(log(1/f6)) times, and take all coordinates that
are listed in more than half the sets Li. This at most doubles the output size, and by a Chernoff
bound each j E HkLC(x) lies in the output with probability at least 1 - f6. 0
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Corollary 3.2.2 gives a good method for finding the heavy hitters, but we also need to estimate
them.
3.2.2 Estimation
We estimate using Count-Sketch [CCF02, with R = O(log(1/f6)) hash tables of size O(k/E).
Lemma 3.2.3. Suppose ILI < k. With O(k log(]g)) measurements, ESTIMATEMOST returns iL
so that with probability 1 - 6 we have
Errfk(XL - &L) < Errk(x)
Proof. Consider any j E [n] and round r E [R with hash functions h, s. Let Cj = {i j j h(i) =
h(j)}. We have
:Fr - zj = s(j) E s(i)xi
iEcs
and so
- X)2 = IxcyII11
Hence for each j and r, with 7/8 probability we have
&(r) - X) 2 < 8I|xc, 112
Now, by pairwise independence of h we have that
E[C n Hk(x)1 k/B
h
El||xcj\HA:(x)1122= Errk(xh W
so if B > 100k then we have that ICjnHk(x)l = 0 with 99/100 probability and with 9/10 probability
811xC,\Hk)| < 8401 Err2 (X) < I Err2(x).
Hence by a union bound, with 1 - 1/100 - 1/8 - 1/10 > 3/4 probability we have
(itr - x)2 < Err2 (X) (3.2)
for each coordinate j and round r. By a Chernoff bound, using R = O(log 1/(f6)) rounds, with at
least 1 - f6 probability we will have that more than R/2 of the r E [R] satisfy (3.2). In this case,
the median Ij must satisfy it as well.
Therefore with 1 - 8 probability, at most fk of the ILI k elements j E L have
k(gj i Xi)2 > r Err(X),
giving the result.
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3.2.3 Combining the two
Lemma 3.2.4 (Partial sparse recovery). The result '4 of LOCATEMOST followed by ESTIMATE-
MOST satisfies
Err 2(T - XL) CErr(x)
with probability 1 - 6, and uses O(k logc(n/k) log( )) measurements.
Proof. Let T contain the largest k coordinates of x. By Corollary 3.2.2, each j E Hkc(x) has j E L
with probability 1 - fb, so with probability 1 - 8 we have jH.,c(x) \ LI fk. Therefore
Err 2 112H ixGEfk(X-i) IIXHkC(,tX)ULII2
= IIXH&(x) 1,2 + 1XH1 (x)\Hk"c(x)I
< Err2(x) + kIIxH,,(x)I11
(1+ C) Errk(x)
and so
Err2fk(x - iL) Err2fk(XL - XL) + Err2k(x-)
(2+ C) Errk(x)
< 3CErr2(X)
with probability 1 - 6 by Lemma 3.2.3. Rescale f, 6, and C to get the result. 0
3.3 General k-sparse recovery
procedure RECOVERALL(X, k, C)
Choose kr, 6 r,. D per proof of Theorem 3.3.1
*(-) +- 0
for r +- 0.1, .... , r- 1 do
L) +- LOcATEMOST(x - X(r),. k, fr,. r, D)
1 r- ESTIMATEMOST(X - X(r), kr, fr 6r, L)
X(r+l) 4_ X(r) + i(r)
end for
return X(R)
end procedure
Algorithm 3.3.1: Nonadaptive general k-sparse recovery
Theorem 3.3.1. RECOVERALL achieves C-approximate 12Ne2 sparse recovery with O(k logc(n/k) log* k)
measurements and 3/4 success probability.
Proof. We will achieve DO(og' k)-approximate recovery using O(k logD(n/k)) measurements. Sub-
stituting log C = log D log* k gives the result.
Define 6i = 1 Let fo = 1/16 and f1+i = 2- /Wfi)- Let k. = kJgj<fj. Then for R =
O(log*k), kR < 1.
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We set i(O) = 0, and iterate LOCATEMOST and ESTIMATEMOST on X - X(r) in each round r
with tr , fr, kr, D as parameters, getting update V() and setting x(r+I) -= + (r)
The probability that Lemma 3.2.4 fails at any stage is at most , bi < 1/4. Assuming it does
not fail, the error guarantee telescopes, giving
Err ( r)- Xr  D' Err2(x)
so lix - x(R)l11 < DR Errk(x), which is DO(l* k-approximate recovery.
The total number of measurements is
R
Z k, 1ogD(n/) log( -
i=i
i=±O iR
= k(H fj)10ogo! 1(1/fj)(3 + i+ )
i=O j<i k < 4fiI
R In
:! 2 EkT ( 11 fi) 1og (1/1M
i=O j<i- I j<i
=Ok~Dn + k 1
=-koo)log D 4i )E 4jfj 1i=0 j<i-1 j<i
n
=O(klg 10).
0
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Chapter 4
Sparse Fourier Transform: Optimizing
Time
(Based on parts of [HIKP12a])
4.1 Introduction
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is one of the most important and widely used computa-
tional tasks. Its applications are broad and include signal processing, communications, and au-
dio/image/video compression. Hence, fast algorithms for DFT are highly valuable. Currently,
the fastest such algorithm is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which computes the DFT of an
n-dimensional signal in 0(n log n) time. The existence of DFT algorithms faster than FFT is one
of the central questions in the theory of algorithms.
A general algorithm for computing the exact DFT must take time at least proportional to
its output size, i.e., 0(n). In many applications, however, most of the Fourier coefficients of a
signal are small or equal to zero, i.e., the output of the DFT is (approximately) sparse. This
is the case for video signals, where a typical 8x8 block in a video frame has on average 7 non-
negligible frequency coefficients (i.e., 89% of the coefficients are negligible) [CGX96. Images and
audio data are equally sparse. This sparsity provides the rationale underlying compression schemes
such as MPEG and JPEG. Other sparse signals appear in computational learning theory [KM91,
LMN93], analysis of Boolean functions [KKL88, O'DO8], compressed sensing [Don06, CRT06a,
multi-scale analysis [DRZO7I, similarity search in databases [AFS93], spectrum sensing for wideband
channels [LVS11J, and datacenter monitoring [MNL10.
For sparse signals, the 0(n) lower bound for the complexity of DFT no longer applies. If a
signal has a small number k of nonzero Fourier coefficients - the exactly k-sparse case - the output
of the Fourier transform can be represented succinctly using only k coefficients. Hence, for such
signals, one may hope for a DFT algorithm whose runtime is sublinear in the signal size n. Even
for a general n-dimensional signal x - the general case - one can find an algorithm that computes
the best k-sparse approximation of its Fourier transform X' in sublinear time. The goal of such an
algorithm is to compute an approximation vector :' that satisfies the following e2/f 2 guarantee:
112 - V'12 C min j|2 - Y1112, (4.1)k-sparse y
where C is some approximation factor and the minimization is over k-sparse signals. We allow the
algorithm to be randomized, and only succeed with constant (say, 2/3) probability.
The past two decades have witnessed significant advances in sublinear sparse Fourier algorithms.
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The first such algorithm (for the Hadamard transform) appeared in [KM91 (building on [GL891).
Since then, several sublinear sparse Fourier algorithms for complex inputs have been discovered
[Man92, GGI+02a, AGS03, GMS05, Iwe10, Aka10, HIKP12c]. These algorithms provide' the guar-
antee in Equation (4.1).2
The main value of these algorithms is that they outperform FFT's runtime for sparse signals. For
very sparse signals, the fastest algorithm is due to [GMSO5] and has O(k logc(n) log(n/k)) runtime,
for some3 c > 2. This algorithm outperforms FFT for any k smaller than 8(n/ log' n) for some
a > 1. For less sparse signals, the fastest algorithm is due to [HIKP12cI, and has O(Vrnklog3/2 n)
runtime. This algorithm outperforms FFT for any k smaller than e(n/logn).
Despite impressive progress on sparse DFT, the state of the art suffers from two main limitations:
1. None of the existing algorithms improves over FFT's runtime for the whole range of sparse
signals, i.e., k = o(n).
2. Most of the aforementioned algorithms are quite complex, and suffer from large "big-Oh" con-
stants (the algorithm of [HIKP12c] is an exception, but has a running time that is polynomial
in n).
Results. In this chapter, we address these limitations by presenting two new algorithms for the
sparse Fourier transform. We require that the length n of the input signal is a power of 2. We
show:
" An O(k log n)-time algorithm for the exactly k-sparse case, and
" An O(k log n log(n/k))-time algorithm for the general case.
The key property of both algorithms is their ability to achieve o(n log n) time, and thus improve
over the FFT, for any k = o(n). These algorithms are the first known algorithms that satisfy this
property. Moreover, if one assume that FFT is optimal and hence the DFT cannot be computed
in less than O(nlog n) time, the algorithm for the exactly k-sparse case is optimal4 as long as
k = nn"l). Under the same assumption, the result for the general case is at most one loglog n
factor away from the optimal runtime for the case of "large" sparsity k = n/ logo(') n.
Furthermore, our algorithm for the exactly sparse case (depicted as Algorithm 4.3.1 on page 5)
is quite simple and has low big-Oh constants. In particular, our preliminary implementation of a
variant of this algorithm is faster than FFTW, a highly efficient implementation of the FFT, for
n = 222 and k < 217 [HIKP12b]. In contrast, for the same signal size, prior algorithms were faster
than FFTW only for k < 2000 IHIKP12c. 5
In Chapter 6 we complement our algorithmic results by showing that any algorithm that works
for the general case must use at least (1(k log(n/k)/ log logn) samples of x. This bound holds
even for adaptive sampling, where the algorithm selects the samples based on the values of the
previously sampled coordinates. Note that our algorithms are nonadaptive, and thus limited by the
more stringent 0(klog(n/k)) lower bound.
'The algorithm of [Man92I, as stated in the paper, addresses only the exactly k-sparse case. However, it can be
extended to the general case using relatively standard techniques.
2 All of the above algorithms, as well as the algorithms in this chapter, need to make some assumption about
the precision of the input; otherwise, the right-hand-side of the expression in Equation (4.1) contains an additional
additive term. See Preliminaries for more details.
3The paper does not estimate the exact value of c. We estimate that c = 3.
4 One also needs to assume that k divides n. See Section 4.5 for more details.
5Note that both numbers (k < 2'I and k < 2000) are for the exactly k-sparse case. The algorithm in [HIKP12c]
can deal with the general case, but the empirical runtimes are higher.
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Techniques - overview. We start with an overview of the techniques used in prior works. At a
high level, sparse Fourier algorithms work by binning the Fourier coefficients into a small number
of bins. Since the signal is sparse in the frequency domain, each bin is likely6 to have only one
large coefficient, which can then be located (to find its position) and estimated (to find its value).
The binning has to be done in sublinear time, and thus these algorithms bin the Fourier coefficients
using an n-dimensional filter vector G that is concentrated both in time and frequency. That is, G
is zero except at a small number of time coordinates, and its Fourier transform G is negligible except
at a small fraction (about 1/k) of the frequency coordinates, representing the filter's "pass" region.
Each bin essentially receives only the frequencies in a narrow range corresponding to the pass
region of the (shifted) filter G, and the pass regions corresponding to different bins are disjoint.
In this chapter, we use filters introduced in [HIKP12c]. Those filters (defined in more detail in
Preliminaries) have the property that the value of G is "large" over a constant fraction of the pass
region, referred to as the "super-pass" region. We say that a coefficient is "isolated" if it falls into a
filter's super-pass region and no other coefficient falls into filter's pass region. Since the super-pass
region of our filters is a constant fraction of the pass region, the probability of isolating a coefficient
is constant.
To achieve the stated running times, we need a fast method for locating and estimating isolated
coefficients. Further, our algorithm is iterative, so we also need a fast method for updating the
signal so that identified coefficients are not considered in future iterations. Below, we describe these
methods in more detail.
New techniques - location and estimation. Our location and estimation methods depends
on whether we handle the exactly sparse case or the general case. In the exactly sparse case, we show
how to estimate the position of an isolated Fourier coefficient using only two samples of the filtered
signal. Specifically, we show that the phase difference between the two samples is linear in the index
of the coefficient, and hence we can recover the index by estimating the phases. This approach is
inspired by the frequency offset estimation in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM),
which is the modulation method used in modern wireless technologies (see [HT01, Chapter 2).
In order to design an algorithm 7 for the general case, we employ a different approach. Specifi-
cally, we can use two samples to estimate (with constant probability) individual bits of the index
of an isolated coefficient. Similar approaches have been employed in prior work. However, in those
papers, the index was recovered bit by bit, and one needed Q(log log n) samples per bit to recover
all bits correctly with constant probability. In contrast, in this chapter we recover the index one
block of bits at a time, where each block consists of O(log log n) bits. This approach is inspired by
the fast sparse recovery algorithm of [GLPS10]. Applying this idea in our context, however, re-
quires new techniques. The reason is that, unlike in [GLPS10, we do not have the freedom of using
arbitrary "linear measurements" of the vector 'X, and we can only use the measurements induced by
the inverse Fourier transform.8 As a result, the extension from "bit recovery" to "block recovery"
is the most technically involved part of the algorithm. Section 4.4.1 contains further intuition on
this part.
'One can randomize the positions of the frequencies by sampling the signal in time domain appropriately [GGI+02a,
GMSO]. See Preliminaries for the description.
'We note that although the two-sample approach employed in our algorithm works in theory only for the exactly k-
sparse case, our preliminary experiments show that using a few more samples to estimate the phase works surprisingly
well even for general signals.
Sin particular, the method of IGLPS101 uses measurements corresponding to a random error correcting code.
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New techniques - updating the signal. The aforementioned techniques recover the position
and the value of any isolated coefficient. However, during each filtering step, each coefficient be-
comes isolated only with constant probability. Therefore, the filtering process needs to be repeated
to ensure that each coefficient is correctly identified. In {HIKP12cI, the algorithm simply performs
the filtering 0(logn) times and uses the median estimator to identify each coefficient with high
probability. This, however, would lead to a running time of 0(klog2 n) in the k-sparse case, since
each filtering step takes k log n time.
One could reduce the filtering time by subtracting the identified coefficients from the signal.
In this way, the number of nonzero coefficients would be reduced by a constant factor after each
iteration, so the cost of the first iteration would dominate the total running time. Unfortunately,
subtracting the recovered coefficients from the signal is a computationally costly operation, corre-
sponding to a so-called non-uniform DFT (see [GST08] for details). Its cost would override any
potential savings.
In this chapter, we introduce a different approach: instead of subtracting the identified coeffi-
cients from the signal, we subtract them directly from the bins obtained by filtering the signal. The
latter operation can be done in time linear in the number of subtracted coefficients, since each of
them "falls" into only one bin. Hence, the computational costs of each iteration can be decomposed
into two terms, corresponding to filtering the original signal and subtracting the coefficients. For
the exactly sparse case these terms are as follows:
" The cost of filtering the original signal is O(B log n), where B is the number of bins. B is
set to 0(k'), where k' is the the number of yet-unidentified coefficients. Thus, initially B is
equal to 0(k), but its value decreases by a constant factor after each iteration.
" The cost of subtracting the identified coefficients from the bins is 0(k).
Since the number of iterations is 0(log k), and the cost of filtering is dominated by the first iteration,
the total running time is 0(k log n) for the exactly sparse case.
For the general case, we need to set k' and B more carefully to obtain the desired running
time. The cost of each iterative step is multiplied by the number of filtering steps needed to
compute the location of the coefficients, which is O(log(n/B)). If we set B = 0(k'), this would
be e(log n) in most iterations, giving a 9(k log2 n) running time. This is too slow when k is close
to n. We avoid this by decreasing B more slowly and k' more quickly. In the r-th iteration, we
set B = k/poly(r). This allows the total number of bins to remain 0(k) while keeping log(n/B)
small-at most 0(loglog k) more than log(n/k). Then, by having k' decrease according to k' =
k/r(r) rather than k/20(l), we decrease the number of rounds to 0(log k/log log k). Some careful
analysis shows that this counteracts the log log k loss in the log(n/B) term, achieving the desired
0(k lognlog(n/k)) running time.
Organization of the chapter. In Section 4.2, we give notation and definitions used throughout
the chapter. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 give our algorithm in the exactly k-sparse and the general case,
respectively. Section 4.5 gives the reduction to the exactly k-sparse case from a k-dimensional DFT.
Section 4.6 describes how to efficiently implement our filters.
4.2 Preliminaries
This section introduces the notation, assumptions, and definitions used in the rest of this chapter.
Note that the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform are equivalent problems.
Therefore, to simplify notation and make it consistent with the rest of this thesis, we will consider
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the inverse Fourier transform problem: approximating a sparse vector x from samples of its Fourier
transform I.
Notation. We use [n] to denote the set {1, ... ,n}, and define w = e-21" to be an nth root of
unity. For any complex number a, we use #(a) E t0, 21r] to denote the phase of a. For a complex
number a and a real positive number b, the expression a ± b denotes a complex number a' such that
la - a'i <b. For a vector x E C", its support is denoted by supp(x) c [n]. We use lixilo to denote
Isupp(x)1, the number of nonzero coordinates of x.
The Fourier transform of x is denoted by 2, with
Xi EX
Eln]
The inverse transform is then jEinI
jEln]
For a vector of length n, indices should be interpreted modulo n, so X-i = X,-i. This allows us
to define convolution
(x * y)i= xjyi-j
jE [n]
and the coordinate-wise product (x y)i = xjyj, so 'i = 2* '.
When i E Z is an index into an n-dimensional vector, sometimes we use IiI to denote minjaj (mod n) IJ[
Definitions. We use two tools introduced in previous papers: (pseudorandom) spectrum permu-
tation [GGI+02a, GMS05, GST08] and flat filtering windows [HJKP12c.
Definition 4.2.1. Suppose o~- exists mod n. We define the permutation P,,b by
(Pyab2 )j = 2(ai+.)W -i
We also define r,.b(i) = o(i - b) mod n.
Claim 4.2.2. Let F 1(x) denote the inverse Fourier transform of x. Then
(F I( P,,2 xA. XiW
Proof.
F~ ( Peypa2),yti..) = ~ Ti)( pb2).
jE[n]
\/n L I aU+a) W~jE[n]
=W 7= W aja
jE In]
atri
=xiw
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Definition 4.2.3. We say that (G, G') = (GBIe5,a, G'B16) E R" x RI is a flat window function with
parameters B > 1, 6 > 0, and a > 0 if I supp(C)j = O(B log(n/6)) and C' satisfies
" Gj = 1 for fij (1 - a)n/(2B)
* G = 0 for fil > n/(2B)
" Gi E [0, 11 for all i
SJIG' - GIIO < 6.
The above notion corresponds to the (1/(2B), (1 - a)/(2B), 6, O(B/a log(n/6))-flat window
function in [HIKP12c]. In Section 4.6 we give efficient constructions of such window functions,
where G can be computed in O(B log(n/6)) time and for each i, G can be computed in O(log(n/6))
time. Of course, for i 0 [(1 - a)n/(2B),n/(2B), G E {0,1} can be computed in 0(1) time.
The fact that Ga takes w(1) time to compute for i E [(1 - a)n/(2B),n/(2B)j will add some
complexity to our algorithm and analysis. We will need to ensure that we rarely need to compute
such values. A practical implementation might find it more convenient to precompute the window
functions in a preprocessing stage, rather than compute them on the fly.
We use the following lemma from [HIKP12c:
Lemma 4.2.4. (Lemma 3.6 of {HIKP12c]) If j 0 0, n is a power of two, and - is a uniformly
random odd number in [n], then Prfaj E [-C, C| (mod n)] 4C/n.
Assumptions. Through the chapter, we require that n, the dimension of all vectors, is an integer
power of 2. We also make the following assumptions about the precision of the vectors x:
* For the exactly k-sparse case, we assume that xi E {-L, . .. , L} for some precision parameter
L. To simplify the bounds, we assume that L = n0 '); otherwise the log n term in the running
time bound is replaced by log L.
* For the general case, we only achieve Equation (4.1) if |1X112 5 n() -mink-spar, Ix - Y112- In
general, for any parameter 6 > 0 we can add 611X112 to the right hand side of Equation (4.1)
and run in time O(k log(n/k) log(n/6)).
4.3 Algorithm for the exactly sparse case
In this section we assume xi E {-L,. ., L}, where L < ne for some constant c > 0, and x is k-sparse.
We choose 6 = 1/(4n2L). The algorithm (NOISELESSSPARSEFFT) is described as Algorithm 4.3.1.
The algorithm has three functions:
" HASHToBINS. This permutes the spectrum of x - x with Po.apb, then "hashes" to B bins.
The guarantee will be described in Lemma 4.3.3.
" NOISELESSSPARSEFFTINNER. Given time-domain access to X^ and a sparse vector X such
that x - X is k'-sparse, this function finds "most" of x - X.
* NoISELESSSPARsEFFT. This iterates NOISELESSSPARSEFFTINNER until it finds x exactly.
We analyze the algorithm "bottom-up", starting from the lower-level procedures.
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procedure HASnTOBINS(', x, P,,,,a, B, 6, a)
Compute Yjn/B for j E [B], where Y = GB, - (Pa..a.bX)
Compute Y'jn/B = Yjn/B - ( *Bp* Pa,,bX)jn/B for j E [B]
return u given by u3 = In/B.
end procedure
procedure NOISELESSSPARSEFFTINNER(2, k', , a)
Let B = k'//, for sufficiently small constant /.
Let 6 = 1/(4n2 L).
Choose a uniformly at random from the set of odd numbers in 4n].
Choose b uniformly at random from [n].
u +- HASHToBINS(2, X, P,,,Ob, B, 6, a).
t' +- HASHTOBINS(2, X, Pa ,6, a).
W + 0.
Compute J = {j : juj I> 1/2}.
for j E J do
a +- uj/u.
i +- 1 (round(O(a)g)) mod n. > O(a) denotes the phase of a.
v +- round(u3 ).
Wi +- V.
end for
return w
end procedure
procedure NOISELESSSPARSEFFT(i, k)
X +- 0
for t E 0, 1, .. . , log k do
kt +- k/2t, at +- 0(2-').
x +- x + NOISELESSSPARSEFFTINNER(QI,kj, x, at).
end for
return X
end procedure
Algorithm 4.3.1: Exact k-sparse recovery
Analysis of NoiselessSparseFFTInner and HashToBins.. For any execution of NoisE-
LESSSPARSEFFTINNER, define the support S = supp(x - x). Recall that 7r,,b(i) = a(i - b) mod n.
Define h,,b(i) = round(7rob(i)B/n) and o,,b(i) = ir,,b(i) -hab(i)n/B. Note that therefore 1o,,b(i)l ;
n/(2B). We will refer to h,,b(i) as the "bin" that the frequency i is mapped into, and Oub(i) as
the "offset". For any i E S define two types of events associated with i and S and defined over the
probability space induced by a and b:
" "Collision" event EaIl(i): holds iff h,,b(i) E h,,b(S \ {i}), and
* "Large offset" event Ef (i): holds iff IOb(i) > (1 - a)n/(2B).
Claim 4.3.1. For any i E S, the event Ecdg(i) holds with probability at most 4jS1/B.
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Proof. Consider distinct i, j E S. By Lemma 4.2.4,
Pr[h,b(i) = hab(j)I < Pr[lra(i) - Xr7 b(i) mod n E f-n/B,n/B]
= Pr[a(i - j) mod n E [-n/B, n/BRh
4/B.
By a union bound over j E S, Pr[Ecug(i)I 41S1/B.
Claim 4.3.2. For any i E S, the event Eqff(i) holds with probability at most a.
Proof. Note that ofb(i) o(i) a(i - b) (mod n/B). For any odd a and any I E [n/B, we
have that Prbo[(i - b) - I (mod n/B)I = B/n. Since only an/B offsets Ob(i) cause Eqf1 (i), the
claim follows. 0
Lemma 4.3.3. Suppose B divides n. The output u of HASHToBINs satisfies
u = E (x - X)X(G'sBX..O&b(i) W"i ±6||x||1.
h,b(i)=j
Let = {i E supp(X) I Eff (i)}j. The running time of HAsHToBINS is O(B log(n/6) + IXilo +
( log(n/6)).
Proof. Define the flat window functions G = B,6,4 and G' = G'B,b. We have
y = - Pa,bX = * Paa,bX
Y' = C' * P,a,b(X - x) + (G - G') * P,,bX
By Claim 4.2.2, the coordinates of Pa,,bx and x have the same magnitudes, just different ordering
and phase. Therefore
I(G - G') * P,,abXIJO ||G - G 1jI1PyabX11 611x1
and hence
u j = y'in/B= G'-1( Pra4{x - x )j".+ k 6||2||1I
jl1<n/(2B)
=E G'n/B-7r,b(i)(Paab(x - X)),b(i) k 6||4||
11r ,,(i-jn/BJ<n/(2B)
= G'-O (x - Xho a)p" ± lIXII1
as desired.
We can compute HASHToBINs via the following method:
1. Compute y with I|yllo O(9 log(n/6)) in O(k log(n/6)) time.
2. Compute v E CB given by vi = E yi+jB-
3. Because B divides n, by the definition of the Fourier transform (see also Claim 3.7 of [HIKP12cJ)
we have yjnB = vj for all j. Hence we can compute it with a B-dimensional FFT in
O(Blog B) time.
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4. For each coordinate i E supp(x), decrease Ylhgb(i) by G' -, b()xiw . This takes O(Ixi1o +
(log(n/6)) time, since computing G'.,(j) takes O(log(n/6)) time if Eff(i) holds and 0(1)
otherwise.
G
Lemma 4.3.4. Consider any i E S such that neither Ed, (i) nor Eoff(i) holds. Let j = hb(i).
Then
round((uj/u'))j-) = ai (mod n),
round(u3 ) = Xi,
and j E J.
Proof. We know that |jxI|1 kIlxII, < kL < nL. Then by Lemma 4.3.3 and Eca:(i) not holding,
uj = (x - x)G' %,b(i) k5 nL.
Because Eff(i) does not hold, G' -ob(i) = 1, so
uj = (x - x)i ± bnL. (4.2)
Similarly,
uj = (x - x)w" k nL
Then because SnL < 1 < I(x - x)J , the phase is
0(uj) = 0 ± sinr (6nL) = 0 ± 26nL
and 0(u) = -oi2 ± 2SnL. Thus 0(uj/u') = il ± 46nL = ai2 1/n by the choice of 6.
Therefore
n
round(o(uj/u)T) = ci (mod n).
Also, by Equation (4.2), round(uo) = xi - Xi. Finally, Iround(u) I = x - Xii 1, so juyj I 1/2.
Thus j E J.
For each invocation of NOISELESSSPARsEFFTINNER, let P be the the set of all pairs (i, v)
for which the command wi <- v was executed. Claims 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.4 together
guarantee that for each i E S the probability that P does not contain the pair (i, (x - X)i) is at
most 41S1/B + a. We complement this observation with the following claim.
Claim 4.3.5. For any j E J we have j E h,b(S). Therefore, J| = IP 5 IS1.
Proof. Consider any j f h,,.(S). From Equation (4.2) in the proof of Lemma 4.3.4 it follows that
jujj 6nL < 1/2.
Lemma 4.3.6. Consider an execution of NOISELESSSPARSEFFTINNER, and let S = supp(x - x).
If ISI k', then
E[j|x - x - wIjoI 8($ + a)fSj.
Proof. Let e denote the number of coordinates i E S for which either Ecai(i) or E~ff(i) holds.
Each such coordinate might not appear in P with the correct value, leading to an incorrect value
of wi. In fact, it might result in an arbitrary pair (i', v') being added to P, which in turn could
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lead to an incorrect value of wi,. By Claim 4.3.5 these are the only ways that w can be assigned
an incorrect value. Thus we have
|Ix - x -w|o < 2e.
Since E[eJ 5 (41Sf/B + a)f SI (4# + a) SI, the lemma follows.
Analysis of NoiselessSparseFFT.. Consider the tth iteration of the procedure, and define
St = supp(x - x) where x denotes the value of the variable at the beginning of loop. Note that
ISol = Isupp(x)j < k.
We also define an indicator variable It which is equal to 0 iff IStI/ISt- i I 1/8. If It = 1 we say
the the tth iteration was not successful. Let ^y = 8 -8(,8 + a). From Lemma 4.3.6 it follows that
Pr[It = 11 fSt-1i f5 k/2t- 11 < y. From Claim 4.3.5 it follows that even if the tth iteration is not
successful, then St4/ISt-11 < 2.
For any t > 1, define an event E(t) that occurs iff F, I= > t/2. Observe that if none of the
events E(1). .. E(t) holds then ISt| K k/ 2 '.
Lemma 4.3.7. Let E = E(1) U ... U E(A) for A = 1 + log k. Assume that (4-y) 1/2 < 1/4. Then
Pr[E] < 1/3.
Proof. Let t' = ft/21. We have
Pr[E(t)] t ()t < 2t*ytI < (4)tY/2
Therefore
PrEI 5 Pr[E(t)] < 1/2 < 1/4 -4/3 = 1/3.
t ~I - (4,y)1/ 2
0
Theorem 4.3.8. Suppose x is k-sparse with entries from {-L,..., L} for some known L = n0(1)
Then the algorithm NOISELESSSPARSEFFT runs in expected O(k log n) time and returns the correct
vector x with probability at least 2/3.
Proof. The correctness follows from Lemma 4.3.7. The running time is dominated by O(logk)
executions of HASHToBINS.
Assuming a correct run, in every round t we have
IIxI|o I|x|to + |St| k + k/2 t < 2k.
Therefore
E[l{i E supp(X) I Eoff(i)}jJ 5 ajJxU10 5 2ak,
so the expected running time of each execution of HAsHToBINS is O(6 log(n/6)+k+ak log(n/6)) =
O(A log n+k+ak logn). Setting a = 0 ( 2 -/2) and [ = 0(1), the expected running time in round
t is O(2-1 2 k log n + k + 2-t12 k log n). Therefore the total expected running time is O(k log n). 0
4.4 Algorithm for the general case
This section shows how to achieve Equation (4.1) for C = 1+ e. Pseudocode is in Algorithm 4.4.1
and 4.4.2.
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Define $^* to be the initial input to the algorithm. Our algorithm will repeatedly construct
refined estimates X of x*, and recursively apply itself to x = x* - X.
4.4.1 Intuition
Let S denote the "heavy" 0(k/f) coordinates of x. The overarching algorithm SPARSEFFT works
by first "locating" a set L containing most of S, then "estimating" xL to get x. It then repeats
on x - X. We will show that each heavy coordinate has a large constant probability of both being
in L and being estimated well. As a result, x - x is probably nearly k/4-sparse, so we can run
the next iteration with k -+ k/4. The later iterations then run faster and achieve a higher success
probability, so the total running time is dominated by the time in the first iteration and the total
error probability is bounded by a constant.
In the rest of this intuition, we will discuss the first iteration of SPARSEFFT with simplified
constants. In this iteration, hashes are to B = 0(k/e) bins and, with 3/4 probability, we get x
so x - X is nearly k/4-sparse. The actual algorithm will involve a parameter a in each iteration,
roughly guaranteeing that with 1 - v/a probability, we get x so x - x is nearly V/ak-sparse; the
formal guarantee will be given by Lemma 4.4.8. For this intuition we only consider the first iteration
where a is a constant.
Location. As in the noiseless case, to locate the "heavy" coordinates we consider the "bins"
computed by HASHToB INS with Pa,. This roughly corresponds to first permuting the coordinates
according to the (almost) pairwise independent permutation Pa.., partitioning the coordinates into
B = 0(k/r) "bins" of n/B consecutive indices, and observing the sum of values in each bin. We get
that each heavy coordinate i has a large constant probability that the following two events occur:
no other heavy coordinate lies in the same bin, and only a small (i.e., 0(E/k)) fraction of the mass
from non-heavy coordinates lies in the same bin. For such a "well-hashed" coordinate i, we would
like to find its location r = 7rab(i) = a(i - b) among the en/k < n/k consecutive values that hash
to the same bin. Let
6 =2 (j+ ab) (mod 2r). (4.3)
n
so 6= ?Ti. In the noiseless case, we showed that the difference in phase in the bin using Pof and
using Pi,b is 0* plus a negligible 0(8) term. With noise this may not be true; however, we can say
for any # E [nj that the difference in phase between using Pg and P,,a+,,b as a distribution over
uniformly random a E [n], is 00* + v with (for example) E[V2] = 1/100 (all operations on phases
modulo 27r). We can only hope to get a constant number of bits from such a "measurement". So
our task is to find T within a region Q of size n/k using 0(log(n/k)) "measurements" of this form.
One method for doing so would be to simply do measurements with random 0 E [n]. Then each
measurement lies within 7r/4 of 30* with at least 1 - E!g > 3/4 probability. On the other hand,
for j : - and as a distribution over 3, ,3(0, - 0j*) is roughly uniformly distributed around the circle.
As a result, each measurement is probably more than ir/4 away from fG0j. Hence 0(log(n/k))
repetitions suffice to distinguish among the n/k possibilities for r. However, while the number of
measurements is small, it is not clear how to decode in polylog rather than il(n/k) time.
To solve this, we instead do a t-ary search on the location for t = e(logn). At each of
0(logt(n/k)) levels, we split our current candidate region Q into t consecutive subregions Ql,..., Qt,
each of size w. Now, rather than choosing 3 E [n], we choose 0 E [(n, "]. By the upper bound on
3, for each q E [t] the values {1,30, I j E Qq} all lie within 00' < 7r/4 of each other on the circle.
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On the other hand, if jj - r I> 16w, then 0(0*. - 0) will still be roughly uniformly distributed about
the circle. As a result, we can check a single candidate element eq from each subregion: if eq is in the
same subregion as r, each measurement usually agrees in phase; but if eq is more than 16 subregions
away, each measurement usually disagrees in phase. Hence with O(log t) measurements, we can
locate r to within 0(1) consecutive subregions with failure probability 1/t(1). The decoding time
is O(t log t).
This primitive LOCATEINNER lets us narrow down the candidate region for r to a subregion
that is a t' = 1(t) factor smaller. By repeating LOCATEINNER loge(n/k) times, LocATESIGNAL
can find r precisely. The number of measurements is then O(log t logt(n/k)) = O(log(n/k)) and
the decoding time is O(tlogtlog(n/k)) = O(log(n/k)logn). Furthermore, the "measurements"
(which are actually calls to HAsHToBINs) are nonadaptive, so we can perform them in parallel for
all O(k/e) bins, with O(log(n/6)) average time per measurement. This gives O(k log(n/k) log(n/6))
total time for LOCATESIGNAL.
This lets us locate every heavy and "well-hashed" coordinate with i/t 0(1 ) = o(1) failure prob-
ability, so every heavy coordinate is located with arbitrarily high constant probability.
Estimation. By contrast, estimation is fairly simple. As in Algorithm 4.3.1, we can estimate
xi as uhOb(i), where u is the output of HAsHTOBINs. Unlike in Algorithm 4.3.1, we now have
noise that may cause a single such estimate to be poor even if i is "well-hashed". However, we
can show that for a random permutation Pa, b the estimate is "good" with constant probability.
ESTIMATEVALUES takes the median of Reg = O(log ) such samples, getting a good estimate with
1 - e/64 probability. Given a candidate set L of size k/e, with 7/8 probability at most k/8 of the
coordinates are badly estimated. On the other hand, with 7/8 probability, at least 7k/8 of the heavy
coordinates are both located and well estimated. This suffices to show that, with 3/4 probability,
the largest k elements J of our estimate w contains good estimates of 3k/4 large coordinates, so
x - wj is close to k/4-sparse.
4.4.2 Formal definitions
As in the noiseless case, we define 7r,b(i) =a(i - b) mod n, hb(i) = round(ir,,(i)B/n) and
OGab(i) = 7rv,(i) - hb(i)n/B. We say hb(i) is the "bin" that frequency i is mapped into, and
OQ,b(i) is the "offset". We define h-(j) = {i E [n] I ho,(i) =j}.
In each iteration of SPARsEFFT, define x = x* - x, and let
p2 = Err2(X) + 52nix*11
A2 = 2/k
S = {i E [n] |X,2 >/A2}
Then ISI (1+ 1/E)k = O(k/e) and fix - xS112 < (1+ E)p 2. We will show that each i E S is found
by LOCATESIGNAL with probability 1 - 0(a), when B= (A).
For any i E S define three types of events associated with i and S and defined over the probability
space induced by a and b:
* "Collision" event Ecai(i): holds iff hb,(i) E h,( \ {i});
" "Large offset" event Eff(i): holds iff lob(i) (1 - a)n/(2B); and
* "Large noise" event Eneise(i): holds iff IIXh- |(h b(i))\S 2 - Errk(x)/(aB).
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procedure SPARsEFFT(X'*, k, e, 6)
R +- O(log k/log log k) as in Theorem 4.4.9.
() +- 0
for r E [RI do
Choose B,, kr, a, as in Theorem 4.4.9.
Rest +- O(log( -)) as in Lemma 4.4.8.
L, +- L OCATESIGNA L(* 6~) r r )
(r+) -X() + ESTIMATEVALUES(?*, XI0 ,3kr, 4, B.r, 6, &,st).
end for
return x(R+I)
end procedure
procedure ESTIMATEVALUES(i*F, X, k', L, B, 6, Ret)
for r E t&tJ do
Choose a., b, E [n] uniformly at random.
Choose o, uniformly at random from the set of odd mimbers in [n].
ufr) +- HASHToBINS(!*, , B,6).
end for
w +- 0
for i E L do
wi +- median,u ) b -aW~'"i. > Separate median in real and imaginary axes.
end for
J +- argmaxplkiIwjIA12,
return wj
end procedure
Algorithm 4.4.1: k-sparse recovery for general signals, part 1/2.
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Let s = 9(al/3 ).
Let vj,, = 0 for (j, q) E [B] x It].
for r E [Roc] do
Choose a E [n] uniformly at random.
Choose 3 E { , . . . , "} uniformly at random.
u - HAsHToBINs('*, X, P,a4b, B,3,a).
U'+- HASHToBINS(^*, X, Pq,a+O, B, 6, c).
for j E [B) do
cj +- O(Uj/u )
for q E [t] do
mg,q +ij + ~-18w
0 j,_ 2ixMj+eb) mod 2r
if min( 100,q - cjI, 27r - l0 6jq - cjI) < sr then
Vj,q +- Vjq + 1
end if
end for
end for
end for
for j E [B] do
Q* +- {q E [t] I V,q > Rioc/2}
if Q* 5 0 then
1 +- minqEQ- 1j + Vw1W
else
end if
end for
return 1'
end procedure
Algorithm 4.4.2: k-sparse recovery for general signals, part 2/2.
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procedure LOCATESIGNAL(*, x, B, a, )
Choose uniformly at random i, b E [n) with a odd.
Initialize If) = (i - 1)n/B for i E [B].
Let wo = n/B, t = logn, t' = t/4, Dmax = logt (wo + 1).
Let R4., = E(logi 1.(t/a)) per Lemma 4.4,5.
for D E [Dmaxr do
j(D+l) +- L OCATEINNER(r*, XB, j, CV, 7, i$, I(D). Wo(D-17t 1c
end for
L +- {(lD + j E [B
return L
end procedure
c> 3, a parameters for C, G'
C (li,11 + W),..., (IB, 1B + w) the plausible regions.
r B ; k/e the number of bins
r t ; log n the number of regions to split into.
> R.c - log t = log log n the number of rounds to run
procedure LOCATEINNER($*, X, B, 3, a, a, b, 1, w, t, RAO)
By Claims 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, Pr[Eco,(i)] 41S1/B = O(a) and Pr[E.,ff(i)] < 2a for any i E S.
Claim 4.4.1. For any i E S, Pr[E,,,(i)] 4a.
Proof. For each j # i, Prfhb(j) = h,,b(i)] Pr[jlj - ail < n/B] 4/B by Lemma 4.2.4. Then
E[||42(4(4))112$ < 411x[n]\SII'/B
The result follows by Markov's inequality.
We will show for i E S that if none of E,,,(i), Eff(i), and En,, e(') hold then SPARSEFFTIN-
NER recovers xi with 1 - O(a) probability.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let a E [n) uniformly at random, B divide n, and the other parameters be arbitrary
in
u = HASHToBINS(* X, P,,,, B6, - ).
Then for any i E In] with j = heb(i) and none of E,,,(i), Eff(i), or E,".,,(i) holding,
E[uj - xiWa1"|2 : 2
aB
Proof. Let G' = 'sB,Q4. Let T = h~(j) \ {i}. We have that Tn s = {} and C' 0  i) = 1. By
Lemma 4.3.3,
Uj - XWaai - I G-.o0, 4 t)XiWa k 6||1x* li.
VET
Because the ui' are distinct for i' E T, we have by Parseval's theorem
2
E = E(G1_oa,(f)Xi) 2 < 112
E TIX 2i'ET iVET
Since IX + Y12 < 21X12 + 21Y 2 for any X, Y, we get
E[luj - <ij2]  1xTl|1 + 2621J.T*112
a21
2 Err2(x)/(aB) + 262llX*ll2
< 2p2/(aB).
0
4.4.3 Properties of LocateSignal
In our intuition, we made a claim that if f E [n/(16w), n/(8w)] uniformly at random, and i > 16w,
then (ii is "roughly uniformly distributed about the circle" and hence not concentrated in any
small region. This is clear if $ is chosen as a random real number; it is less clear in our setting
where 0 is a random integer in this range. We now prove a lemma that formalizes this claim.
Lemma 4.4.3. Let T c [m] consist of t consecutive integers, and suppose # E T uniformly at
random. Then for any i E [n] and set S C In] of I consecutive integers,
1 im 1M 1
Pr[Oi mod n E S1 < ~im/nj (I + [/ij)/t 5 - + -- + - + -
-t nt nt it
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Proof. Note that any interval of length I can cover at most 1 + L/i elements of any arithmetic
sequence of common difference i. Then {i 1 6 E T} C [im] is such a sequence, and there are at
most fim/n] intervals an + S overlapping this sequence. Hence at most [im/n] (1 + [L/ij) of the
,6 E [m] have 3i mod n E S. Hence
Pr[pi mod n E S] 5 im/ni (1 + Li/ij)/t.
Lemma 4.4.4. Let i E S. Suppose none of Ec1 (i), Eff(i), and Enmcis(i) hold, and let j = h,,b(i).
Consider any run of LOCATEINNER with 7rb@() E [lj,lj + w] . Let f > 0 be a parameter such that
Ck
aff
for C larger than some fixed constant. Then 7T0.b(i) E [l[j, l' + 4w/ti with probability at least I -
tffl(&o),
Proof. Let r = 7,b(i) =- a(i - b) (mod n), and for any j E [n] define
2Ir
fr = -(j+ ab) (mod 27r)n
so G* = 1-ai. Let 9 = e(fI/a), and C= Be = 9(1/g3).
To get the result, we divide tlj, tj + w] into t "regions", Qq = [1j + ':-w,13 + wJ for q E [t. We
will first show that in each round r, cj is close to 0* with 1 - g probability. This will imply that
Qq gets a "vote," meaning Vj,q increases, with 1 - g probability for the q' with r E Qq. It will also
imply that vjq increases with only g probability when fq - q'J > 3. Then R10, rounds will suffice
to separate the two with 1 - f-I4(Rte-) probability. We get that with 1 - tf -1loc) probability, the
recovered Q* has jq - q'f 3 for all q E Q*. If we take the minimum q E Q* and the next three
subregions, we find r to within 4 regions, or 4w/t locations, as desired.
In any round r, define u = u(') and a = ar. We have by Lemma 4.4.2 and that i E S that
E[Juj - a""li, 2] < 2 e2
2 2 2E(1j-w=x -22 2
I < U1x4l'.
Note that O(waoi) = -a*. Thus for any p > 0, with probability I - p we have
fu, -w 0 x I -f 1xi1I
10(u3) - (M(x) - ao*)1o sin~ ()
where Jjx - yIjo = minEz Ix - y + 27r-yj denotes the "circular distance" between x and y. The
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analogous fact holds for b(u'j) relative to O(xi) -(a+3)*. Therefore with at least 1-2p probability,
|ic, - 00*,|Io = 0(uj) - O(j) - 00,*llo
-( 4(u) - ( (i) - ao,)) - (w(u',) - (4(xi) - (a + 3)O))
< II0(uj) - (O(xi) - aO*)Ilo + 10(u'j) - (O(xi) - (a + i)0*)l
< 2sin-( )
by the triangle inequality. Thus for any s = 0(g) and p = E(g), we can set C' =2psin~sr4)=
E(1/ 9 3 ) so that
ticj - f36t*10 < s7r/2 (4.4)
with probability at least 1 - 2p.
Equation (4.4) shows that cj is a good estimate for i with good probability. We will now show
that this means the appropriate "region" Qq' gets a "vote" with "large" probability.
For the q' with r E [Ij + 7-1w, li + w], we have that m,q = lj + q12 w satisfies
Ir - MjqI <
so
2irws o 1~0 * - j t |1 < 2 7 -
-n 2t
Hence by Equation (4.4), the triangle inequality, and the choice of B < g,
-~ 00j,q1I1O tiCi - IOT 110 + 110r 0-.q 1
Sr 7 rw
2 nt
87r 87r
2 2
s r.
Thus, Vj.q' will increase in each round with probability at least 1 - 2p.
Now, consider q with Iq - q'j > 3. Then |r - MjqI ;> 7, and (from the definition of 03> )
we have
01r - mjql > > 3sn (4.5)8 >4
We now consider two cases. First, suppose that IT - mnjq <. In this case, from the definition
of 3 it follows that
'|1 - mj,ql n/2.
Together with Equation (4.5) this implies
Prff(r - Mj,q) mod n E [-3sn/4, 3sn/4] = 0.
On the other hand, suppose that Ir - mj,qj > '. In this case, we use Lemma 4.4.3 with
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parameters = 3sn/2, m = , t = , i = ( - mjq) and n = n, to conclude that
Pr[(8(r - mj,) mod n E [-3sn/4, 3sn/411 + - mjq +3s + sn st 4w
snt n 2 w snt
4w 2w
< -- + - + 9ssnt n
6
< B+98
< los
where we used that jif w < n/B, the assumption M < lij, t > 1, s < 1, and that s2 > 6/B
(because s = O(g) and B = w(1/g3 )).
Thus in either case, with probability at least 1 - Jos we have
21rj3 (mj, - r) 21r 3sn 3
for any q with jq - q'j > 3. Therefore we have
-cj - 0ijqIIO I 0i,q - #0*11o - IcJ - 0**1| > sir
with probability at least 1 - 10s - 2p, and Vjq is not incremented.
To summarize: in each round, vjy is incremented with probability at least 1 - 2p and vj,, is
incremented with probability at most 10s + 2p for Iq - q'I > 3. The probabilities corresponding to
different rounds are independent.
Set s = g/20 and p = g/4. Then vj, is incremented with probability at least 1 - g and Vjq is
incremented with probability less than 9. Then after R1 ,, rounds, if jq - q'I > 3,
Pr[vj. > RR/2J g./2 < (g)Rjo/2 f (Rl.)
'q Rjc/2 < R40c12)
for 9 = f1/ 3/4. Similarly,
Pr[Vjiq < R40CI21 < f11(,-).
Hence with probability at least 1 - tf"(Rla) we have q' E Q* and Jq - q'I < 3 for all q E Q*. But
then r - 1' E [0, 4w/t as desired.
Because E[j{i E supp(X) I Eojj(i)}f] = alIxj1o, the expected running time is O(ROCBt +
Rj log(n/8) + Rz0ceIxJIo(1 + a log(n/6))).
Lemma 4.4.5. Suppose B = ' for C larger than some fixed constant. The procedure LocATES-
IGNAL returns a set L of size ILI < B such that for any i E S, Pr[i E L] > 1 - O(a). Moreover the
procedure runs in expected time
0((B log(n/6) + 11XIo(1 + alog(n/6)))log(n/B)).
a
Proof. Consider any i e S such that none of Edau(i), Eq1 1(i), and Eajse(i) hold, as happens with
probability I - O(a).
Set t = logn,t' = t/4 and Rt., = 0(log1 1,(t/a)). Let wo = n/B and wD = wo/(t')D-1, so
WDna+1 < 1 for Dmax = logkwo + 1) < t. In each round D, Lemma 4.4.4 implies that if 7rb,(i) E
1 j(D) 1(DL+wD] then 7r,,b(i) E 11(D+1) D+1) +with probability at least 1 - =1- .
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By a union bound, with probability at least 1-a we have 7rcrb(i) E [l Dra+)lDr+1)+'WDaa2+1l
{l(D"_;+1)}. Thus i = fr ( o . 1{j(rna 1  r'j I(f(Dmar+l) ) E L.
Since RiocDmaz = O(logj/. (t/a) log(n/B)) = 0(log(n/B)), the running time is
BO(Dmax(Rico-B log(n/6) + RIclixIlo(1 + alog(n/6))))
B((B log(n/b)+ |X lo(1+ a log(n/6))) log(n/B)).
4.4.4 Properties of EstimateValues
Lemma 4.4.6. For any i E L,
Pr[jwj - xj 2 > 2 < )
if B > C for some constant C.
Proof. Define e, = U - - xi in each round r. Suppose none of Edg(i), Eof) (i), and E (i)
hold, as happens with probability 1 - O(a). Then by Lemma 4.4.2,
E[je,|12|<2 - 2k 2 2 2
ar I - aB ;eB C
Hence with 3/4 - O(a) > 5/8 probability in total,
1er<2 < 8 12/2
for sufficiently large C. Then with probability at least 1 - e-(R-"A'), both of the following occur:
rmedianreal(er)1 2 < A2/2
jmedian imag(er)12 < A2/2.
r
If this is the case, then I median, er12 < fL2. Since wi = xi + median er, the result follows. ]
Lemma 4.4.7. Let Rest > Clog , for some constant C and parameters y, f > 0. Then if
ESTIMATEVALUES is run with input k' = 3k, it returns w.j for jJf = 3k satisfying
Errf2(XL rWJ)  EI (XL) + O(kp12)
with probability at least 1 - -y.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4.6, each index i E L has
Pr[lwi - Xi12 > P2 ] < 2 fk
Let U = {i E L I wI - X1 2 > p2}. With probability 1 - y, ,UI fk; assume this happens. Then
1(X - w)L\Uil2 < A2 (4.6)
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Let T contain the top 2k coordinates of wL\U. By Lemma 7.2.1, the fo, guarantee (4.6) means that
IIXL\U _ WT12 Errk(xL\u) + 3kp2 . (4.7)
Because J is the top 3k > (2+ f)k coordinates of WL, T C J. Let J'= J\(T U U), so jJ'j <k.
Then
Err k(XL - wJ) < IIXL\U -W\UII
=||XL\(Uujt) - tT| + I(x - 2
IIXL\U -WT +|J'II(x -W )y2||
SErij(XL\u) + 3kp2 + k 2
= Erri(XL\U) + 0(kp2 )
where we used Equations (4.6) and (4.7). 0
4.4.5 Properties of SparseFFT
We will show that x* - X(r) gets sparser as r increases, with only a mild increase in the error.
Lemma 4.4.8. Define X(r) = X* - X(r). Consider any one loop r of SPARSEFFT, running with
parameters (B, k.a) = (Br, kr, r) such that B > C for some C larger than some fixed constant.
Then for any f > 0,
Err2kzr+) < (1 + e) Err ( )+Ok6nz|?
with probability 1 - O(a/f), and the running time is
B
o((Ix(r) Io(1 + a log(n/6)) + - log(n/6))(log - + log(n/B))).a af
Proof. We use RPt = 0(log ) - (log 1) rounds inside ESTIMATEVALUES.
The running time for LOCATESIGNAL is
0((- log(n/6) + IIx(r) Io(1 + a log(n/6))) log(n/B)),
and for ESTIMATEVALUES is
0((- log(n/6) + IIx(r) I1o(1 + a log(n/6)))lg l )
a ac
for a total running time as given.
Recall that in round r, p2 = g(Errk(x(r)+6 2n11x*I) and S = {iE [n] I xf)2 2 }. By
Lemma 4.4.5, each i E S lies in Lr with probability at least 1 - 0(a). Hence IS \ LI < fk with
probability at least 1 - O(a/f). Then
Err2 () (r 12
< Err 2(x ((Lu)) + k1Ix(L) 11 2
<Err2(X~r\ ) + kp 2. (4.8)
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Let w = x(r+i) - X= X(- ) _k+l) by the vector recovered by ESTIMATEVALUES. Then supp(w) C
L, so
Errf (x(r+l)) = Errifk(xr) - w)
Errf, (x + Err f(s[ -- w)
Err( ) + Err (xfr)) + O(kp 2)
by Lemma 4.4.7. But by Equation (4.8), this gives
Err +I)) k Errk(x r\L)+ Err (x[)+O(kp2)
S Err2(X(r)) +O(kpA2 )
= (1 + O(e))Err2(X(r)) + O(e62njjX*j12)
The result follows from rescaling f and e by constant factors. 0
As in previous chapters, repeating this lemma leads to a general sparse recovery algorithm:
Theorem 4.4.9. With 2/3 probability, SPARSEFFT recovers x(R+l) such that
lix* - x(R+<)|12 < (1 + e)Errk(x) + 611X112
in O(} log(n/k) log(n/6)) time.
Proof. Define fr = 0(1/r 2 ) so E fr < 1/4. Choose R so r< fr < 1/k l, l<R f,. Then
R = O(log k/ log log k), since lr(R fA < (fR/ 2)R/ 2 = (2/R)R.
Set e, = frf, ar = 9(f,2), kr = k Il;<, fi, By. = O(acrfr). Then B, = w(k-), so for sufficiently
large constant the constraint of Lemma 4.4.8 is satisfied. For appropriate constants, Lemma 4.4.8
says that in each round r,
Err . 1 (xr+l)) = Err k(x(r+l)) < (1 + frc) Err,(x")+ O(frE6 2 (4.9)
with probability at least 1 - fr. The error accumulates, so in round r we have
Err ,(x()) < ErrI(x) fJ(i + ff) + EO (fr62njx* 112) fi (1 + fje)
i<r i<r i<j<r
with probability at least 1 - Ei<r fi > 3/4. Hence in the end, since kR+1 = k Hi<R f <
IIX(R+1)12 = r (R+1)) < Err2 (x) 17J(1+ fic) + O(Re62n1Ix* ) ](i+ he)
i<R i<R
with probability at least 3/4. We also have
(II+ fie) < eF- fi < e
making
fl(l+fie) 1+eEfie < 1+2e.
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Thus we get the approximation factor
|IX* - X(R+1)2 - (1 + 2c) Errk(x) + O((Iog k)621
with at least 3/4 probability. Rescaling 6 by poly(n), using I|x* 112 < nlIXII2, and taking the square
root gives the desired
|ix* - x(R+1)12 (1 + e) Err(x) + 611-x12-
Now we analyze the running time. The update X(r+l) - X(r in round r has support size 3k,, so in
round r
||X(ITo 5 Z3kr < k.
Thus the expected running time in round r is order
(k(1 + a, log(n/6)) + - log(n/6)) (log + log(n/B,))
ar are,
k k 2
3 (k + - log(n/6) + - log(n/6))(log - + log(ne/k) + log r)
r4 er2 f
k
S(k + r2 log(n/6))(log r + log(n/k))
We split the terms multiplying k and - log(n/6), and sum over r. First,
R
E(logr + log(n/k)) 5 R logR + Rlog(n/k)
r=1
$ log k + log k log(n/k)
< log k log(n/k).
Next,
R
E 2(log r +log (n/k)) < log(n/k)
r=1
Thus the total running time is order
k kk logk log(n/k) + - log(n/6) log(n/k) < - log(n/6) log(n/k).
4.5 Reducing the full k-dimensional DFT to the exact k-sparse
case in n dimensions
In this section we show the following lemma. Assume that k divides n.
Lemma 4.5.1. Suppose that there is an algorithm A that, given an n-dimensional vector j such that
y is k-sparse, computes y in time T(k). Then there is an algorithm A' that given a k-dimensional
vector X computes x in time O(T(k))).
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Proof. Given a k-dimensional vector X, we define ' = 'md k, for i E [n1. Whenever A requests
a sample 'i, we compute it from X in constant time. Moreover, we have that yj = xi/(n/k) if i is a
multiple of (n/k), and yi = 0 otherwise. Thus y is k-sparse. Since x can be immediately recovered
from y, the lemma follows. 0
Corollary 4.5.2. Assume that the n-dimensional DFT cannot be computed in o(nlogn) time.
Then any algorithm for the k-sparse DFT (for vectors of arbitrary dimension) must run in 11(k log k)
time.
4.6 Efficient Constructions of Window Functions
Claim 4.6.1. Let cdf denote the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function. Then:
1. cdf(t) = I - cdf(-t).
2. cdf(t) ; e_,2/2 for t < 0.
3. cdf (t) < 6 for t < - 2log(1/6).
4. f' 0 0cdf(x)dx < 6 for t < - V2log(3/6).
5. For any 6, there exists a function cdf6(t) computable in O(log(1/6)) time such that Ilcdf -cdf 6I11 <
6.
Proof.
1. Follows from the symmetry of Gaussian distribution.
2. Follows from a standard moment generating function bound on Gaussian random variables.
3. Follows from (2).
4. Property (2) implies that cdf(t) is at most / 2 < 3 times larger than the Gaussian pdf. Then
apply (3).
5. By (1) and (3), cdf(t) can be computed as ±6 or 1 ± 6 unless jtj < N2(log(1/6)). But then
an efficient expansion around 0 only requires Q(log(1/6)) terms to achieve precision ±6.
For example, we can truncate the representation [MarO4
1 e~(/2 t3  t0 7
cdf (t)=-+ t+ - +i- + +-.2 /2ii 3 3.6 3
at O(log(1/6)) terms.
0
Claim 4.6.2. Define the continuous Fourier transform of f(t) by
f(s)e= je21tf(t)dt./_ 0
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For t E [n], define
00
9t =V 1 f(t +nj)
j=-00
and
9 = (t/n+ j).
j=-o
Then = , where y is the n-dimensional DFT of g.
Proof. Let A1(t) denote the Dirac comb of period 1: A,(t) is a Dirac delta function when t is an
integer and zero elsewhere. Then A 1 = A1 . For any t E In], we have
gt = f(s +nj)e-2xis/n
s=1 j=-oo
n 00
E Z f(s + nj)e-2wi(s+nj)/n
8=1 J -00
00
= f wse-2iris/n
8=-00
= f(s)Ai(s)e-2t's/nds
-
(f - A1)(t/n)
= (f* A,)(t/n)
= f(t/n + j)
Lemma 4.6.3. For any parameters B > 1,8 > 0, and a > 0, there exist flat window functions C'
and 05 such that G can be computed in O(B log(n/6)) time, and for each i, GC' can be evaluated in
O(log(n/6)) time.
Proof. We will show this for a function C' that is a Gaussian convolved with a rectangular filter.
First we construct analogous window functions for the continuous Fourier transform. We then show
that discretizing these functions gives the desired result.
For some parameters o, and 1 with 1 < a < n and C < 1 to be determined later, define D and
F to be Gaussian and rectangular filters, respectively, according to:
" D(s) = e-,2,2/2 is a Gaussian pdf with standard deviation 1/o.
" b(t) = e-2f 2t 21 , 2 is a/iv/ times a Gaussian pdf with standard deviation a/21r
" F(s) = rect(s/(2C)) is 1 if 1sf < C and 0 otherwise, is a rectangular filter of length 2C.
* F(t) = 2Csinc(2Ct) = sin(2rt)
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Consider the filter
C* =D*F
We have IG*(t)J 2CID(t)l < 2C6 for Itj > E V21og(1/6).
0(1) time.
Furthermore, 0* is computable in
Its inverse Fourier transform is G*(s) = cdf(@(s + C)) - cdf(a(s - C)). By Claim 4.6.1 we have
for 1sl > C + V2Iog(1/6)/o that G*(s) = ±6. We also have, for fsj < C - V2Iog(1/6)/u, that
G*(s) = 1 ±26.
This gives us efficient continuous flat window functions.
Hi = vZ* c 0 *(i + nj). By Claim 4.6.2 it has DFT Hi
To get discrete ones, for i E [n] let
E,*j=0 G* (i/n + j).
We show how to approximate H and H efficiently. First, H:
IG*(i)I 4C ID(i)l
21 4C ID(x)idx
< 4C cdf(- V2log(1/6))
< 2Co < 2n6.
Thus if we let
i = v/G*(j)
UI < -V2log(1/6)
j=i (mod n)
for fij < g 2log(1/6) and G' = 0 otherwise, then JIG - Hilt 26n3 /2 .
Now consider approximating H. Note that for integer i with ili < n/2,
Hi - G*(i/n) = ( G*(i/n + j)
jEZ
j$O
|Hi - G*(i/n)l 2 G*(-1/2 - j)
j=O
0
< 02cdf(7(-1/2 - j + C))
j=0
2 cdf(a(x + C))dx + 2 cdf(u(-1/2 + C))
-00
26/ci + 26 46
by Claim 4.6.1, as long as
(4.10)
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ji I>1+ 2o(/) i < T W 6
a(1/2 - C) > V/2 log(3/6).
Let
1 iI 5 n(C - V2log(1/3)/u)
= 0 ji > n(C+ V/2Iog(1/6)/a)
cdf6(a (i/n + C)) - cdfs(a(i/n - C)) otherwise
where cdf6(t) computes cdf(t) to precision kJ in O(log(1/6)) time, as per Claim 4.6.1. Then
G' = G*(i/n) ± 26 = H ± 66. Hence
JG - G'|oc J|G' - HI|oo + JIG - H|IoO
I |IG' - HI| +IG - H112
= 1||G' - H 1||o + 110 - $O||2
< JIG'- H||oo +||$G" - H"|11
(2n 31 2 + 6)8.
Replacing 6 by 6/n 2 and plugging in a = 4, /2i1g(n/6) > 1 and C = (1 - a/2)/(2B) < I, we
have the required properties of flat window functions:
* |0 =0 for jil Q( log(n/6))
*G = 1 for Iif 5 (1 - a)n/(2B)
* G =0 for it > n/(2B)
SG' E [0, 11 for all i.
I|G' - G||0 < 6.
* We can compute d over its entire support in O(B log(n/6)) total time.
* For any i, GC can be computed in O(log(n/6)) time for Iil e [(1 - a)n/(2B), n/(2B)] and
0(1) time otherwise.
The only requirement was Equation (4.10), which is that
4B 2log(n/6)(1/2 - /2) > V2log(3n/6).T h2B
This holds if B > 2. The B = 1 case is trivial using the constant function G'; = 1. 0
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Chapter 5
Sparse Fourier Transforms:
Optimizing Measurements
(Based on parts of [IKP13])
This chapter revisits the sparse Fourier transform problem. We give a randomized algorithm
that takes O(k log n(log log n)0 (1)) samples and uses O(k log 2 n(log logn)01)) time, assuming that
the entries of the signal are polynomially bounded. The sampling complexity improves over the
O(k lognlog(n/k)) bound in Chapter 4, and matches the lower bound of Q(k log(n/k)/ log log n)
from Chapter 6 up to poly(loglog n) factors when k = O(n'-) for a constant 8 > 0.
As a reminder to set notation, our algorithm has access to the Fourier transform1 X of x. We
would like to compute an approximation x' to x such that
Ix - 2'112 < C min I|x - Y112. (5.1)k-sparse y
for some approximation factor C = 1+ < , 1.
5.1 Techniques
Our algorithm follows a similar approach to [GMS05] and our time-optimizing Chapter 4, which
try to adapt the methods of [CCF02, GLPS10] from arbitrary linear measurements to Fourier ones.
We use a "filter" that lets us "hash" the k large frequencies to B = O(k) buckets. This lets us
"locate"-i.e., find the indices of-many of the large frequencies. We then "estimate" the value of
x at these frequencies, giving a sparse estimate X of x. To improve this estimate, we can repeat
the process on x - X by subtracting the influence of X during hashing. This repetition will yield a
good sparse approximation x of x.
The methods of [CCF02, GLPS10] will, multiple times, take a set of B linear measurements of
the form
f~ti Z Sixi
i:h(i)=j
for random hash functions h : In] -+ [B] and random sign changes si with Isil = 1. This denotes
hashing to B buckets. With such ideal linear measurements, 0(log(n/k)) hashes suffice for sparse
recovery, giving an O(k log(n/k)) sample complexity.
To perform sparse Fourier transforms, both [GMS05] and our Chapter 4 approximate u- using
'This is the inverse discrete Fourier transform problem. It is equivalent to the forward direction modulo some
conjugation and has simpler notation.
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linear combinations of Fourier samples. They use filters to compute u s i using somewhat more
than B Fourier measurements. Choosing a filter involves a tradeoff between the approximation
quality and increase in number of samples. As described in Section 5.3, for any parameter R > 2,
using O(Blog R) Fourier measurements we can get (very roughly) that Hu - i112 ; 11X1 2 /R. We
refer to this error (u - fi), which is mostly caused by elements xi contributing to buckets other than
h(i), as "leakage."
The difference between [GMSO5I and Chapter 4 is largely driven by a different choice of filters.
[GMS05 uses a filter with R = 0(1), which gives efficient sample complexity per hashing but
involves lots of leakage. Dealing with this leakage requires multiple logarithmic factors of overhead
in the number of hashes. By contrast, Chapter 4 uses a filter with R = nO('). This filter loses
one logarithmic factor in sample complexity, but makes leakage negligible for polynomially bounded
inputs. The rest of the algorithm then can proceed somewhat similarly to [GLPS0 and be optimal,
giving 0(k log n log(n/k)) sample complexity.
In this chapter we observe that setting R = n'O(1) is often overkill: in many cases the post-
filtering parts of Chapter 4 can tolerate a larger amount of leakage (and hence use a filter that
performs fewer measurements). Moreover, the situations where R must be large are precisely the
situations where the post-filtering parts of Chapter 4 can be made more efficient and use o(log(n/k))
hashings. We give a broad outline of our analysis, starting with a special case.
Similar magnitude heavy hitters. Even with the "ideal" hashing u-, we expect an average
of around p2 = Err2 (x)/B "noise" from the tail in each of the B = 0(k) buckets, where Errk(x)
denotes mink-spar x y --y1t2. This means that the post-filtering steps of the algorithm must already
tolerate average noise of order p2.
For intuition, it is useful to consider recovery of a signal where the largest k coordinates are all
between V/Ip and R14 for a parameter R > 2. Then choosing the filter with 0(log R) overhead,
i.e. performing O(B log R) Fourier measurements, the average leakage win be
11 k -(RA) 2 + Err2() 2
- R2B R2B
This means that the post-filtering steps of the algorithm will succeed, giving a sample complexity of
0(k log R log(n/k)). This is a great improvement over the 0(k lognlog(n/k)) sampling complexity
of Chapter 4 when R is small, but if R is polynomially large we have not gained anything.
The next insight is that we can use fewer than log(n/k) hashings if the smallest heavy hitter
has value V/Rp 2 > ,2. Indeed, the bottleneck in these algorithms is the location phase, where
we need to recover log(n/k) bits about each large frequency (in order to identify it among the
n/k different frequencies in the bucket). While [GMSO5 and Chapter 4 recover 0(1) of these bits
per hashing, their methods can actually recover 0(log R) bits per hashing in this case because
the expected signal to noise ratio in each bucket is Q(R). This gives a sample complexity of
0(k log R logR(n/k)) = 0(k log(Rn/k)).
Our algorithm uses the approach we just outlined, but also needs to cope with additional
difficulties that we ignored in the sketch above. First, in the general case we cannot expect all
heavy hitters to be in the range [Vp 2, Rp2], and the argument above does not give any guarantees
on recovery of smaller elements. Additionally, the sketch above ignores collisions during hashing,
which cause us to only recover a constant fraction of the heavy hitters in each round. We now give
an outline of our approach to the general problem.
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General vectors. The above algorithm finds most of the large frequencies if they all have
value between VRNp2 and Rp2 for a known R. More generally, if IIxj1 I Rkp 2 , the same tech-
niques can recover most of the frequencies of magnitude larger than R1Ap2 with sample complexity
O(}klog(Rn/k)), for a parameter 6 > 0: we perform O(logg(n/k)) hashings that each take
O(k log R) samples. Call this algorithm A(R, 6).
Our algorithm will repeat A(R, 6) multiple times for some 6. After enough repetitions, we win
recover almost every coordinate larger than v/yp2. The residual will then have norm bounded
by O(v/Rk s 2). Our algorithm takes the following form: we repeat A(viR, 6) multiple times, then
A(R1 4 , 6), and so on. After log log R rounds of this, the residual will have norm O(kpA2) and we
can perform recovery directly. For this technique to work with (loglog(Rn))c overhead, we will
show that log log R repetitions of A(R, 6) suffice to reduce the residual norm to V/Rkp 2 , for some
6 = 0(1/log log R).
A first attempt might be to set 6 = 1/2, thus recovering most of the coordinates larger than
v /-kp 2 in each stage. This leads to problems if, for example, the vector has k/2 elements of value
R-4 U2 and k/2 elements of value Rtp 2 . Then A(R, 1/2) will never recover the first k/2 coordinates,
and collisions with those coordinates mean it will only recover a constant fraction of the second
k/2 coordinates. So it takes Q(log R) >> log log R repetitions to reduce the residual from R-6 kp 2
to v'Rkkp 2 . This is too slow; we need to make the number of elements above Vp2 decay doubly
exponentially.
This suggests that we need a more delicate characterization of A(r, 6). We show in our analysis
that coordinates are recovered with high probability if they are "well-hashed," meaning that the
total noise in the bucket is R smaller than the value of the coordinate. Coordinates of magnitude
R6 y 2 have a constant chance of being well-hashed (leading to singly exponential decay), and co-
ordinates that are much larger than R6p 2 have a higher chance of being well-hashed (ultimately
yielding the required doubly exponential decay). Our analysis follows this outline, but has to handle
further complications that arise from imperfect estimation phase. For simplicity, we first present
the analysis assuming perfect estimation, and then give the proof without any assumptions.
General vectors: perfect estimation. We classify the elements of the signal into 1/6 "levels"
of elements between [R 6 p2 R 6(.7l)p2] for j = 0,..., 1/6 - 1, as opposed to a single range like
[VRp 2, R/121. We then bound the success rate of recovery at each level in terms of the number of
elements in various levels above and below it.
To first approximation, coordinates are recovered and eliminated from the residual if they are
well-hashed, and are not recovered if they are not well-hashed. And in most cases the probability
that a large coordinate j is not well-hashed is dominated by the probability that it collides with a
coordinate of magnitude at least RK6 1xj1 2 . In this approximation, if we set m,(t) to be the number
of fx312 larger than R'p12 after t rounds of the algorithm, then E[me(t + 1)] < me(t)m-i-(t)/B.
Then mo doesn't decay-coordinates less than R6 M2 will not be recovered by A(R, 6)-but mi
decays exponentially, m2 will then decay as 2 2 , and in general mf will decay as 2(). With
6 = 1/log log R, we find that mi1 6y- 1 (which contains all coordinates larger than vR7 -y2) will decay
to 1/RC in O(log log R) rounds. As a result, the squared norm of the residual will be at most
O(N i 2). The details of this part of the analysis are presented in Section 5.6.
General vectors: actual behavior. In the actual algorithm, coordinates do not just disappear
if they are located, but are estimated with some error. This means large components can appear in
the residual where no component was before, if lots of small components were hashed to a certain
bucket. This causes the me to not obey the nice recurrence in the previous paragraph. To deal
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with this, we introduce the notion of splittings of the residual. For analysis purposes, we split each
component of the residual into multiple terms whose total magnitude is the same. We define the
mt in terms of the number of components in the splitting, not the actual residual.
The intuition is that the residual error when estimating an element xi is approximately IIxc 112,
where C c [n] is the set that "collides" with i. Rather than thinking of the residual as a single
coordinate with value Izc|112, we "split" it and imagine duplicating x3 for each j E C. Because
j E C was not recovered from the bucket, j was (most likely) not well-hashed. So the contribution
of the duplicated xj to me is comparable to the contribution of the xj that remain after not being
well-hashed. Hence the mt obey almost the same recurrence as in the perfect estimation setting
above.
As a result, O(log log R) repetitions of A(R, 1/ log log R) reduce the residual norm to VRkp 2
Repeating for log log n rounds decreases R from nc to 0(1), and we can finish off by accepting a
log R loss. The details of this part of the analysis are presented in Section 5.7.
5.2 Notation and definitions
We will use the orthonormal version of the Fourier transform. For x E R'
25 = - wijxi, (5.2)
iE[n]
where w is a root of unity of order n. The inverse transform is given by
X= V W-ij (5.3)
iEln]
We assume that n is a power of 2.
5.2.1 Notation
We will use the same pseudorandom spectrum permutation as Chapter 4, which we now define.
Definition 4.2.1. Suppose or exists mod n. We define the permutation P,,b by
(Pyaf)i = 2,;)-"
We also define 7r,,b(i) = a(i - b) mod n.
Claim 4.2.2. Let F~1 (x) denote the inverse Fourier transform of x. Then
(T-'(Pa,b)) &(i) = XiW"
Also, define
" hb(i) = round(7,,b(i)n/B) to be an n] -+ [B] "hash function"
* o(j) = r(j) - (n/B)h(i) to be the "offset" of j relative to i.
This "hashing' h is approximately pairwise independent in the following sense:
Lemma 4.2.4. (Lemma 3.6 of [HIKP12c]) If j # 0, n is a power of two, and a is a uniformly
random odd number in [n], then Pr[aj E [-C, Cl (mod n)] < 4C/n.
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In much of the chapter, we use Jil for i E [n] to denote minZEz ji + zn); this is the "absolute
value modulo n." So the above lemma, for example, bounds Pr[jaj < C].
Our algorithm will start with an input ^* and find progressively better approximations X to x*.
Most of the analysis will depend only on x := x* - x. Our algorithm will involve decreasing the
"signal to noise ratio" R - IIXII2/Err4(x*).
Pseudocode for our algorithm is given below. Due to space constraints, the pseudocode for the
function LOCATESIGNAL appears in Section 5.10.
procedure SPARSEFFT('X, k, e, R, p)
X(0) +- 0
Ro +- R
r +- 8(loglog R)
for i = 0, 1,..., r - I do
X' +- REDUCESNR(2, X(,)k Ri, p/(2r))
x('+) +- SPARSIFY(X() + X', 2k)
Ri+i +- c3
end for
+- RECOVERATCONSTANTSNR(X, X(r), 3k, f, p/ 2 )
return X(r) + X'
end procedure
> in C".
t> Zero out all but top 2k entries
> For some constant c
Algorithm 5.2.1: Overall algorithm: perform Sparse Fourier Transform
1: procedure REDUcESNR(Xi, X, k: R,p)
2: B +- k for sufficiently small o > 0.
3: () +- X
4: N +- 9(log2 log 2 R)
5: for = 01,..., N - 1 do
6: kt +- 0(k4-t)
7: L +- LOCATESIGNAL(', x t Bo*, b, a, R-20)
8: i+- ESTIMATEVALUES(, X(l), L, B, 3 kt, 13, R)
9: X i1 _Xi +
10: end for
11: return XN -x
12: end procedure
Algorithm 5.2.2: Reduce the SNR IIxj2/ 2 from R to O(V)
5.2.2 Glossary of terms in ReduceSNR and RecoverAtConstantSNR
In REDUCESNR and RECOVERATCONSTANTSNR, there are a lot of variables with common names
and similar purposes. This section provides a glossary, which may be useful for reference. We have
globally:
X '* E C' is the original input, where we want to recover an approximation to x*.
* k* is the original value of k, for which we expect X to be approximately k*-sparse.
* R* > jjx*Ijj/ Erri(x*) is an upper bound on the SNR for the original signal. We have R* =
0(poly(n)) by the input assumption.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
1: procedure RECOVERATCONSTANTSNR(2, X, k, e,p)
2: R -20
3: B +- Rk/(eap) for a sufficiently small constant a > 0
4: Choose <r, b uniformly at random in [n], a odd.
5: L +- LOCATESIGNAL(i, X, B, u, b, R, aep)
6: x' +- ESTIMATEVALUES(I, X, L, B, 3k, log(B/(4k)), R)
7: return x'
8: end procedure
Algorithm 5.2.3: Recovery when liX - x112 ,< Err2(x)
1: procedure ESTIMATEVALUES(X?, X, L, B, k, T, R)
2: for t=1 toTdo
3: Choose a, b, a E [n] uniformly at random, a odd
4: u +- HAsnToBINS(X, x, Pffa,i, B, R)
5: i - ~ 0Uhw,,(iI'Jaff for all i E L. c Note that G01(j) depends on a, b, a
6: end for
7: ii +- mediant(i t 0) for all i E L. > Median in real and imaginary axis separately
8: return SPARSIFY(i, k).
9: end procedure
Algorithm 5.2.4: Estimation- estimate (x - X)L using T rounds of B-bucket, contrast R hashing.
1: procedure HASHToBINS(X?, x, Paab B, R)
2: G +- flat window function with B buckets and contrast R.
3: Compute y' = C -P,( '), - 'l < i Have IIy'Ik V B1log R
4: Compute uj = Yg,/l for j E [B], where I|AJ|O R
5: return u.
6: end procedure
Algorithm 5.2.5: Hashing using Fourier samples (analyzed in Lemma 5.11.3)
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and for each different call to REDUCESNR and RECOVERATCONSTANTSNR, we have
" X E C" is our current best guess at x, which will (in all calls) be 2k*-sparse.
* X = X* - x is the "residual" signal that we want to recover in this call. (When analyzing
REDUCESNR, we set x = x* - XO) in each inner loop.)
" k = 3k* is the approximate sparsity of x.
" a > 0 is sufficiently small, but at least 1/(loglogn)c.
" B > k/a to be the number of buckets in each hashing.
" T to be the number of hashings done inside ESTIMATEVALUES.
*( E C" is the estimation of x in ESTIMATEVALUES for each t E IT].
* i E C" is the median of P) over t.
* R will is a parameter (in REDUCESNR) and sufficiently large constant (in RECOVERATCON-
STANTSNR). It roughly represents the "signal-to-noise ratio".
* S = 1/(40 1og 2 log 2 R).
Sy =R to be the "contrast" our LOCATESIGNAL requires.
5.3 Properties of the bucketing scheme
Our algorithm uses filters and various choices of a, b, a to "hash" the coordinates of x into buckets.
For each (a, b, a) and each bucket j E [B] we recover an estimate i* of the heavy coordinate in that
bucket. Also, for each i E [n] we can recover an estimate ii of xi.
We use a modification of the filters from Chapter 4 that allows the noise in a single bucket to
depend on the energy of the signal as well as the energy of the colliding elements.
Definition 5.3.1 (Flat Window Functions). A flat window function G over C" has B buckets and
contrast R if, for Jij < n/2, we have
* G > 1/3 for Jil n/(2B).
* 0 < Gi 1 for all i.
* Gi < (1)Is R for all i for some constant c
The filters in Chapter 4 were more stringent, roughly corresponding to the R = no(') case. We
will prove in Section 5.11 that
Lemma 5.3.2. There exist flat window functions where I supp(G)I < B log R. Moreover, supp(G) c
{-O(B log R), O(B log R)J.
Most of the analysis in this chapter will assume we have precomputed $ and G and may access
them with unit cost. This is unnecessary: in Section 5.12.1 we describe how to compute them on
the fly to 1/n1 precision without affecting our overall running time. This precision is sufficient for
our purposes.
Lemma 5.3.3. Let (a, a, b) E [n] be uniform subject to a being odd. Let u E CB denote the result of
HASHTOBINS(2* ,X, Pay4, B, R). Fix a coordinate i E {n] and define x = x* -x. For each (ab), we
can define variables C C [n] and w > 0 (and in particular, C = {j # i: |a(i - j) mod n cn/B}
for some constant c,) so that
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. For all j, as a distribution over (a,b),
Pr[J E C I 1/B.
" As a distribution over (a, b),
E[w2 f I12 +
" R3B R*nll
" Conditioned on (a, b) and as a distribution over a,
E[IGji)- W Uh(i) - X2II 2+ 0XII.
Intuitively, C denotes the elements of x that collide with i, and w denotes the rest of the noise.
The two terms of w correspond to leakage of x from other hash locations and to errors in the
subtraction of x, respectively. This latter term should be thought of as negligible.
We also define the notion of being "well-hashed," which depends on another parameter y = R6
from the glossary:
Definition 5.3.4. Let a, b E [n], o odd. An element i is well-hashed for a particular a, b and filter
G if over uniformly random a E [n],
E[IG-1w - uah(,) -- X 2I 5 YI/21XI 2.
Intuitively, a well-hashed element contains little noise in the bucket that it hashed to, relative
to its own energy, and will hence be likely to be recovered in LOCATESIGNAL. This is formalized
in Lemma 5.10.2.
5.4 Proof overview
This section gives the key lemmas that are proven in later sections. Our procedures try to reduce
the t2 norm of the residual to the "noise level" 2 := Err. (x*)+ 1|X* 11 /(R*nlo). The polynomial n10
can be arbitrary, and only affects the running time of the algorithm; we choose a specific constant
for simplicity of notation. The jIx*1II/(R*nlO) term is essentially irrelevant to the behavior of the
algorithm, and will be ignored when discussing intuition.
First, we give an algorithm RECOVERATCoNsTANTSNR that is efficient when IIX12d < Errk(x).
Lemma 5.5.1. For x*, X E C" define x = x* -x. Then RECoVERATCoNSTANTSNR(x^*, x, k, ep)
returns x' such that
11x - x'11 < Err2(x) + E6IxII +
with probability 1 - p, using O( 1 k log(n/k) log log(n/k) log(1/(cp))) measurements and (assuming
IjxIjo < k) a log n factor more time.
This is relatively straightforward. To see why it is useful, for k = 3k* we have Err2(x)
Errk-(x*). Therefore, once x is close enough to x* that x = x* - X has IIXII2 < Err4.(x*), this
lemma gives that x + x' is within (1 + c) Err2.(X*) of x* using only O*( k log(n/k) log(1/(Ep)))
measurements. (As stated above, for intuition we are ignoring the negligible = term.)
We then show how to quickly reduce 11Xt1 to O(Errk. (x*)):
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Lemma 5.7.11. For x*, X E Cn define x = x* - x and
1Err1(X)+ + .1
Suppose lixilo < k. Then REDUCESNR(i*, x, , Rp) returns x' such that
I| -_' X111 < v7(2
with probability 1 - p, using O( lk log(Rn/k)(log log(Rn/k))c) measurements and a log(JRn) factor
more time.
This is the most technical part of the chapter. By iterating it log log R times and finishing off
with Lemma 5.5.1, we get the final result:
Theorem 5.8.1. Let x E C' satisfy 114I2 < R Errk(x). Then SPARSEFFT(i, k, R, p) returns a X'
such that
11X - X'112 < (1+ e) ErrA(2) ± Ii/(R*nlO)
with probability 1 - p and using O( k log(Rn/k)(log log(Rn/k ))c log(l c)) measurements and a
log(IRn) factor more time.
We now summarize the proof of Lemma 5.7.11. Let x = r* - x, and define
y2 =12 > Err(X) + /k.
If we hash to B = k/a buckets with flat window functions of contrast R, then the expected
magnitude of the contribution of the tail of x to any bucket is O(ap2 ).
REDucESNR involves O(log log R) stages. In each stage, we hash to B bins and call LOCATES-
IGNAL to get a set L of candidate locations for heavy hitters. We then estimate xi for each i E L
as the median si of 0(1) random hashings to B bins. We then subtract off 1L, where L' contains
the largest k' coordinates of i and k' starts out 0(k) in the first stage and decreases exponentially.
So the recurrence in each stage is X -+ x - XV.
This process is somewhat complicated, so we start by analyzing a simpler process in each stage.
Let S denote the set of "well-hashed" coordinates i E [n], i.e. coordinates that are hashed to bins
with noise less than -1/21X,2. In Section 5.6 we analyze the recurrence x -+ x - xq. Generally, we
expect larger elements to be more likely to be well-hashed, and so the number of them to decay
more quickly. We analyze the number me(t) of i with lxii > py- that remain at each stage t,
for each level t. We show that these quantities obey a nice system of equations, causing the me(t)
to decay doubly exponentially for the first t rounds. Then after t = O(log log R) rounds, an R-1
fraction of the coordinates larger than p2vR' remain. This means that the recurrence x -+ x - xs
would leave a remainder of norm O(kp2 V/) as desired.
In Section 5.7, we relate this to the true recurrence x -+ x - :iV. We study recurrences that are
admissible, meaning that they satisfy a similar system of equations to that in Section 5.6. Admissible
recurrences satisfy composition rules that let us find them sequentially, and using Section 5.6 we
can show the remainder after log log R iterations of any admissible recurrence has small norm. In
a series of results, we show that x -+ x - -s, X -+ x - Zy, and finally X -+ x - Xf' are admissible.
This then proves Lemma 5.7.11.
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5.5 Constant SNR
Our procedure for recovery at constant SNR is given by Algorithm 5.2.3. In this section we prove
Lemma 5.5.1. For x*, x E C" define x = x* -X. Then RECOVERATCONSTANTSNR(i*, X, k, e, p)
returns X' such that
I X - x'll Err2(X) + eIIX112 | +
with probability 1 - p, using 0(21k log(n/k) loglog(n/k) log(1/(ep))) measurements and (assuming
IC
IixI|o < k) a log n factor more time.
In what follows we define
2 = |IT| + 1X*l2/(R*n").
and p = ( 2/k. By definition of the algorithm, B = Rk/(eap) for some constants R, a. We will
show that, if R is a sufficiently large constant, then with probability 1 - p,
l1z - 'lI1 - Errk(X) $ a.2
For sufficiently small a this gives the result.
A simple consequence of Lemma 5.3.3 is that for each i, and for random (o, a, b), we have
[G w-Uh(i) 2 1B + IIX*1|2/(R*n") 5 2/B = eapp2 /R. (5.4)
There are two sources of error in REcovERATCoNSTANTSNR, coming from location and esti-
mation respectively. The proof of Lemma 5.5.1 proceeds in two stages, bounding the error intro-
duced in both steps.
5.5.1 Energy lost from LocateSignal
Let S contain the largest k coordinates of x and L be the list of locations output by LOCATESIGNAL.
In this section we bound the energy of the vector XSL. Define
Atarge = {i E S: 1x,12 > aEpj2/R}
Asmai = {i E S: IX|2 S aqt 2/R,
so that
1|XAiu 112 < aqi2k/R < ae2. (5.5)
For each i E [n] by (5.4) we have
E [\GQ i(W-a h(i) ~- i21 a2 p 2/R.
Consider i E Alarg, and recall Definition 5.3.4 of being well-hashed. By Markov's inequality applied
to (5.4) and R > y-' 1/2 , the probability that i E Alarge is not well-hashed is bounded by
Eapps2/R Eap2(
71/ 21z| 2 < |j 2 (.6)
Each well-hashed element is then located in LOCATESIGNAL with probability at least 1 - acp
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by our choice of parameters. Thus, for i E Aarg one has
Pr[i V L] 2  + O(afp).
It then follows that
EfIXS\LI12 - |IX. .. 11 II ]= EtI XAIaA 12]
2
jX4I + aEpIIx11 2 ae p 2  (5.7)
iEAharge
< 2afp 2 .
Combined with (5.5) one has
IIXS\L 2 ea.(2 (5.8)
with probability at least I-p/2 by Markov's inequality. It remains to consider the effect of pruning
in ESTIMATEVALUES.
5.5.2 Energy of x -
We now analyze the errors introduced in the estimation step. These errors come from two sources:
estimation noise and the pruning step in ESTIMATEVALUES. Let :() denote the estimate in each
hashing in ESTIMATEVALUES (defined to be zero outside L), and i denote the coordinate-wise
median over t of i(t). By definition, x' = ZrL' where L' denotes the largest 3k elements of i.
By (5.4), for each i E L and t E IT during estimation we have
E[IM - xij2 I Eapp/2/R < Eapp,
and so by properties of the median (Lemma 5.9.5),
Ei1fi - |2J < 4E{\I - xi2J $ capp2  (5.9)
for all i. Now, by Lemma 5.9.1,
fi1 - '=lIX - <L'I Err'(x)+ 411(x - z)suL'|I. (5.10)
The first term appears in our output, so it is sufficient to upper bound the last term by O(aEC2)
with probability 1 - p. We write
11(x - i)sUevlI2 - I(x - !)s\Ll| + ll(x - !C)(snL)U'IIl. (5.11)
The first term is bounded by (5.8). It remains to bound this last bit, which is entirely the effect of
estimation error since (S n L) U L' C L. By the fact that f(S n L) U L'I 4k, Lemma 5.9.4 with
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T = O(log(B/4k)), and (5.9),
E[ii(x - i)(snL)uLi2 AC. max (x - A
AgL,ppj4k
Sk - (B/4k )"(IT) -ma E[xi - -tW 121
< k - -. Eap 2
Hence by Markov's inequality, with probability at least 1 - p/ 2 one has il(x - fe7) $
and putting this together with (5.10) and (5.11), we get
lix - x'1 Err2(x) + O(aE) 22<E k(5.12)
< Err2(x) + 6(2
with probability at least 1 - p, for sufficiently small constant a.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. 1. The guarantee on the residual error is provided by (5.12), so it remains to
verify sampling complexity. The call to LOCATESIGNAL takes order
IB log(Rn/B) log log R log log(n/B) log(l/(aep)) < - k log(n/k) log log(n/k) log(1/(ep))
PC
samples by Lemma 5.10.2. The call to ESTIMATEVALUES takes order
log(B/4k)Blog R < -k log(1/(ep))£)P
samples, giving the desired total sample complexity. 0
5.6 Reducing SNR: idealized analysis
5.6.1 Dynamics of the process with simplifying assumptions
The goal of this section and the next is to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.7.11. For x*, X E C define x = x* - X and
(2=Err (X)+ + .I 12 ~i
Suppose K xito < k. Then REDucESNR(i^*, X, k, R,p) returns x' such that
lix - x'| 4 2
with probability 1-p, using O( pk log(Rn/k)(log log(Rn/k))) measurements and a log(Rn) factor
more time.
In this section we give a description of iterative process in REDUCESNR under simplifying
assumptions, demonstrating the basic dynamics of the process. We will later give a general analysis.
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Define pt2 = p2/k, and from the glossary (Section 5.2.2) recall the definitions
1
4010g2 log2 R'
We define the following energy levels. For each j = 1,. ., 1/6 - 1 let
Lj = [p 2 . 2 -(j+I
and let Lo := [0, p 2 7-(+')] and L 116 := [12--1/ o) = [ 2 R, oo).
Simplifying assumptions. Recall the notion of well-hashedness (Definition 5.3.4). The crucial
property of well-hashed elements is that if i E [n] is well-hashed, then an invocation of LOCATES-
IGNAL locates it with probability at least 1 - 1/ poly(R). This property is proved in Lemma 5.10.2.
In this section we make the following simplifying assumption: we assume that each well-hashed
element i E [n] is estimated with zero error and removed from the signal. The elements that are not
well-hashed, on the other hand, we assume simply remain in the system untouched. Let H denote
the set of well-hashed elements (which is close to the list of locations output by LOCATESIGNAL).
In this section, therefore, we analyze the recursion x -+ x - xH.
For each xi E Lj and each t > 1 let 1 it denote the indicator variable equal to 1 if xi survived
up to the t-th round of the process and 0 otherwise. For each j E [1 : 1/1 and t > 1 let
mj(t) = 1 t.
j'2!j iE[kl:(Xi)2Egg
Recall that by Definition 5.3.4 an element i E [nJ is well-hashed for a particular choice of a, b E [n], a
odd, and filter G if over uniformly random a E [ni,
E[IG 1 -aal -h(, _ 5 -Y/21X 12.
Lemma 5.6.1. Let a, b E [n] be chosen uniformly at random, a odd. Let i E [n] denote an index
such that |X,12 E Lj. Then the probability that i is not well-hashed at time t is at most of order
a (Yj-1/2+ E 7j-je-3/2m O(t) + am-I(t),
f <j-1
where the number of buckets B satisfies B > k/a.
Proof. Let X(h) denote all elements of x in levels Ljpi and above. Denote the set of such elements
by S+. Let P) denote all elements of x in Ly, f < j - 1. Since lIX, 2 E Lj, we have Ix,1 2 > -YjA2.
Define C to be the indices that "collide with" i as in Lemma 5.3.3. We have that
Pr[C n S+ +/B = amj- I (t).
Condition on the event that C n S+ = {}; since this happens with more than 1/2 probability, the
conditioning only loses a constant factor in expectations and we may neglect this influence. We
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have by Lemma 5.3.3 that
[IG- W-aoi x 121,< IIxII/(R2B)+ E IIXcII1+ R* n 11X*11. (5.13)
(5.14)
Recall that by the definition of pt2 - 2/k,
2xlI/(R 2B) + 11|x*I < 1IxI|(RB) + BR*n2 - a
Furthermore, recall that by Lemma 5.3.3, (1) any given element belongs to C with probability
0(1/B). Since the energy of an element in Lp is bounded above by y-U'+1)A 2 by definition of Lp,
we get that
[IIXCI12IC n + = {}I < a112 -'+MAOt.
j'<j- 1
Putting these two estimates together, we get that the rhs of (5.13) is bounded by
alt2 +all2 E Y-(j'+)Mj1(t),
f1<j-1
Therefore, conditioned on C n S+ = {}, we have
Pr[i not well-hashed] = Pr[E[IG ;,w~ iUh(i) X1J > Y1/212
u,b a
E,,a[(G-) w- acrih(,) - 2
-
1 - /2 ~jj2
= a (./2 + Z -Yi-3/2m.(t))
Adding the amy-1(1) chance that C n S+ # {} in a union bound gives the result. E
Let St denote the state of the system at time t. By Lemma 5.6.1 at each time step t we have
E[mi(t + 1)St] ami(t) -(mo(t))
E[M2(t + 1)ISt am2 () - (71/ 2mo(t) + Mn(t) + R- 20)
E[fma(t + 1)ISt] am3 (t) . ( 3/ 2nO(t) + _1/2m1 (t) + m2(t) + R- 20) (5.15)
E[nj(t + 1) IStI amj(t) . (y -3/2mo(t) + ... +Y' 1 2m-2(t) + mj-I(t)+ R-20).
Note that Lemma 5.6.1 in fact yields the bound without the additive term of R 2 0 . We analyze
the weaker recurrence (5.15) in what follows, since the additional term of R-20 will be useful later
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in section 5.7 for handling location errors. Lemma 5.6.1 does not provide any guarantees on the
evolution of mo(t). It will be convenient to assume that mo(t) is chosen arbitrarily from the range
[0, C] for a constant C > 0 and all t > 1. Note that the contribution of p2 to the rhs in Lemma 5.6.1
disappeared since it is dominated by the contribution of mo(t).
In what follows we first analyze a related deterministic process, and then show that the ran-
domized process closely follows its deterministic version with high probability.
5.6.2 Deterministic process
Let Mr (1) E [0, CJ for a constant C > 0, and let miet(t) E [0, C1 be chosen arbitrarily for every t.
Further, let for each t > 1 and j E [1 : 1/J
mel(t + 1)= aMde(t) . (mdet(t))
mde(t + 1) = omd(t) . ( e/2mt(t) + md(t) + R-20 )
Mde-t(t + 1) = aMcrl(t) . (y3/2Mdet(t) + yl/ 2mi(t)+ met(t) + R 2 0 ) (5.16)
n4et(t + 1) = ade(t) i ( 1/2idet(t) + ... + 71 / 2 4et2(t) + m '%(t) + R-2).
We now analyze the evolution of solutions to (5.16):
Lemma 5.6.2. For each j 1,...,1/6 and t < j one has either mnet(t) < 2-2' or m1di(t- 1)=
0(,Y /2).
The same conclusion holds if the equations for mjet(t) are modified to include a R-2 additive
term to obtain
met(t + 1) = dm (t) 1 ( l/2m et(t) +... + Y' / 2 me 2(t) + M'(t) + 20
for j = 1, ... , 1/6.
Proof. Induction on j and t.
Base: j = 1, t = 1 Trivial by appropriate choice of a.
Inductive step:(j, t) Suppose that m4 tt(t') < 2-2t for all j' < j and t' < j'. Then we have
mqet(t + 1) a, dt(t) .(yA/ 2 mdet(t)+ ... + 1/ 2  e2 (t) + mde1 (t))
< mc (t) - (001/ 2 ) +M 1 (t) + R- 0 )
<adet(/)+Me
- an (t) - (O(y 2) +
where we used the fact that R-2 0= 0(Y 1 / 2).
Thus. if t is the first index such that Mrni(t) = O(-Y/' 2), we are done since mn4,(t) is non-
increasing in t; Otherwise by the inductive hypothesis mjt(t) < 2-2t, So
+( +1) < amde(t). (9l/ 2msd'(t)+ ... + f /2 qde(t)+
< amt(t) - (o( /2) + m t)
< mj (t) -24 < 2-2
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as long as a is smaller than an appropriate constant.
Thus, we obtain
Lemma 5.6.3. One has for all j > 1/(46) and any t > clog log R
where c > 0 is a sufficiently large constant.
Proof. We use Lemma 5.6.2. First note that for t > 1/(46) > 10 log2 log 2 R one has 2-2 <
-21010219 2 R 2 <2-0&R < R- 10 . Thus, if the first case in Lemma 5.6.2 holds for mj(t), j = t =
(1/(28)), we are done. Otherwise if the second case holds, we have
m4t(t +1) am et(t) . (7-1/2m!d(t) + ... + 1/2 m d 2 (t)+ m* 1 (t))
< amjt(t). (0(y1 /2) + me 1(t)) = amj (t) _ (O(_1/2) + m 1 (t)),
and then met (t+t') = _100') = RO(W'/log210g2 R), and hence mj t (t+t') R-10 for t' = O(log2 log2 R).
0
We have proved
Lemma 5.6.4. Let - = R 5 for some parameters R > 1 and 8 = 0(1/ log log R). Let md(t) E [0, C
be defined for some constant C, integer I E [0, 1/6 - 11, and integer t > 0. Suppose it satisfies
m,+1(t +1) am,+I(t) (mf(t)+ EY-1/2me-_(t) + R-20 for I > 0.
for some sufficiently small constant a. Then there exists a universal constant c such that for all
t > clog log R and f > 1/(46),
m,(t) R-0 .
5.6.3 Bound in expectation
In this section we show similar convergence if the decay is only in expectation, and using a contin-
uous version of the recurrence.
For all r7 > 0, define the function f,7: C' -+ [0, oo) by
f,7(x = Tjfi :IxiI i
to be roughly the "fraction" of heavy hitters that remain above i.
Lemma 5.6.5. Let k, 1. A2 be arbitrary with 6 = 0(log log R) and -Y = R6. Consider a recursion
x -+ x' of vectors x E C" that is repeated N = 0(log log R) times as x0 + xr -+ -+ x n
all f > 0 and all inputs x satisfies
E[f7(x')] , af,(x) R-20 + + ft(x)dt (5.17)
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for some sufficiently small parameter a. Suppose that 1xOI1 < Rkp 2 and we know for all i E [0, NJ
that fo(x')$1. Then
IIxN1I2 2
with probability 1 - O(aN2). Furthermore, with the same probability we also have for all i < N
that
|2| Rky
ft21(Xi) 1/4i
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we will prove the result about xN+1 rather than xN; adjusting
N gives the lenuna statement.
The only properties of f that we use are (5.17), fa(x) f,(x) for a < b, and that
IIXI22 = k fr (x)dn.
The desired claims are made more difficult by increasing the f,,(x). Since we know that f17(x) <
fo(x) < C for some constant C, we may set
f,7(x) = C for < I 2 /Y
for all x without loss of generality.
Then the Ap2 term in (5.17) may be absorbed by the integral, giving for each x -+ x' that:
for any 71 It2/y, Etf,7(x')] < afyi(x) R-20 + - ft(x)dt) (5.18)
$ af,(x) (5.19)
where the last step uses that ft (x) C < 1.
For i > 1 we have
Eff,,2k,(x) (O(a))f,27,(xO) < a/4'.
for sufficiently small a, so by Markov's inequality and a union bound, with 1 - O(aN) probability
we have f,2/,(xi) 1/4i for all i < N + 1. This gives the last claim in the lemma statement.
Part 1:. We know prove that I|xiji2 < Rkp 2 for all i. We have that
1*
-|Ix'II j f00 (x')dj < Ip / + fq(x')dtl
k o U,7
and by (5.19),
E[j 2 , f,(x')di7] = f9 Ef(x')di
< a fj?(x)dq
Ctlx||22/k.
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Hence with probability 1 - O(aN2 ), in all N stages this is at most IIXII2/(Nk) and we have
fII'II < IA + IIXI I/(Nk).
Hence for all i < N,
j|Xi'jj < kp2/_y+ IIXOI12 < RkA2.
Part 2:. We now prove that
fRI/4,2 (XN) < -10
with the desired probability.
Define the functions me : C" -+ [0, C1 for integer I by
mO() = fo(X)
m,(x) = fy-21,2(X) for f > 0
We will show that they satisfy the recurrence in Lemma 5.6.4 wit
> 1 we have
Elme(x)j < ame(x) (R-20 + 1
2
-
1
^/ 1-p22
h y2 replacing -y. By (5.18), for
ft(x)dt)
and we know that
j1Vft(X)dt < Cp2/'v2
0
-2 ,212-2 f 2 7l-2e
+ E ft(x)dt + ft(x)dt
i=1 2i 2 _2
so
E[me(x)] <^
1-2
< CI 2/y2 + i p2_-2- 2mi(.)+ 2,Y MI_1(X)
j=1
1-2
2 1-21 M-1() + E -2-2 2Mi(x)
i=O
1-2
am(x)(R~2 + me.1(x) + E I21-2i-3mi(x))
i=O
I
= ame(x) (R-20 + me-1 ,(x) + E(_2)i-1/2Me_,(X))
i=2
for t > 1. But for the expectation, this is precisely the recurrence of Lemma 5.6.4 after substituting
7y2 for -y. Since Lemma 5.6.4 only considers N/ < N2 different e and x', by Markov's inequality the
recurrence will hold in all instances for a sufficiently small constant a' with probability 1 - O(aN2).
Assume this happens. Since Lemma 5.6.4 is applied with y -+ -y2 , 6 -+ 6/2, this implies
MI/6(XN) <R-10.
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(5.20)
(5.21)
This gives (5.21), because
f/41,2(.TN = f2,1/1,86)0 2 (xN) = M$186(XN -10
Part 3:. We now prove that i|xN+1 2 k /Rk*2 with 1 - O(a) probability conditioned on the
above.
We have
-|XN+11I = 00k f
fXN+I )d1 e< 2 + IR44,,2
.0 fR1/4 2
Define V to be the latter term. We have by (5.18) and (5.21) that
*R1 14 1p2
= 1
- /*R/4p2
E[f,(xN+l)Jd1
af,(N R---20+
f,(XN)(R20 +
1 [f(x
1 &RI 2
-( I
1?) o0
1
af'7 (xN)(R-2 0 + -(R1 4p 2 + yR-))dt71
, aR-IOIIXN112k + JR 104 af(xN) -Yt
In the latter term, for fixed f r** f,(xN)dq = IXNil/k this is maximized when the mass of fj is
pushed towards smaller q. Hence
R1 /4 p2 a fn(xN)
R1 4 p2 +xN II/k
11
= CaR" 4 p2 '-i log(1 + R1/ 4 112 )
< CaR14+6 2 log R
6 aI'Rp2.
by (5.20). But then E[VJ,< ay2, so with 1 - O(a) probability V < Vry2 and
TN+1 VTkA2
as desired.
5.7 Reducing SNR: general analysis
Recall our goal:
Lemma 5.7.11. For x*,X E Cn define x = x* - X and
2 = Err2(x)+ + .k 1R .Rn 1O
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N)dt)dn
ft(xN )dt+
R1/4p2
1:
f(xNdtdt
Suppose i|xilo < k. Then REDUCESNR(^*, x, k, R,p) returns x' such that
with probability 1-p, using O(kk log(Rn/k)(log log(Rn/k))c) measurements and a log(Rn) factor
more time.
We will show that each inner loop of REDucESNR satisfies some nice properties (similar to
those of Lemma 5.6.4) that cause the residual to reduce from signal-to-noise ratio R to v/R. As in
REDUCESNR and 5.2.2, we define
* B= k/a to be the size of each hash table, where a = 0(1/log log' n)
* T = 0(1) to be the number of hashings done in each ESTIMATEVALUES
* 2 = Err2(x* - x) + lix-Xll2 + IlX*fI2/(R*n ).
* = (2/k > 1(Err2(X* - x) + JIX* - xl12/R) to be the "noise level."
* 5= 1/(4Olog2 log2 R).
-Y = R-6 to be the "contrast" our LOCATESIGNAL requires.
In round t of the inner loop, we define the following variables:
* XW E Cn: the estimate of x* recovered so far.
* x = X*- x) E Cn: The vector we want to recover.
" k'= kt = e(k4-t): The number of coordinates to update this round.
" L C [n]: Indices located by LOCATESIGNAL (with ILI ; B)
" P) E Cn for t E T: The estimations of x in each inner loop of ESTIMATEVALUES.
" i E C": ii = mediant x1 is the estimation of x that would result from ESTIMATEVALUES
(although the algorithm only computes iL).
" S C L contains the largest k'/4 coordinates of xL.
* L' C L: The indices of the largest k' coordinates of iL
In the algorithm REDUCESNR, the inner loop replaces x with x - iLf. This is then repeated
N = O(log log R) times. We say that this is a "recurrence" x -+ x - iv , and will prove that the
final result xN has I kxN 2
We will split our analysis of REDUCESNR into stages, where the earlier stages analyze the
algorithm with the inner loop giving a simpler recurrence. In subsequent sections, we will consider
the following different recurrences:
1. X-+X-Xs
2. x -+ x-iS
3. X X - L'
4. x -+ x - iy
and show that each would reduce the noise level after O(log log R) repetitions.
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V1 V2 V3 V4 '15 V6 V7 L 9 vO1j
Figure 5-1: A representation of a splitting of x. In each column, lX,1 2 < I|ziII + V2.
5.7.1 Splittings and admissibility
We introduce the notion of splittings. These allow us to show that the error introduced by the
estimation phase is of the same order as the error from coordinates that are not well hashed. Since
that level of error is tolerable according to Section 5.6, we get that the total error is also tolerable.
Definition 5.7.1. For x E C", (z, v) is a splitting of x if, for all i E [n], z' is a vector and vi E R
uith
Analogously to the previous section, we can measure the number of elements of z above any
value 7 > 0:
fA(z) = j{(ij) : jzjI2  t}j
We will want to deal with "nice" splittings that satisfy additional properties, as described below.
Definition 5.7.2. We say (z, v) is a concise splitting of x if (z, v) is a splitting of x and also
|1Z i11 + v = IfX2 for all i
fo(z)$1
|jvjj < k p12
fl,2/y(Z) < k'/(4k)
ZIIzifI2 2$ A
For various recurrences x -+ x' and any concise splitting (z,v) of x, we would like to find
methods of assigning splittings (z', v') to x' that satisfy some nice properties. In particular, we will
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want decay as in Lemma 5.6.5:
E[fq(')] afq(z) R-20 + - + - ft(z)dt (D)
and we will want relatively slow growth in the size of the splitting:
E{max 0 (E1I(z'IIo) - (1IzilIo) )1V/k' (0)
E[max 0,
For some recurrences, we will get the stronger condition:
E[ZI (z')i Io] < Vak'k
(G')
EIZ(v) 21 < a'p
Definition 5.7.3. A recurrence x -+ x' is
" admissible if for any concise splitting (z, v) of x, we can assign splittings (z', V) to x' that
satisfy (D) and (G).
" fully admissible if (z', V) can also satisfy (G').
Note that we require the input (z, v) to be a concise splitting, but the result (z', V') may not be
concise.
Analyzing repeated applications of (D) gives the following lemma:
Lemma 5.7.4. Suppose x -4 x' is admissible. Then consider r = log log R repetitions of the
recurrence, i.e. x0 -+ xi -*- . -+ xr, where the jth round is run with k' = kj = k/4 and x0 has a
concise splitting and l|x 0 || $ Rk p2 Then for any parameter p, as long as a = $(p 2/(log log R?)2)
is sufficiently small, we get
|'| 2 v kp
with 1 - p probability.
Proof. Because x -+ x' is admissible, there is a corresponding recurrence
(z,v) -+ (z',v')
of splittings of x and x' that satisfies (D) and (G) whenever (z, v) is concise. For this analysis, we
will suppose that it satisfies (D) and (G) unconditionally, and bound the probability that (z, v) is
ever not concise.
The conditions (D) and (G) are only made more true by decreasing z' and z/ in absolute value,
so we may also assume the (z', V) resulting from the recurrence satisfies the first requirement of
concise splittings,
II(z')I + ()2 = Xi12
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At each stage, with probability 1 - O(v/ai) we have by Markov's inequality and a union bound
that
max (0, (ZIj(z')ie)) - (Elzzl'o)) V(k 52
i i (5.22)
maX ( 0 (VI)2 V2.) ktp2
Hence with 1 - O((log log R)/ai) > 1 - p/2 probability, equation set (5.22) holds for all r stages.
Assume this happens.
Then at any stage j, the resulting (z', v') has fo(z') = } E1I(z')Iilo }(k+EZ vlk/ ) 3 and
1v'Ll < kA2 + Ej> Vkji 2 < 3kp 2. Therefore the second and third requirements for conciseness
are satisfied in every stage.
Now, we apply Lemma 5.6.5 to observe that with 1 - O(aN2) > 1 - p/2 probability, the
remaining two requirements for conciseness are satisfied in all stages and the final splitting (z,v)
of xr satisfies
Therefore with probability 1 - p, our supposition of conciseness is correct in all stages and the final
Tr satisfies
Ixrl2 <Z |z 2+ 15 (v/R- + 3)k p2 < IfRkp,2
which is our result.
Given that admissibility is a sufficient condition, we construct tools to prove that recurrences
are admissible.
Lemma 5.7.5. If x -+ x' is admissible, x -+ x# is fully admissible, and x' is identically
zero then x -+ x' + x# is admissible.
Proof. For any splitting (z, v) of x, we have splittings (z', V') and (z#, v#) of x' and x#. We would
like to combine them for a splitting of x'+ x#.
Let A = supp(x#). For i A, we use ((z')', vi). For i E A, we use ((z#)'. y ). This is a valid
splitting of Z' + Z#.
By linearity it satisfies (D) and (G) with a minor loss in the constants. 0
Lemma 5.7.6. If x -+ x' and x -+ x# are both fully admissible, then x -+ x'+x# is fully admissible.
Proof. For any splitting (z, v) of x, we have splittings (z', v') and (z#, v#) of x' and x#. We would
like to combine them for a splitting of x'+ x#.
For each coordinate i, let u = (z'i and v = (z#)i, and a = 1x' + x*f . We will find a vector w
and scalar g such that
IIwI|+ 2  a 2
||WilO r i|U|io +|v Uile
92 <(V/)2 + (Vt)2
j{i j 01 Pi E} j{i I u> 9} +j{i I vi i 9}.
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for all thresholds q. This will only lose a constant factor in (G') and (D). In particular, we set w
to be the concatenation of two copies of u and two copies of v, and g2 = 2(V) 2 + 2(v *)2. Then
IIwI12 + g2 = 2(IIuI12 + (V,4)2)+ 2(IIVI12 + (V#)2) > 21x 12 + 21Xt12 > a2,
so (w, g) is a valid splitting for each coordinate, giving us that x' + x# is fully admissible. 0
5.7.2 Recurrence x -+ x - xS
Lemma 5.7.7. Let S contain the largest k'/4 coordinates of L. Then x -+x - xs is admissible.
Proof. Consider any concise splitting (z, v) of x. Let S' = {i E L : I1zi2 >21}
We have IS'| kf 2../,,(z) ! k'/4 because (z, v) is concise. Since x - xst can be permuted to be
coordinate-wise dominated by x - xS, it suffices to split x - xst.
For i E S', we set (z')i = {} and Vi = 0; for i f S', we set ((z')i, V ) = (z', vi). We must only
show (D) holds, because (G) is trivial (the growth is zero). That is, we must show that if 1z1l2 >
then
Pr[i f S' < a R-20 + + I ft(x)dt) =: M.
Let M denote the right hand side of (5.23). For such an i, IXI2 > fzfl2 > tjg2 - 1 , and
Pr[i V S'] = Pr[i V L] 5 Pr[i not well-hashed] + Pr[i Lli well-hashed]
Define H = {i :1zill 2 > --M}. Then from Lemma 5.3.3 we get a subset C
that i is well-hashed if
w2 + IIxcI1/2 CY"1XI 2
for some constant c, which is implied by w2 + IJxc1I2 < -ttj. We have that
Pr[H n C $ {}I l IHJ/B < kf"(z)/B = af.,(z)
C [n] and variable w so
[W2+ C\ff 12 <II&II + + iljI2
E [w2 + \H R R*n
< C/2 + IIXH112/B
by the definition of pt2 . We know that
IIXH112 <
(ij): IZ1 2 <-M
Therefore by Markov's inequality,
Pr[i not well-hashed]
1zj12 = kj (ft(z) - f7 ,(z))dt.
Pr[C n H # {} + Pr[w2 + IXC\HII2 7J
1 t, k 'y(
af,(z) + (a 
- fYq(z))dt)
=-(ap2 +a ft (z )dt) < M.O
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(5.23)
and that
Next, by Lemma 5.10.2, since we call LOCATESIGNAL with failure probability aR 2 0 , we have
Pr[i V Lji well-hashed] < aR-20 < M.
giving Pr[i S'] < M for each i, as desired.
5.7.3 Recurrence x -+ x - iS
Lemma 5.7.8. Let L be independent of the estimation phase with LI B, and A C L be possibly
dependent on the estimation phase with JAI < k'. Then x -+ XA - iA is fidly admissible.
Proof. Let (z, v) be a concise splitting of x. For i E L, we have
i,_ ,12(Iteia ) _ <,2 z1in~~) 2
-x =mediani - -| 2 median -X2 (5.24)
because we take the median in real and imaginary components separately. We have by !t =
G19- 1 W Uh(i) and Lemma 5.3.3 that
,- 12] $ Wu2 +|| Xc| 112
for some C with Pr[j E Cj < 1/B for all j, and some w with
E[w? < + IlX*I|2/(R*n") < 2 , (5.25)
where the last step uses that IIxI12 < R2 kti2 because a concise splitting (z, v) of x exists. Then
E[i t) - T,12] < w? + E j|zJjI + 2f.
a 2V
jEC'
Define
(yI)2 :Wi2 + |ij|2 +2
jECi'
0'14t _-,21
so
E[rjt] 1 (5.26)
even after conditioning on the hash function (o, b).
For any t E [T] and i E L, let U(04 be the concatenation of ri copies of zi for each j E C and
v(t) = fV r((w) 2 + EjEcq vi). Then we have that
llU(t),iII2 + (u 0)2 > 1(y t) 2  -( - .12
and so by (5.24), for at least 1 + jT/2J different t E [T we have
_ i - xI Ut + ( (0)2 (5.27)
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For each i E A, our (i, P') will equal (U(t*),, ) for a t satisfying (5.27) as well as
11illo < quant-/611Uft),llc
t
1Izillo !5 quant'/'I|U(*'j| (5.28)
tPj ! quantl/6(vi( )2
where quant'/6 is the "quantile" defined in Section 5.9.1. This is always possible, because the
number of t excluded by these additional conditions is at most 3LT/6J jT/2J. Choosing such a
t* for each i gives us a splitting (i, V-) of xA - XA.
To show (D), for any i E L and threshold q define
M = I{(f VI) : 11 r}
S= {j U(t i > j}j
We bound E[m ,] using Lemma 5.9.3. Since Pr[j E C] < 1/B and E[4J] < 1 after conditioning on
(a, b) and so fixing Cl, for fixed i and t we have
Eml]= E[(j{(fj): jzj| > i,£ E Cl)I)r1)
= E[({(e, j) : Izj In, E Cf}1) E[r' I (o, b)]]
< E[j{(tj) :jzj > n, I E Cj|]
Pr[f E Cf]
<U 11B
rn1/B
= m/B
We also have rt, = 0 if quant1/6 m' = 0 and mt. < E mt always; hence for each fixed index
i E L, by Lemma 5.9.3
E[mt'J < (m/B)T!6
But then for T > 12 we have
E[fi = E[1: m'. E E[m' I < B(rn/B) 2 = m2/B
iEA iEL
E[fh/k < a(m/k)2
which says that
E[fgq(z')] n (gZ))2 < afll(- ft (z) dt)
for each 77, implying (D).
We now show (G'). For any nonnegative random variable Xi,t (which will be either JIU('Pitlo
or (Vft))2) and Y/ 6 quant/, X,1t (which will be -illo or ii), for sufficiently large constant T we
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have by Lemma 5.9.4 with 6 = 1/2 that
E[ max E Yi] < V 7kTmax E[Xi,t1
1A'|$k' ,A i't
Plugging in that, for each fixed i, by (5.26) and conciseness we have
E [1U10)iI 0] = E dzillorf < E ||z1*1 o maxE[f I (a, b)] E Z zillo < k/B=atyba o,ba JEC,b EC ob ,b
gives
E[ max ZllElol < v a = vra'k,
A'k iEA' 
which is the first part of (G'). Similarly, plugging in
E[(v())21 < ( [W] + IVlI/B) max E[r I(o, b) I ap2
gives
E[ 2ax < V],B11 = vV52 ak'kY2'
iE A'
which is the second part.
Therefore (i, fl) is a splitting of XA - XA that satisfies (D) and (G'), so x -+ XA - XA is fully
admissible.
5.7.4 Recurrence x -+ x -
The following lemma has a similar proof structure to Lemma 5.9.1.
Lemma 5.7.9. The recurrence x -+ x - XL' is admissible.
Proof. Recall the set S from Lemma 5.7.7, which has ISI k'/4 < jL'/4 and for which x - xS
is admissible. Let A = L' \ S and B = S \ L'. We have JAI 41B. Furthermore miniEA lid >
maxiEB [i I because ESTIMATEVALUES chose A over B.
By Lemma 5.7.7, x -+ x - xS is admissible. Let y = (x - i)A + 2(X - X)B. Using Lemma 5.7.8,
x -+ y is admissible. Hence for every splitting (z, v) of x there are splittings (zs, vS) of x - xs that
satisfies (D) and (G) and (zAB. vAB) of y that satisfies (D) and (G').
For i 0 A U B, we set ((z')I, v ) = ((zS)i, v). For i E A, we set ((z')', Vi) = ({}, 0). Finally,
we want to fill ((z')', vi) for i E B. To do this, pair up each i E B with a disjoint set Pi of four
elements in A. We know that
12x +yI : IIXPi +yPi 2
21xij IMjj + lIXPi 112 + 11YP 112
41x;l 2  3(y12 + IIxPi2 + 111i)
x,12 < JYij 2 + I|xPi J1 + |yp li (5.29)
Set (z')' to the concatenation of (zAB)2 and, for all j E P, (zs)i and (zAB)i. Similarly, set
(V)2 (VB)2 + EjEPi (vf )2 + (V,*$B)2. By (5.29), this makes (z', z') be a valid splitting of x - XL'.
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Then each element of zS, zAB, vs, and VA 8 appears exactly once in (z', V); hence (z', ') satis-
fies (D) and (G) so z X - XL' is admissible. 0
Lemma 5.7.10. The recurrence x -+ x - 1. is admissible.
Proof. We have
X - XL = (x - IL) + (XL' - iv).
The first term is admissible by Lemma 5.7.9 and zero over L'. The second is fully admissible by
Lemma 5.7.8, with support inside L'. Hence x -* x - xy is admissible by Lemma 5.7.5. 0
Lemma 5.7.11. For x*, X E C" define x = x* - x and
t2 = X +I~ Errk R)+ + .
Suppose I|xIIo < k. Then REDUcESNR(2*, X, k, R,p) returns x' such that
||X - X'11 < VrN2
with probability 1 - p, using O( pk log(Rn/k)(log log(Rn/k))c) measurements and a log(Rn) factor
more time.
Proof. The following is a concise splitting (z, v) of x = x* - X(0 : place the largest k coordinates of
x into z, and the rest into v. By Lemma 5.7.10, x* - X( -+ x* - X(+' is admissible. Therefore,
by Lemma 5.7.4, XN satisfies
IIx* - x(N 2 ^
as desired for correctness.
In each of O(loglog R) rounds we call LOCATESIGNAL and ESTIMATEVALUES with B = k/a =
O(k(log log R)2/p 2 ) and failure probability R- 20 . The sampling complexity of each LOCATESIGNAL
is
O(B log(Rn/B) log log R log log(n/B) max(1, logR(1/p))) ;< 1k log(Rn/B)(log log(Rn/B))4
"*p2
by Lemma 5.10.2. The complexity of ESTIMATEVALUES is bounded by O(Blog R) = O(k log R)
since we perform 0(1) bucketings using a filter with contrast R. The overall sampling complexity
over 0(log log R) rounds is hence bounded by
0 k log(Rn/B)(log log(Rn/B))
for a constant c > 0.
5.8 Final Result
Repeating Lemma 5.7.11 log log R times and applying Lemma 5.5.1 gives the result:
Theorem 5.8.1. Let x E C" satisfy 11X112 < RErrk(x). Then SPARsEFFT(2, k, R,p) returns a X'
such that
- x'I (1+ e) Errk(x) + IiXfI/(R*n O)
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uith probability 1 - p and using O( klog(Rn/k)(loglog(Rn/k)) log(i/e)) measurements and a
log(Rn) factor more time.
Proof. During this proof, we define x* := x.
The algorithm performs r = O(loglog R) rounds of REDuCESNR. We may assume that all
the calls succeed, as happens with 1 - p/2 probability. We will show that at each stage i of the
algorithm,
|f* - xf012 <RL2
for 2 = Erri(x*) + h|* 1 /(R*nlO). This is true by assumption at i = 0, and by Lemma 5.7. 1, in
each iteration REDUCESNR causes
IIx* - Xfz - x'h- cV/i(Err2k(x* - xi)) +2)
<VR (Err2(X*) +- 2)
< 2cVi( 2
for some constant c. By Lemma 5.9.1,
jjX* - Sparsify(X() + x',2k)112 < Err 2(X*) + 411x* - X(i) - x'11
R,+i 2
for sufficient constant in the recurrence for R. This proves the induction.
For some r = O(log log R), we have X. = 0(1) and so
I|r* - x(r)11 < 2
Then Lemma 5.5.1 shows that the x' given by RECOVERATCONSTANTSNR satisfies
I|x* - Xfr) - x'1I < ErrX( - + CIX - XIr)112 + hIX*12/nlO
< Errk(X*)+ O(e 2 )
S(1 + O(e)) Errk(x*) + h2x*hI$/n9
which is the desired bound after rescaling e. 0
5.9 Utility Lemmas
This section proves a few standalone technical lemmas.
Lemma 5.9.1. Let x, z E C" and k < n. Let S contain the largest k terms of x and T contain the
largest 2k terms of z. Then
||x - zTII_ < j xsfj + 411(x - z)suraI1.
Proof. Note that each term in S U T and T appears exactly once on each side. Hence it suffices to
show that
IXS\T1 5 IXT\S 112 + 413(x -- z)11I.
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Consider any i E S \ T and j e T \ S. Then Izj I jz;f by the choice of T, so by the triangle
inequality
Ixil < Ixi - Zil + zil
lxi - zil + zl
lxi - zil +lxj - zj+xj)
and so by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
IX,1 2 < 21j 12 + 4|xi - Z12+ 4fx - zjf2 . (5.30)
Since ITt = 21S, we can match up each element i E S\T with a distinct pair P of two elements
of T \ S. Summing up (5.30) for j E Pi and dividing by two,
lx.12 < Jja $+41xi - z +2 11(x - z)12.
Summing up over i E S \ T, we have
llxs\T 2 -lx s2 + 411 (x - z)s\T 2 + 211 (x - z)sl
which gives the desired result. 0
5.9.1 Lemmas on quantiles
This section proves some elementary lemmas on quantiles of random variables, which are a gener-
alization of the median.
Definition 5.9.2. For f > 0, we define the 1 - f quantile quantf of any list xi, ... ,x E R to be
the [(1 - f)n]th smallest element in the list.
Then median = quanti/2 for lists of odd length.
Lemma 5.9.3. Let f > 0 and T be constants. Let X 1,..., XT be independent nonnegative integer
random variables with E[XiJ e < 1 for all i. Let Y satisfy
Y < 0 if quantf Xi = 0
- yJXi otherwise
Then E[YI <,rIT.
Proof. For each i, we have Pr[Xi = 01 1 - e. Let Bi be a {0, 1}-valued random variable with
Pr[Bi = 1J = c and jointly distributed with Xi such that Xi = 0 whenever Bi = 0. Then let Xl be
a random variable distributed according to (Xi I Bi = 1) independent of Bi, so that Xi = BiX .
Then E[X] = E[Xi]/E[Bi < 1, and we have
y ~{ 0 if quantf B; = 0
- 1> X, otherwise.
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Therefore
E[Yj E[Z XJ Prquant1 Bi # 0]
TPrZ Bi >1+ fTJI
<T J!T < ,,-T .T \ 1 + jfTJ j
C
Lemma 5.9.4. Let f,6 > 0 be constants and T be a sufficiently large constant (depending on f
and 5). Let Xl... ,XT E Rn be independent random variables with nonnegative coordinates and
E[XI <, p independent of i and t. Then for any k < n,
Etlmax (j quantf XJ < k p(n/k)6
AIk iEA t
Proof. Let Y = quantft Xf. We have for any threshold j that
Pr[Y > il= Pr[{t : Xt > t}| > 1+ LfTJJ
<( T1+[fTJ
?S4 (1/1)01.
Therefore E[f{i Y > t}il] n(p/q)fT. But then
E[max ZYd = E min(k, I{i : Y > t}I)dt
A=k iEA 0
f min(kn(,p/q)fT)d)
= kp(n/k) 1/fT min(1, uT )du
= kp(n/k)i/fT (1+ fT .
If T > 1/(f) and T > 2/f this gives the result.
Lemma 5.9.5. For any xi,...,Xn E C with n odd we have
E[I median xtI2] < 4 maxElzxt 2
where the median is taken separately in the real and imaginary axes.
Proof. We will show that if xi E R then
E[(median Xt) 21 < 2maxEx21.
t y t
applying this separately to the real and imaginary axes gives the result.
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Let S be jointly distributed with x as a set of (n + 1)/2 coordinates i with x? > mediant X2
This must exist by choosing coordinates less than or greater than xi. Then
Et(medianxt) 21 < meanx 2 x< 2 meanx 2 <2 maxx.
SiES n+1 ; iE[nI
0]
5.10 1-sparse recovery
1: procedure LOCATESIGNAL( , X, B, o, b, Rp)
2: n +- DIM(S).
3: y +- R1/4010921092 R
4: c+- O(log log(n/B) log(1/p)).
5: T +- LOCATE1SPARSESAMPLES(n, y, c, n/B).
6: 4et - HASHTOBINS(, X, Poa, B, R) for a E T.
7: v-7: uq for a E T and j E [B].
8: L +- {}
9: for j E [B] do
10: L +- L U {o'-(LOCATE1SPASE(vi,T,-y,jn/B,n/B))}
11: end for
12: return L
13: end procedure
14: procedure LOCATE1SPARSESAMPLES(n, -y, c, w)
15: S +- 71/10
16: tmax +- O(log16 W).
17: gi,t E [n] uniformly for i E [c}, t E [tmaxj.
18: ft E [6 1t/8 61t/4] an arbitrary integer, for all t E [tmax]-
19: return T = UtE[tnarItE[C]jqi,t, 9it + ft} for all i, t.
20: end procedure
21: procedure LOCATE1SPARSE(UvT, T, -, 1, w)
22: S +- 71/10
23: wt defined to be wt-1.
24: ft defined to be any integer in [(n/wt)/8, (n/wt)/41.
25: Expects T = UtEt ]iEI f{(9,:, gi,t + fA)} for tmax = O(1og 1/. W)
26: Define mP = O(Ug,+fJ/Use).
27: Define mt = median m .
It
28: 11 +- 1, W1 +-W. r Locat
29: for t = 1. . t do
30: Ot +_t r/(2f I, mod n)
31: 1t+1 +- it + Ot
32: end for
33: return ROUND(1tr,,,+ I-
34: end procedure
Algorithm 5.10.1: Fourier 1-sparse recovery
> Dimension of vector
t> Estimates of fti*27r/n
ion in 1i - wi/2,li + w,/2
t Within [-n/2ft, n/2ft
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We first show that LOCATE1SPARSE solves the 1-sparse recovery problem. This result is indepen-
dent of the rest of the machinery in this chapter: if v has a single component with 1 - -Y1/ 2 of the
mass, we find it with O(logjp, n) samples of 'v.
Lemma 5.10..L Let 1/y, c be larger than a sufficiently large constant. Let ' E C", and suppose
that there exists an i* E [ - w/2,1 + w/21 such that
1y/ 2jV,.1 2 > 1: 1vj12.
Then LOCATE1SPARSE(vT. T, -jy, 11, 11+w) returns i* with all but -"0 log w probability, where the
set T is the output of LOCATE1SPARSESAMPLES(n, y, c, w) and has size fTI = O(c(1 +log/., w)).
The time taken is O(jTj) = O(c(1 + log/, w)).
Proof. Note that for uniformly random g E [n], by Parseval's theorem
E[v 4ii- _Ugi*V, 2  Z Vj 2 < j/ 2 1V _1 2
joi*
Set b = -yl/ 20 . By Markov's inequality, with 1 - b probability
vir" V- - Wgi*o V. I < V /2/bjvj- I
and so
110(i,) - (21rg,* +(v))IIo = ( - #IO )ivt-j sin1 ( V 1/2/b) 5 2 [1y/ 2/b
where Ila - bI|O = minjEz(Ia - b - 27ril) denotes the "circular distance" between a and b. Hence for
any (gi,t.gj~t + ft), we have that
nit = 0('1,g,,9,t)
satisfies
1|Mn - fti*21r/nIO 4 71/ 2/b (5.31)
with probability 1 - 2b as a distribution over git. Because this is independent for different i, for
any t by a Chernoff bound we have that (5.31) holds for at least 3c/4 of the mtj" with probability
at least
1 - ) (2b)c/ 4 > 1 - 2c(2b)c/ 4 = 1 - (32b)y/ 4 = 1 - f c)
c/m
If so, their median satisfies the same property2
imt - fti*21r/nI|O 4 P/ 2/b < 21rb&5. (5.32)
Since there are logl/.yl/2 w < log w different t, by a union bound (5.32) holds for all t with the
desired probability
1 - -- (c) log W.
2To define a median over the circle, we need to cut the circle somewhere; we may do so at any position not within
4V/11/b of at least c/4 of the points.
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We will show that this implies that i* is recovered by the algorithm.
We will have by induction that, for all t, i* E [lt - wt/2, It + wt/2. This certainly holds at t = 1.
Recall that 4wt 5 n/ft < 8wt by the construction of ft.
For any t, by (5.32) we have that otft lies within 6bn of (fti*-ft4t) (modulo n). Hence (i* -lI) lies
within 6bn/ft of ot+zn/ft for lot < n/(2ft) and some integer z. But since li*-lII wt/2 n/(8ft)
and 6bn/ft < n/(4ft), this means that z = 0 and we have that (i* - lI) lies within 6bn/ft of ot.
Since
6bn/ft 6b8wt &wt/2 < wt+1/2,
i* lies within wt+1/2 of t+, = It + of and the inductive step holds.
In the end, therefore, i* lies within tuma./2 = w6ta-1/2 < 1/2 of 1, so it is returned by the
algorithm. 0
We now relate Lemma 5.10.1, which guarantees 1-sparse recovery, to k-sparse recovery of well-
hashed signals.
Lemma 5.10.2. Let x be a signal, and B and R larger than sufficiently large constants. An
invocation of LOCATESIGNAL returns a list L of size B such that each well-hashed (per Def-
inition 5.3.4) i E [n] is present in L with probability at least 1 - p. The sample complexity
is O(B log(Rn/B) log log R log log(n/B) max(1, ogR(1/p)). and the time complexity is O(log R)
larger.
Proof. Consider any well-hashed i and j = h(i). We define the vector yi E C" by
G= eG,{-(,)j = x/GB ,).
Then
i.e. v = Z//ni, so v = xtGoj,{e)//.
By the definition 5.3.4 of well-hashedness, over uniformly random a E [n],
71/1X2 E| 
~"v- i2ja ~ V IxdiW 9
If we define v,.j = v[.j\{j,(, we have after multiplying by G2  that
1/21, 1 12 /n G 1/212
/n G2R 'X > E[f Vja-WaGO()l
= E[|Vja - -w*'Vij Ia /
= E[l(V-, 0i)a|2Ia
Therefore by Parseval's inequality,
11/2V 12 >|j , 11.
This is precisely the requirement of Lemma 5.10.1. Hence LOCATE1SPARSE will return ai with all
but .yl) log(n/B) probability, in which case i will be in the output set L.
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Recall that log,/- , R < log log R. Setting
c= 0(max(1,log,(log(n/B)/p)))
6 max(1, (logs log(n/B) + logR(l/p)) log log R)
< log log(n/B) max(1,log(l/p))
gives the desired probability 1 - p. , the number of samples is
ITIB log R = cB log R max(l, log/,(n/B))
< B log(Rn/B) log log R log log(n/B) max(1, lga(l/p)).
The time taken is dominated by HAsHToBINs, which takes sample complexity times log R time. 0
5.11 Filter construction
Lemma 5.11.1. If G is a flat window function with B buckets and contrast R > 2, then for some
constant c,
G? 0 R 2Bjij>cn/2B
Proof. Let c be the constant such that GC ( n )t for t = log R. Then
00
z<2 Ej ( en)2logR
IiI>2cn/B i=2cn/B jB
( 2ios
4cn 00
R 2B
and rescaling c gives the result.
Lemma 5.3.2. There exist flat window functions where I supp(G)j I B log R. Moreover, supp(() C
[-O(B log R), O(B log R)J.
Proof. Suppose B is an odd integer; otherwise, replace B with B' = B - 1. The properties for B'
will imply the properties for B, albeit with a worse constant in the third property.
Define F to be a rectangular filter of length B, scaled so F is the Dirichlet kernel
F = sin(7rBi/n)
B sin(iri/n)'
Noting that 21x1 I sin(irx)j .5 irfx for jxj < 1/2, we have for all i that
sin (7rBi/n) < n
~ 2Bi/n - 2Bi(.
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and for i E [-n/2B,n/2B] that
12Bi/n1 21Fi l I/ = -. (5.34)
Biri/n 7r
Define F1 to be F convolved with itself t= O(log R) times for an even integer t, so |hE'l 0 < B log R
and Fr'= F', and by (5.33)
0 !5 F !5 . (5.35)
Now, define G to be F' convolved with a length t = 2Ln/(2B)j + I rectangular filter, i.e.
Gi = j F,
L-iI5n/(2B)
so G is F' multiplied by a scaled Dirichlet kernel. By the last equation, it follows that II Go
IIF'hIo < Blog R. We would just like to show that G/|GII| satisfies the flat window function
requirements.
Since F' > 0 per (5.35), we have 05 Gi/ IG!II < 1 so G/hlGhl. passes the second property of
a flat window function.
For the first property of flat window functions, let a = A%2) F,'. We have that Gi a for
Jil n/(2B) because each of those terms (or their symmetries F') appear in the summation that
forms Gi. So it suffices to show that G 3a for all i.
Define Sk = Z n [kn/(2B),(k + 1)n/(2B)] for k E Z, so ISki 5 [n/(2B)] for all k. For any i,
{j : Lj - il n/(2B)} has nonzero intersection with at most 3 different Sk. Hence it suffices to
show for all k that
a > E Fj.
jESk
To do this, we extend the definition of F to all x E R. By symmetry, it suffices to consider k > 0.
We have that sin(irx/n) is increasing on [0, n/2], so for 0 < x < n/2 - n/B we have
F' /F' = ( sin(7rx/n) 1.
x+n/Bx ksin(n(x + n/B)/n))
Therefore, for each j E Sk,
F ! Fj-fk/21(n/B) = FUjrk/21(n/B)I-
Let Tk = {j - rk/21(n/B)I: j E Sk}. By considering the even and odd cases for k, we conclude
that T C [0, n/(2B)I and that for some parameter 0 > 0 we have
Tk = {,0+1,...0 +ITI - 1}.
Since F' is decreasing on [0, n/(2B)I we have that
ITI-1 ITI-1 Ln/(2B)J
Fj E F = F#'I E FI' < Fj =a.
jESk jETk j=0 j=0 j=0
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Therefore G/IlGII| satisfies the first property of a flat window function.
Lastly, the third property of flat window functions. Consider i = an/2B with a > 2 (for smaller
i, G 1 suffices as a bound). We have by (5.35) that
__________1Gi2< max F <e( n )B = ( O_ .ij-iln/2B - 2B(Iij - n/(2B)) -
We also have by (5.34) that
IIGIk| > Go > f min F! > t(2/x.iln/(2B)
Hence Gj/hiGIKm < ( = (O(1/a))' = (0( ))W
which is the third property of flat window functions. Thus G/hIGII, is the desired flat window
function. 0
For a bucketing (o, b), each coordinate j is permuted to an index ir(j) = qj - b, with nearest
multiple of (n/B) being (n/B)h(j). Define the offset of j relative to i to be o (j) = r(j)-(n/B)h(i).
Given a bucketing (a, b), for each bucket j E [B we define the associated "bucket vectors" v(i)
given by
V ,a :X;G~ri)-(n/Byg.
This has the property that running the algorithm with offset a yields u E RB given by
uj = vi W =U )a.
For any bucketing (a, b), we say that a bucket j has noise at most A2 if fIvO)h11 < y2. We say
that an index i is hashed with noise at most p 2 if, for j = h(i), we have
|v)- XiGigi-(n1B)j||5p
We show how to relate the pairwise independence property 4.2.4 to flat window functions:
Lemma 5.11.2. Let G be a flat window function with B buckets and contrast R. Then for i # j,
there exists a constant c such that
E1Gl) 
-I[oi(j)j > cn/BJ < R2B
where Ifa > b] is 1 when a > b and 0 otherwise.
Proof. Note that oi(j) = ir(j) - (n/B)h(i) is within n/(2B) of 7r(j) - r(i) = a(j - i). Let f > 1
be the constant such that
G,( f log I
Ge (5Bjoj(j)j/n
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Then
Goi(j) < max Ga
a- (i-j)<n/(2B)
< max f IogR
a-a(i-j)l<n/(2B) kBja/n)
Bla(i - j)//n - 1/2
as well as G,,(j) 1. Define
yb= min (1 BIbj/n 
- 1/2 
~
It suffices to show that, for any a =A 0 and as a distribution over a,
E[y2a -I[laal > r-n/Bj] ,<.0%0 R2 B +
Let D = 3f n/B < n/B. Note that, for d > 1 and I bi dD > (2df + l/2)n/B,
( 1 \ 
11
y d R NRlog ''
Consider the "levels sets" S1 : {b I 2D < Ibi < 21+1D}, for I > 0. Then by Lemma 4.2.4,
Prtaa E S11 5 4 -2'+'D/n < 21D/n
and
1
m yaxy &
Hence
E[y2a -I[laal> D < (2D/n)R-2-2
1=0
,D/( Rn) ,< 1/( R2t
because R2 > 2. Since D < n/B, this gives the result.
Lemma 5.11.3. HAsHToBINs( , X, Psab, B, R) computes u such that for any i E [n],
Uh(i) = Ah(i) + Gi( ) (x - )j q
where G is the flat window function with B buckets and contrast R from
xll/(R*n") is a negligible error term. It takes O(BlogR) samples,
and O(B log R log(Rn) time.
Lemma 5.3.2, and A2 <
and if |ixilo < B, it takes
Proof. Let S = supp(C), so 1St < B log R and in fact S C [-O(B log R), O(B log R)J.
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0
First, HAsHToBINS computes
y- = GPa,bX - = G P,,bX - X+G C P,abX - X,
for an approximation f to '. This is efficient because one can compute (Pa4b!)S with O(ISI)
time and samples, and P,,fa,bV is easily computed from VT for T = {a(j - b) : j E S}. Since T
is an arithmetic sequence and x is B-sparse, by Corollary 5.12.2, an approximation V to ' can be
computed in O(B log R log(Rn)) time such that
11XI12
X~i <R*n12
for all i E T. Since uIGh1 < VfniiII2 = v/IIIGI2 nhIGIkoc < n and C is 0 outside S, this implies
that
JIG -Po,,ab(X - X')112 < liGht1 m ax i(P.4(X - X'))ii = iiGIII nax l(x -x')1 5 . (5.36)iSiET F;,,
Define A by A = G- P,(.bX - y'). Next, HAsHToBINS computes u E CB such that for all i,
Uh(i) = Jh(i)n/B = Yh(i  + Ah(i)n/B,
for y = -P,4ab ~-Z . This computation takes O(Ily'hio+B log B) < Blog(Rn) time. Let F(x) =
denote the Fourier transform of x. We have
Uh(i) = (G * .F(Prb(X - X)))h(i)n/B + Ah(i)n/B
- ( Gh(i)nlBh .(i)(Puaab(X - X)r(j)+ Ahi)n/B
7r(j)E[nI
= E G,1(3)(x - x)w"a + Ah(i)n/B
iEln)
where the last step is the definition of o (j) and Claim 4.2.2.
Finally, we note that
iAh(i)n/Bi hAil2 = hiA112 = I -Pa,(xX ')112 < lX112
where we used (5.36) in the last step. This completes the proof. 0
Lemma 5.3.3. Let (a, a, b) E [n] be uniform subject to a being odd. Let u E CB denote the result of
HASHTOBINS(iF* X, P,^rb B, R). Fix a coordinate i E {n| and define x = x* - x. For each (o, b), we
can define variables C c [n] and w > 0 (and in particular, C = {j k i: la(i - j) mod ni cn/B}
for some constant c,) so that
" For all j, as a distribution over (a, b),
PrU E C < 1/B.
" As a distribution over (a, b),
E[w2J < 1i1i +
~ R 2 B R*n1l
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* Conditioned on (a, b) and as a distribution over a,
E[IG-1) Uha i 2-)XjJ<) Ixl~
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.4, for any fixed i and j,
Pr[j E C] = Pr[lo(i - j) 5 en/B] < 1/B
which gives the first part.
Define x' = x - x. Per Lemma 5.11.3, HASHTOBINS computes the vector u E CB given by
Uh(i) - Ah(i) = oi(j)G1  aqj
for some A with JIAl2l < lXlI2/(R*nn). We define the vector v E C1 by vj = 'Gog(), so that
Uh(i) Ah(i) = wav
j
so
Uh(i) - -ai~ Ah(o) = i/ii a--
By Parseval's theorem, therefore,
E[lGOy)W-ai Uh(i) -- z(E 2 f[uh(i) - WaG()X- Ah(i) 2 + h()])
= 2G-2 (llvi 112 + A2()
< + E Xj/ Go(j) + j
- R*nhl O )3
ifcu{i} jEC
If we define w2 to be the first two terms, we satisfy the third part of the lemma statement. Next,
we have that
"Xl2I < 2( - +R*n - R*n R*nnl R 2B
From the other term, for j C U {i}, lo(i -j) > en/B so oj(j) > (c- 1)n/B. Hence for sufficiently
large c, by Lemma 5.11.2,
E[ lxjGoU) 121 < jj _ Xj12 E[G2 (j) -I[o(j) > (c - 1)n/B]] 1 R 2B
jgCU{i} j#i
Hence their sum has
E[W2 < i + .iX - X12
~ R*n" R 2B
This proves the second part of the lemma statement, completing the proof. 0
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5.12 Semi-equispaced Fourier transform
1: procedure SEMIEQUISPACEFFT(x, c) > x E Cy' is k-sparse
2: Round k up to a factor of n.
3: G, GI' +- FiLTERS(n, k, c).
4: yj +- (x * G),,12k for i E [2k].
5: y+- FFT(y) > 2k dimensional
6: Vi+- for Jil <k/2.
7: return
8: end procedure
Algorithm 5.12.1: Semi-equispaced Fourier Transform in O(k log(n/)) time
The following is similar to results of [DR93, PST01].
Lemma 5.12.1. Let n be a power of two and c > 1. Suppose x E C" is k-sparse for some k. We
can compute V for all Iif I k/2 in O(ck log n) time such that
|X% - Xij 5 1|12/nc.
Proof. Without loss of generality k is a power of two (round up), so 2k divides n.
Let G,C' be the flat window functions of [HIKP12c], so that Gi = 0 for all Jij > (n/k)clogn,
JIG - G'112 < n~c,
-
T 1 if jif < k/2
0 iflij>k
and G'i E [0,11 everywhere. The construction is that G approximates a Gaussian convolved with
a rectangular filter and G is a (truncated) Gaussian times a sinc function, and is efficiently com-
putable.
Define
z = x * G.
We have that $i = ZsiC for all i. Furthermore, because subsampling and aliasing are dual under
the Fourier transform, since yj = zin/(2k) is a subsampling of z we have for Jij k/2 that
n/2k-1
X =Yi = L Zi+2kj
j=0
n/2k-1
Zxi+2kjGi+2kj
j=0
n/2k-1 n/2k-1
Xi+2kjO'i+2kj + E X+2kj(Gi+2kj - Gi+2kj)
j=O j=0
n/2k-1
= Xi + E Xi+2ki(Gi+2ki - G'i+2kj)
j=O
and so
j' - X I I IxI 2||1|d - G 112 ||XI12n
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as desired.
The time complexity is O(k log k) for a 2k-dimensional FFT, plus the time to construct y.
Because Gi has a localized support, each nonzero coordinate i of x only contributes to O(clogn)
entries of y. Hence the time to construct y is O(ck log n) times the time to evaluate G at an arbitrary
position. Because G is a Gaussian times a sine function, assuming we can evaluate exponentials in
unit time this is O(ck log n) total.
This can be easily generalized to arbitrary arithmetic sequences of length k:
Corollary 5.12.2. Let n be a power of two, e > 1, and a odd. Suppose x e Cn is k-sparse for
some k, and S = {c(i - b) : i E Z, Iii 5 k}. Then we can compute V for all i E S in O(ck log n)
time such that
\xi - XiI !5 1\X12/n.
Proof. Let a- denote the inverse of a modulo n. Define Xj = w-3bX, 1. Then for all i E [n],
jEtn]
/- 1 E ijw~
i OEin)
We can sample from 1* with 0(1) overhead, so by Lemma 5.12.1 we can approximate 2,g(i) =
for fil k in O(ck log n) time.
To compute Go,, we take the opposite semi-equispaced Fourier transform.
1: procedure CONVERSESEMIEQUISPACEFFT(i, S, c) > supp(x) E f-k/2, k/2]
2: Round k up to a factor of n.
3: C, G' *- FILTERS(n, k, c).
4: u +- INvFFT(X[-k,kJ) c> 2k dimensional
5: yin/(2k) +- uj for i E [2k].
6: Xi +- Ejsupp(G):i+j-O mod n/(2k) GCyi+j for i E S.
7: return x'
8: end procedure
Algorithm 5.12.2: Converse semi-equispaced Fourier Transform in O(k log(n/6)) time
Lemma 5.12.3. Let n be a power of two and c > 1. Suppose ' E Cn has supp(x) E f-k/2,k/2,
and let S c [n| have jSj = k. We can compute x for all i E S in O(ck log n) time such that
lix - Xi J1X112/nfe
Proof. Without loss of generality k is a power of two (round up), so 2k divides n.
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Let G,C' be the flat window functions of [HIKP12c, so that Gi = 0 for all jil > (n/k)clogn,
IG - G'11 2 < n-C
Sif fif k/2
0 ifliJ>k
and 0'j E [0,11 everywhere. The construction is that G approximates a Gaussian convolved with
a rectangular filter and G is a (truncated) Gaussian times a sinc function, and is efficiently com-
putable.
For the y defined in the algorithm, we have that yin/(2k) = Xin/(2k) /(2) by the definition of
the Fourier transform. Setting yj = 0 elsewhere, y is a scaled subsampling x. Since subsampling
and aliasing are dual under the Fourier transform, we have that Yi = *--i+2kj-
Therefore x = y -G, so x = y * G'. Then for any i,
fX' - XiI = I (Gj - Gi)yi+jI
JIG - G'|211y12
r< n-cV/n/(2k)II-TII2.
Rescaling c gives the result.
The time complexity is 0(k logk) for the Fourier transform and 0(ck logn) for the summation
to form x', giving 0(ck logn) time total. 0
5.12.1 Computing G, G
Our algorithm needs to know, for each R, both (i for Iif I B log R and G,,(j) for various j. Here
we show how to compute these up to 1/nc precision for an arbitrary constant c with no additional
time overhead beyond the already existing log(Rn) factor.
Computing Gi for all i is possible in O(Blog2 R) time, because it is a sinc function times a
degree log R polynomial at each position i. Since we only need this once for each R, the total time
is at most a log R factor above the sample complexity.
For each hashing in estimation phases, we will need to compute G,(j) for the set L of O(B)
coordinates. We will already know 0, which is O(B log R) sparse and dense around the origin.
Hence Lemma 5.12.3 can compute Go1 yj) in O(B log Rlog n) time, which is only logn more than
the sample complexity to perform the hashing.
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Part II
Impossibility Results
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Chapter 6
Gaussian Channel-Based Lower
Bounds: f2
(Based on parts of [PW11, HIKP12a, PW12I)
This section gives lower bounds for the measurement complexity required to achieve the f 2/ 2
recovery guarantee, in the three sensing modalities considered in Part I. Namely, we show:
" Nonadaptive, arbitrary measurements: Q(k logc(n/k)) for C-approximate recovery.
" Adaptive, Fourier measurements: Q(k log(n/k)/ log log n) for 0(1)-approximate recovery.
" Adaptive, arbitrary measurements: Q(log log n) for 0(1)-approximate recovery.
These proofs all involve the information capacity of the additive white Gaussian noise channel.
6.1 Notation
We use log x to denote log 2 x, and In x to denote log, x. For a discrete random variable X with
probability distribution p, we use H(X) or H(p) to denote its entropy
H(X) = H(p) = E -p(x) log p(x).
For a continuous random variable X with pdf p, we use h(X) to denote its differential entropy
h(X) = -p(x) logp(x)dx.
Let y be drawn from a random variable Y. Then (X f y) = (X I Y = y) denotes the random
variable X conditioned on Y = y. We define h(X I Y) = Ey h(X I y). The mutual information
between X and Y is denoted I(X; Y) = h(X) - h(X I Y).
We will also use the following lemma, which shows that mutual information is additive for linear
measurements with independent noise. This means that it suffices to bound the mutual information
of a individual measurements in isolation.
Lemma 6.1.1. Suppose ai = bi + wi for i E [s] and the wi are independent of each other and the
bi. Then
I(a; b) < I(a; bi)
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Proof. Note that h(a I b) = h(a - b I b) = h(w I b) = h(w). Thus
I(a; b) = h(a) - h(a I b) = h(a) - h(w)
< h(ai) - h(wi)
= h(ai) - h(ai I bi) = I(a; bi)
0
6.2 Nonadaptive, arbitrary linear measurements
Our goal in this section is to lower bound the number of rows of a distribution of matrices A if one
can recover -' from Ax such that
|ix' - X112 < C Min Il - Y112k-sparse y
with at least 3/4 probability for all x. We will give a lower bound of Q(k logc(n/k)), for all C > 1.
Define e = C - 1.
We will set up a communication game. Let F C {S C [nI I SI = k} be a family of k-sparse
supports such that:
" IS e S't > k for S 6 5' E -F, where ( denotes the exclusive difference between two sets,
" PrsEF[i E S] = k/n for all i E [n], and
" logIFI = Q(k log(n/k)).
This is possible; for example, a random linear code on [n/k]k with relative distance 1/2 has these
properties [Gur10].1
Let X = {x E {0, ±I}" I supp(z) E F}. Let w ~ N(O, akIn) be i.i.d. normal with variance
ak/n in each coordinate for some parameter a which will be 9(1/c). Consider the following process:
Procedure. First, Alice chooses S E F uniformly at random, then x E X uniformly at random
subject to supp(x) = S. Alice independently chooses w ~ N(0, a kI). She sets y = A(x + w)
and sends y to Bob. Bob performs sparse recovery on y to recover x' - x, rounds to X by
x = arg min-EXIIX* - X'112, and sets 5' - supp(2). This gives a Markov chain S -+ x -4 y - x' -4
S-4 S'.
We will show that deterministic sparse recovery algorithms require large m to succeed on this
input distribution x + w with 3/4 probability. By Yao's minimax principle, this means randomized
sparse recovery algorithms also require large m to succeed with 3/4 probability.
Our strategy is to give upper and lower bounds on I(S; S'), the mutual information between S
and S'.
Lemma 6.2.1. I(S; S') = O(mlog(1+ )).
'This assumes n/k is a prime power larger than 2. If n/k is not prime, we can choose n' E [n/2,n] to be a
prime multiple of k, and restrict to the first n' coordinates. This works unless n/k < 3, in which case a bound of
0(min(n, k logr(n/k))) = 0(k) is trivial.
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Proof. Let the colunis of AT be v1, ... , v'. We may assume that the v' are orthonormal, because
this can be accomplished via invertible postprocessing of A, by multiplying Ax on the left to
orthogonalize A. Then we have that yi = (v', x + w) = (vi, x) + w, where wi ~ N(O, akIJv'II/n) -
N(O, ak/n). Let z = Ax, so we have that
E[z?] = E[(vzx) 21 = E[Z(v) 2
x x S n
Hence yi = zi + wj is a Gaussian channel with power constraint E[z] < k and noise variance
E[(w') 2I = a k. Hence by the Shannon-Hartley theorem this channel has information capacity
max I(zi;yi) = C log(1+
Then by the data processing inequality for Markov chains and Lemma 6.1.1, this means
m 1
I (S; S') < I (Z; Y) < I(zi; yi) < log(' +-)
We will show that successful recovery either recovers most of x, in which case I(S; S') =
9(k log(n/k)), or recovers an f fraction of w. First we show that recovering w requires m = Q(fn).
Lemma 6.2.2. Suppose w E R' with wi ~ N(O, o 2) for all i and n = Q( j log(1/8)), and A E Rm x
for m < SEfn. Then any algorithm that finds u' from Aw must have 1|w' - wf|j > (1 - e)|IwII| with
probability at least 1 - 0(6).
Proof. Note that Aw merely gives the projection of w onto m dimensions, giving no information
about the other n - m dimensions. Since w and the e2 norm are rotation invariant, we may assume
WLOG that A gives the projection of w onto the first m dimensions, namely T = [m]. By the norm
concentration of Gaussians, with probability 1 - S we have IwII2 < (1 +E)no 2, and by Markov with
probability 1 - 3 we have IIwTII2 K mo2/6 < Enc 2 . Assume both of these events happen.
For any fixed value d, since w is uniform Gaussian and w' is independent of wT,
Pr[liw' - W112 < d] Pr[II(w' - w)TII' < d] Pr{I|wJTI' < d].
Therefore
Pr[w' - w1|2 < (1 - 4f)w1121 <Pr[llw' - w12 < (1 - 2e)no,21
<Pr[lwTll < (1 - 2e)no721
<Pr[llwT112 < (1 - E)(n - M)a2] S
as desired. Rescaling c gives the result.
Lemma 6.2.3. Suppose n = f (1/e 2 +(k/E) log(k/r)) and m = O(cn). Then I(S; S')= 2(k log(n/k))
for some a = 1(1/e).
Proof. Consider the x' recovered from A(x+w), and let T = SUS'. Suppose that 11w 1I? < 'k logn
and Ilw12I/(ak) E [1 ± el, as happens with probability at least (say) 3/4. Then we claim that if
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recovery is successful, one of the following must be true:
iie - w|| < (1 - 2e)liwlI (6.2)
To show this, suppose 114'T - xI12 > 9eCiwli > 911wT112 (the last by IT = 2k = O(n/ log n)). Then
11(W'- (x + w))Tll| ; (lix' X112 - IIWT112)
> (2|1x' - X112/3)2 > 4
Because recovery is successful,
lix' - (X + w)112 < (1 + C)llwlI.
Therefore
114- - I+ 1 ' - (x +w)r112 = i|x' - (x + w)1i
1X4 - WlI+4e2wl12 < (1 + E)jIwII1
IIX'L - W112 -IW 112r < (1 - 3,E) IWI12 < (1 - 2c) IIWI12
as desired. Thus with 3/4 probability, at least one of (6.1) and (6.2) is true.
Suppose Equation (6.2) holds with at least 1/4 probability. There must be some x and S such
that the same equation holds with 1/4 probability. For this S, given x' we can find T and thus
2y. Hence for a uniform Gaussian wT, given AwT we can compute A(x + wT) and recover x4
with 4'y - myi~ < (1 - e)IlwylI . By Lemma 6.2.2 this is impossible, since n - T| = 1(') and
M = f(cn) by assumption.
Therefore Equation (6.1) holds with at least 1/2 probability, namely 11T - X11 < 9eCIJW1I <
9E(1 - e)ak < k/2 for appropriate a. But if the nearest x E X to x is not equal to x,
IIX' - 2 =IxIX' 12+ l|x' - 21I$> IIXT1'2 + (lix - X|l2 - IIX' - X112)2
>IX a112+(k - k/2)2 > XL112 + 11X- x11|=2fx' - x1,
a contradiction. Hence S' = S. Then Fano's inequality states H(SfS') 1+ Pr[S' S] log fI. and
hence
I(S; S') = H(S) - H(SIS') > -1 + logIiF = f(k log(n/k))
as desired. 0
Theorem 6.2.4. Any nonadaptive (1 + )-approximate 12/t2 recovery scheme with E > Vn
and failure probability 6 < 1/2 requires m = Q(k log1j,(n/k)).
Proof. Combine Lemmas 6.2.3 and 6.2.1 with a = 1/e to get m = O(k W ), m = Q(en), or
n = O(}k log(k/e)). For e as in the theorem statement, the first bound is the relevant one. 0
6.3 Fourier lower bound
In this section, we show any £2 recovery algorithm using (possibly adaptive) Fourier samples of x
must take 2(k log(n/k)/ log log n) samples:
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Theorem 6.3.1. Let F E C'" be orthonormal and satisfy I Fj I= 1/ Vn/ for all i, j. Suppose an
algorithm takes in adaptive samples of Fx and computes x' with
IX - X112 ; 2 min *X -x* 112,k-sparse x*
with probability at least 3/4 for any x. Then it must have m = O(k log(n/k)/ log log n).
Corollary 6.3.2. Any algorithm computing the 0(1)-approximate sparse Fourier tmnsform must
access O(k log(n/k)/ log log n) samples.
If the samples were chosen nonadaptively, we would immediately have m = Q(k log(n/k)) by
Theorem 6.2.4. However, an algorithm could choose samples based on the values of previous
samples. In the sparse recovery framework allowing general linear measurements, this adaptivity
can decrease the number of measurements to 0(k log log(n/k)) (see Chapter 2); in this section, we
show that adaptivity is much less effective in our setting where adaptivity only allows the choice
of Fourier coefficients.
In essence, in the previous section we showed that any nonadaptive measurement has constant
signal-to-noise ratio for the hard instance. In this section, we show that with high probability all
n Fourier measurements have O(log n) signal-to-noise ratio.
As in the previous section, let F C {S c [nI : ISI = k} be a family of k-sparse supports such
that:
" IS e S' > k for S # ' E F, where e denotes the exclusive difference between two sets, and
" log 1Fj = Q (k log(n/k)).
For each S E F, let X-5 {= E {0, ±l}n I supp(xs) = S}. Let x E XS uniformly at random.
The variables xi, i E S, are i.i.d. subgaussian random variables with parameter a 2 = 1, so for any
row F of F, Fjx is subgaussian with parameter o2 = k/n. Therefore
Pr [lFjxl > tvk/n] < 2e- 2
By a union bound over the n rows of F, for each S we can choose an xS E XS with
IjFx 51. < 0(Vk log n). (6.3)
n
Let X = {x5 1 S E F} be the set of such xS.
Let w - N(0, ak1,) be i.i.d. normal with variance ak/n in each coordinate.
Consider the following process:
Procedure. First, Alice chooses S E F uniformly at random, then selects the x E X with
supp(x) = S. Alice independently chooses w ~ N(O, aAIn) for a parameter a = 9(1) sufficiently
small. For j E [in], Bob chooses ij E [n] and observes yj = Fi3 (x + w). He then computes the result
x' O x of sparse recovery, rounds to X by ' = arg minex|f* - X3/12, and sets S' = supp($). This
gives a Markov chain S -+ x -+ y -+ x' -+ + S'
We will show that deterministic sparse recovery algorithms require large m to succeed on this
input distribution x + w with 3/4 probability. By Yao's minimax principle, this means randomized
sparse recovery algorithms also require large in to succeed with 3/4 probability.
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Our strategy is to give upper and lower bounds on I(S; S'), the mutual information between S
and S'.
First we show an analog of Lemma 6.2.3 in this setting. The previous proof actually applies in
this setting, but because we only consider e = e(1) a simpler proof is possible.
Lemma 6.3.3 (Lemma 6.2.3, simplified for e = E(1)). There exists a constant a' > 0 such that if
a < a', then I(S; ') = 0(k log(n/k)) .
Proof. Assuming the sparse recovery succeeds (as happens with 3/4 probability), we have fix' -
(x + w)12 5 21lw1l2, which implies ix' - x112 31lwJ12. Therefore
llS - X1i: fX' - X112 + IX'- Xl12
" 211x' - X112
< 611w1|2.
We also know ix' - X"112 V' for all distinct x',x" E X by construction. Because E[|1W11 21 = ak,
with probability at least 3/4 we have 1W 112 5 vak < vk/6 for sufficiently small a. But then
lX - X112 < , so = x and S= S'. Thus PrS - S' 1/2.
Fano's inequality states H(S I S') 1 + PrS -4 S'] log 1Ff. Thus
I(S; S') = H(S) - H(S |') -1 + log |Ff = f(k log(n/k))
as desired. 0
We next show an upper bound on I(S; S'), the analog of Lemma 6.2.1 for adaptive measurements
of bounded 1, norm. The proof is similar, but is more careful about dependencies and needs the
4. bound on Fx.
Lemma 6.3.4. 1I(S; S') < mlog(1 + - logn).r% # a
Proof. Let A. = F 3 for j E [m], and let w, = Agw. The wj are independent normal variables
with variance ak. Because the Aj are orthonormal and w is drawn from a rotationally invariant
distribution, the ' are also independent of x. We have yj = Ajx + wj. By the data processing
inequality for Markov chains and Lemnma 6.1.1,
I(S; S') < I(Ax; y) < I(Ajx; yj)
By the Shannon-Hartley theorem and Equation (6.3), for all j we have
1IE[1A ~x 2 ] 1 IIFx 1|2 1 1
I (Ajx; Ajx + wj) :5 1 log(1 + E[(j)x2] ) < 1 l(1 + 1kn log(i + 1 log n).E[w'2 o( ak/n 2a
Combining these two equations gives the result. 0
Theorem 6.3.1 follows from Lemma 6.3.3 and Lemma 6.3.4, with a = E(1).
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6.4 Adaptive lower bound for k = 1
In this section we give an fl(log log n) lower bound for 12 approximation with arbitrary adaptive
linear measurements, showing that Lemma 2.2.4 is tight. More generally, given R "rounds" of adap-
tivity, we show that O(R logl1 R n) measurements are necessary; this is tight, since the techniques
used to show Lemma 2.2.4 can get a matching upper bound.
The main previous lower bound for adaptive sparse recovery gets m = fl(k/e) [ACD11I in an
essentially equivalent setting2. They consider going down a similar path to our 11(log log n) lower
bound, but ultimately reject it as difficult to bound in the adaptive setting. Combining their result
with ours gives a 1( 1k + log log n) lower bound, compared with the 0(1k - log log n) upper bound.
Setting. One would like to estimate a vector x e R" from m linear measurements Aix,..., Amx.
One may choose each vector Ai based on Alx,... , Ai-x, and must output x0 satisfying
I|xU- OX12 ; 0(1)- min jx - Y112k-sparse y
I ntuition. As in the rest of this chapter, we reduce to the information capacity of a Gaussian chan-
nel. We consider recovery of the vector x = ei* + w, for i* E [n] uniformly and w - N(O, In/E(n)).
Correct recovery must find i*, so the mutual information I(i*; Ax) is R(logn). On the other hand,
in the nonadaptive case (Section 6.2) we showed that each measurement Aj x is a power-limited
Gaussian channel with constant signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore has I(i* Aj x) = 0(1). Lin-
earity gives that I(i*; Ax) = 0(m), so m = 0(log n) in the nonadaptive case. In the adaptive
case, later measurements may "align" the row Aj with i*, to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and
extract more information-this is exactly how the upper bound works in Chapter 2. To deal with
this, we bound how much information we can extract as a function of how much we know about
i* In particular, we show that given a small number b bits of information about i*, the posterior
distribution of i* remains fairly well "spread out". We then show that any measurement row Aj
can only extract 0(b + 1) bits from such a spread out distribution on i. This shows that the
information about i* increases at most exponentially, so Q(log log n) measurements are necessary.
P roof. We may assume that the measurements are orthonormal, since this can be performed
in post-processing of the output, by multiplying Ax on the left by a lower triangular matrix to
orthogonalize A. We will give a lower bound for the following instance:
Alice chooses random i* E [n] and i.i d. Gaussian noise w E R" with E[IwI12 = a2 = e(1),
then sets x = e* + w. Bob performs R rounds of adaptive measurements on x, getting yr = ArX=
(yr .. , I y6) in each round r. Let 1* and yr denote the random variables from which i* and yr
are drawn, respectively. We will bound 1(*; y y 2 ,... Yr
We may assume Bob is deterministic, since we are giving a lower bound for a distribution
over inputs-for any randomized Bob that succeeds with probability 1 - S, there exists a choice of
random seed such that the corresponding deterministic Bob also succeeds with probability 1 - 6.
First, we give a bound on the information received from any single measurement, depending on
Bob's posterior distribution on I* at that point:
Both our result and their result apply in both seting See Section 6.5 for a more detailed discussion of the
relationship bdwen the two setings.
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Lemma 6.4.1. Let I* be a random variable over [n] with probability distribution pi = Pr4I*= i,
and define M
b = pi log(npi) = log n - H(p).
i=1
Define X = el *+ N(O, Ino2/n). Consider any fixed vector v E R" independent of X with 1|v112 = 1,
and define Y = v . X. Then
I(v *;Y) C(b+1)
for some constant C.
Proof. Let Si = {j 1 2' < npj < 2i+1} for i > 0 and So = {i I npi < 2}. Define ti =
Pr[I*E SiI. Then
iti =
i=O a
pj - i
pj log(npj)
i>oji
= b - pj log(npj)
i E5o
" b - to log(nto/|So|)
" b + lSo/(ne)
using convexity and minimizing x log ax at x = 1/(ae). Hence
iti < b+ 1.
i=0
Let W = N(O, g 2 /n). For any measurement vector v, let Y
I* E Si). Because v2 1,j1
(6.4)
= v -X - v1* + W. Let Y = (Y I
E{y2l - U2 /n + vW p /ti < o2 /n + 1|ps,1|t 1  c 2 1n + 2'+ 1/(nti).
ji
Let T be the (discrete) random variable denoting the i such that I* E Si. Then Y is drawn from
YT, and T has probability distribution t. Hence
h(Y) h((Y. T))
H(T) +(YT I T)
=H(t) + tih(Yi)
H(t) + tih(N(O,E[Yi2 ))
ia0
because the Gaussian distribution maximizes entropy subject to a power constraint. Using the
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A
(6.5)
same technique as the Shannon-Hartley theorem,
I(vj *, Y) = I(vi *; vi * + W) = h(v * + T) - h(vi * + TI vi )
= h(Y) - W)
H (t) + t1(h(N(O, E[Y 2})) - h(W))
i 0O
1
H(t) + 12 a
Efi 2ItI In(E 1 W21)
and hence by Equation (6.5),
in 2 2
H(t) + I2 .
2i ?-0
2' +1
ti log(1 + 2).tj(1
All that requires is to show that this is 0(1 + b). Since o- = 0(1), we have
< log(1 + 1/12) + ti log(1 + 2)ti
O(1) + ti log(1 + 2') +
SIn
t, log(1 + 1/ti).
Now, log(1 + 2') + i for i > 0 and is 0(1) for i = 0, so by Equation (6.4),
t1log(1+2') + 1+
Next, log(1 + 1/ti) * log(1/ti) for ti < 1/2, so
km
iti < 2+ b.
i>0
ti log(1 + 1/ti) +
iN
t, log(1/ti) +
iItjis1/2
i
1 H(t) + 1.
Mti>1/2
Plugging into Equations (6.7) and (6.6),
I(v1 *, Y) * 1 + b+ H(t).
To bound H(t), we consider the partition T+ = {i I t1 > 1/2'} and T = {i j ti < 1/2'}. Then
in
H(t) = t1 log(1/ti)
< it, + ti log(1/ti)
tir-
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I(vI *: Y) < (6.6)
ti log(1 + )1
Wn
(6.7)
mn
(6.8)
i
i
i
i
< I + b +
But x log(1/x) is increasing on [0, 1/e], so
ti log(1/ti) : to log(1/to) + tilog(1/ti) +
t r..
21log(1/2) 2/e + 3/2 = 0(1)
and hence H(t) b + 0(1). Combining with Equation (6.8) gives that
I(vj*;Y)+ b+1
as desired.
Theorem 6.4.2.
in each round has
Any scheme usinq R rounds uith number of measurements m1, m2, ... , m > 0
I(I*.y1,..yR) < CR mj
for some constant C > 1.
Proof. Let the signal in the absence of noise be Zr = Are * E Rm, and the signal in the presence
of noise be yr = Ar (e, * + N(, o2 n/n)) = Zr + Wr where Wr = N(0, O2 Im, /n) independently.
In round r, after observations y,..., yr-1 of Y1 . yr-1, let pr be the distribution on (1*
.... r-1). That is, Pr is Bob's posterior distribution on I* at the beginning of round r.
We define
br = H(I) - H(I* I yi, .. r-1
= Jon - H(pr)
- pr log(npi).
Because the rows of Ar are deterministic given y y-,
measurement j E [mr satisfies
Lenmma 6.4.1 shows that any single
I(Zjr r i r-i) < C(br + 1).
for some constant C. Thus by Lenuna 6.1.1
I(Zr; yr I r-1) 5 Cmr (br + 1).
There is a Markov chain (I* I yi.. , yr-) -+ (Zr j . r-) 4 (yr Yi r-), so
I(I*; yr I,i Yr-1 :5 I(Zr; yr I yr- 1) : Cmr(br +1).
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0
We define Br I(I*; Yl... Yr-1) = Ey br. Therefore
Br+1 I(I*;Yl .. yr)
=(I*;Y...,Yr-i)+(I*;Yryr-
Br + E I(J* Yr i Yr-1)
y1,...,yr - I
Br +Cmr E r- (br +1)
(Br + 1)(Cmr + 1) - 1
Clnr (Br + 1)
for some constant C. Then for some constant D > C,
I(I*; Y..., yR) = BR+1 < DR
0
rnj
0ias desired.
Corollary 6.4.3. Any scheme using R rounds with m measurements has
J(J*;Y1. .. yR )5 (Cm/R)R
for some constant C. Thus for sparse recovery. m = fl(R logil/R n).
that in = Q(log log n) independent of R.
Minimizing over R. we find
Proof. The equation follows from the AM-GM inequality. Furthermore, our setup is such that Bob
can recover I* from Y with large probability, so I(I*; Y) = f2(log n); this is Lemma 6.3.3 in the
k = 1 case. The result follows. D
6.5 Relationship between post-measurement and pre-measurement
noise
In the setting of [ACDl11, the goal is to recover a k-sparse x from observations of the form Ax + w,
where A has unit norm rows and w is i.i.d. Gaussian with variance lix I2/f 2. By ignoring the
(irrelevant) component of w orthogonal to A. this is equivalent to recovering x from observations
of the form A(x + w). By contrast, our goal is to recover x + w from observations of the form
A(x + w), and for general tv rather than only for Gaussian w.
As shown in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, for Gaussian iw the difference between recovering x and
recovering x + w is minor. Hence any lower bound of m in the [ACD11 setting implies a lower
bound of min(m. (n) in our setting. The converse is also true for proofs that use Gaussian w, such
as ours.
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Chapter 7
Communication Complexity-Based
Lower Bounds
(Based on parts of [PW11. PW121)
This chapter considers variations on the recovery guarantee
||x0- 1lip :_ (1 + f) min |Ix - yIp. (7.1)k-sparse y
Previous chapters consider (7.1) for p = 2. In this chapter, we consider p = 1 and give improved
upper and lower bounds, showing that the complexity is k/fl up to logarithmic factors in both
the nonadaptive and adaptive cases.
We also consider the requirement that the result x 0 must itself be exactly k-sparse. In this case,
for p = 1 and p = 2, we show that k/P is tight up to logarithmic factors in the nonadaptive setting.
7.1 Introduction
The difficulty of (1 + E)-approximate recovery has seemed to depend on whether the output xO is
required to be k-sparse or can have more than k elements in its support. Having k-sparse output
is important for some applications (e.g. the MapReduce top table IPDGQ05I) but not for others
(e.g. imaging). Algorithms that output a k-sparse x0 have used 0( k log n) measurements fCCF02,
CM04, CM06]. In contrast, [GLPS10I uses only 0(1k log(n/k)) measurements for p = 2 and outputs
a non-k-sparse A
Lower bound Upper bound
Non-k-sparse output il( Q 4 1  k) [t O( k log n)
f 2 £Q( k log(n/k)) [Ch. 6 ( klog(n/k))[GLPS10j
k-sparse output El Q(1(k log + log 5)) O( k log n)[CMO4]
t 2 Q( (k + log 5)) O( k log n)[CCF02, CM06]
Figure 7-1: Our results in this chapter, along with existing upper bounds. The bound [t] applies
to the adaptive setting as well.
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Our results. We show that the apparent distinction between complexity of sparse and non-
sparse outputs is ftndamental, for both p = 1 and p = 2. We show that for sparse output, fQ(k/eP)
measurements are necessary, matching the upper bounds up to a log n factor. For general output
and p = 2, Chapter 6 showed Q(1k log(n/k)) measurements are necessary, matching the upper
bound up to a constant factor. In the remaining case of general output and p = 1, we show
Mk/v) measurements are necessary. We then give a novel algorithm that uses O k log n)
measurements, beating the 1/c dependence given by all previous algorithms. As a result, all our
bounds are tight up to factors logarithmic in n. The full results are shown in Figure 7-1.
In addition, for p = 2 and general output, we show that thresholding the top 2k elements of a
Count-Sketch [CCF02} estimate gives (1 +)-approximate recovery with O( k log n) measurements.
This is interesting because it highlights the distinction between sparse output and non-sparse
output: [CM06 showed that thresholding the top k elements of a Count-Sketch estimate works
for in = O(1k log n). While [GLPS10] achieves m = E(1k log(n/k)) for the same regime, it only
succeeds with constant probability while ours succeeds with probability 1 - n-1; hence ours is
the most efficient known algorithm when 6 = o(1), e = o(1), and k < it
R elated work. Much of the work on sparse recovery has relied on the Restricted Isometry
Property [CRT06b]. None of this work has been able to get better than 2-approximate recovery,
so there are relatively few papers achieving (1 + £)-approximate recovery. The existing ones with
O(k log n) measurements are surveyed above (except for [IR081, which has worse dependence on c
than ICMO4I for the same regime).
Previous work [CM051 has studied lower bounds for the f. /Ep problem, where every coordinate
must be estimated with small error. This problem is harder than fp/fp sparse recovery with sparse
output, so lower bounds are easier. For p = 1, they showed that any sketch requires Q(k/f) bits
(rather than measurements).
Our techniques. For the upper bounds for non-sparse output, we observe that the hard case for
sparse output is when the noise is fairly concentrated, in which the estimation of the top k elements
can have V error. Our goal is to recover enough mass from outside the top k elements to cancel
this error. The tipper bound for p = 2 is a fairly straightforward analysis of the top 2k elements of
a Count-Sketch data structure.
The upper bound for p = 1 proceeds by subsampling the vector at rate 2~' and performing a
Count-Sketch with size proportional to , for i E {0,1..., O(log(l/c))}. The intuition is that if
the noise is well spread over many (more than k/e 2 ) coordinates, then the f2 bound from the first
Count-Sketch gives a very good ti bound, so the approximation is (1 + e)-approximate. However,
if the noise is concentrated over a small number k/c of coordinates, then the error from the first
Count-Sketch is proportional to 1 +J 1 2+1/ 4. But in this case, one of the subsamples will only have
O(k/er/2-1 1 4) < k/1 /d of the coordinates with large noise. We can then recover those coordinates
with the Count-Sketch for that subsample. Those coordinates contain an 12+14 fraction of the
total noise, so recovering them decreases the approximation error by exactly the error induced from
the first Count-Sketch.
The lower bounds use substantially different techniques for sparse output and for non-sparse
output. For sparse output, we use reductions from communication complexity to show a lower
bound in terms of bits. Then, as in [DIPW10I, we embed e(logn) copies of this communication
problem into a single vector. This multiplies the bit complexity by log n; we also show we can
round Ax to logn bits per measurement without affecting recovery, giving a lower bound in terms
of measurements.
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We illustrate the lower bound on bit complexity for sparse output using k = 1. Consider a
vector x containing 1/09 ones and zeros elsewhere, such that x2 + x21+1 = 1 for all i. For any i, set
Z2i = z2i+1 = 1 and zj = 0 elsewhere. Then successful (1 + e/3)-approximate sparse recovery from
A(x + z) returns z with supp(z) = supp(x) n {2i, 2i + 1}. Hence we can recover each bit of x with
probability 1 - 6. requiring Q(1/P) bits'. We can generalize this to k-sparse output for Q(k/fP)
bits, and to 6 failure probability with Q( log 1). However, the two generalizations do not seem to
combine.
For non-sparse output, the hard instances for k = 1 must have one large value (or else 0 is a
valid output) but small other values (or else the 2-sparse approximation is significantly better than
the 1-sparse approximation). Suppose x has one value of size e and d values of size 1/d spread
through a vector of size d2 . Then a (1 + c/2)-approximate recovery scheme must either locate
the large element or guess the locations of the d values with Q(ed) more correct than incorrect.
The former requires 1/(d 2 ) bits by the difficulty of a novel version of the Gap-e. problem that
we call Multif.. The latter requires ed bits because it allows recovering an error correcting code.
Setting d = e-3/2 balances the terms at (-12 bits. We then convert to a bound on measurement
complexity, losing a log n factor in a universe of size n = poly(k/f).
I ntuition for Multif. . In the Gapt. problem, the two players are given x and y respectively, and
they want to approximate lix -yl| given the promise that all entries of x-y are small in magnitude
or there is a single large entry. The Multit. problem consists of solving multiple independent
instances of Gp in parallel. Intuitively, the sparse recovery algorithm needs to determine if
there are entries of x - y that are large, which corresponds to solving multiple instances of GapC..
We prove a multiround direct sum theorem for a distributional version of GWp. , thereby giving a
distributional lower bound for Multif. . We use the information complexity framework [BJKSO4] to
lower bound the conditional mutual information between the inputs to Gape and the transcript of
any correct protocol for Gape. under a certain input distribution, and prove a direct sum theorem
for solving k instances of this problem. We need to condition on "help variables" in the mutual
information which enable the players to embed single instances of Gapf. into Multif. in a way
in which the players can use a correct protocol on our input distribution for Multi. as a correct
protocol on our input distribution for GWp. these help variables are in addition to help variables
used for proving lower bounds for G . which is itself proved using information complexity. We
also look at the conditional mutual information with respect to an input distribution which doesn't
immediately fit into the information complexity framework. We relate the conditional information of
the transcript with respect to this distribution to that with respect to a more standard distribution.
7.2 Relevant upper bounds
The algorithms in this section are indifferent to permutation of the coordinates. Therefore, for
simplicity of notation in the analysis. we assume the coefficients of x are sorted such that lxii >
IX21 ! - - - ! IXn| I 0-
Count-Sketch. Both our upper bounds use the Count-Sketch ICCF021 data structure. The
structure consists of c log n hash tables of size O(q), for 0(cq log n) total space; it can be represented
'For p =1,we can actually se I supp(z)I = 1/gand seardi among a se of I/Qcandidates. This gives Q log(V [D)
bits.
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as Ax for a matrix A with O(cqlogn) rows. Given Ax, one can construct x*with
fIX*- XIl q | (7.2)
with failure probability n-C
7.2.1 [
It was shown in [CM06] that, if x* is the result of a Count-Sketch with hash table size O(k/e 2),
then outputting the top k elements of x* gives a (1 + e)-approximate 12/f 2 recovery scheme. Here
we show that a seemingly minor change-selecting 2k elements rather than k elements-turns this
into a (1+ C2 )-approximate e2/e2 recovery scheme.
Lemma 7.2.1. For any x, x * E R" let S contain the largest 2k elements of x* Then
1*- j| < Err(X) + 3kl|x*- X112.
Proof. Since Errk(x) = llxfkIl by our WLOG assumption on the ordering,
11* - X1l2- Err2(x) 1(X*- X)s112+ 1lX[n]Ks|11 - jxr|k112
< 2k|lx*- x1I1 + 1X[k]Ks|2- ItXS\[k,1| (73)
Let a = maxi ekA Xi and b = mini65\[k]xi, and let d = I[k] \ Sf. The algorithm passes over an
element of value a to choose one of value b, so
a < b + 2|1x*- zx|,
Then
fIX[kA S||- IIXS\[k112 < da2 - (k + d)b2
< d(b+ 2tx* - XII )2 - (k + d)b2
-kb 2 + 4dblIx* - x1I| + 4d||x* - xI|2
-k(b - 2(d/k)||x* - X11a )2 + 4dlx* - X112 k- d
4d(k - d) l|x*-Xu2 < kl|x* - zX2
and combining this with (7.3) gives
|1s*4- 112- Err2(x) 3kVlx*- xll,
as desired. 0
T heorem 7.2.2. Let xf be the top 2k estimates from a Count-Sketch structure with hash table size
O(k/e). Then with failure probability n-GQ,
IIxU- X112 (1 + e) Err (x).
Therefore, there is a 1 + e-approximate e2/e2 recovery scheme with O(lklogn) rows.
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Proof. Let the hash table size be 0(k/c), and let x* be the vector of estimates for each coordinate.
By (7.2), the standard analysis of Count-Sketch,
I|x*- xI|00 Err 1 (x) Erri(x).
with the appropriate failure probability. Then by Lemma 7.2.1,
||x 0- x112 < ErrO(x) + 3k Erri(x) (1 + 3e) Err (x).
Rescaling e gives the result.
7.2.2 [L
Theorem 7.2.3. There exists a (1 + e)-approximate ti/f1 recovery scheme with 0(1 k log n)
measurements and failure probability e~)k/ 0 + n-r(1).
Set f = Ve, so our goal is to get (1+ f 2 )-approximate ti/i recovery with 0O( fk logn)
measurements.
For intuition, consider 1-sparse recovery of the following vector x: let c E [0, 21 and set xi = 1/f9
and x2,... . x1+1/f 1+c E {±1}. Then we have
I1xr 1-jIi = 1/f l+c
and by (7.2), a Count-Sketch with 0(1/f)-sized hash tables returns x* with
L1x*- xj jm5 f IxI 2 = 1/fx1 2 = 1+c/ 2I z:] .
The reconstruction algorithm therefore cannot reliably find any of the xi for i > 1, and its error on
xj is at least f 1 +c/ 2 jxrj ||i. Hence the algorithm will not do better than a f'+'I2 -approximation.
However. consider what happens if we subsample an fc fraction of the vector. The result
probably has about 1/f nonzero values, so a 0(1/f)-width Count-Sketch can reconstruct it exactly.
Putting this in our output improves the overall ti error by about 1/f = fclxmi-1. Since c < 2,
this more than cancels the fl+c/2I|xg|i. error the initial Count-Sketch makes on xi, giving an
approximation factor better than 1.
This tells us that subsampling can help. We don't need to subsample at a scale below k/f (where
we can reconstruct well already) or above k/f 3 (where the t2 bound is small enough already), but
in the intermediate range we need to subsample. Our algorithm subsamples at all log 1/f 2 rates in
between these two endpoints, and combines the heavy hitters from each.
First we analyze how subsampled Count-Sketch works.
Lemma 7.2.4. Suppose we subsatnple with probability p and then apply Count-Sketch with O(log n)
rows and O(q)-sized hash tables. Let y be the subsample of x. Then with failure probability e~0 %-D +
i-O(1 we recover a y* with ___
||y*- y||o, < p/q||xrW||12-
Proof. Recall the folgwing form of the Chernoff bound: if Xi, ... , Xm are independent with 0 <
Xi < A. and /1> E[ Xii, then
ii 4
Pr[ Xi > 4 e-Oil M .
3
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Let T be the set of coordinates in the sample. Then E[IT n [ZI] = 3q/2, so
Pr IT n 01]| > 2q < e~0%.
Suppose this event does not happen, so IT fl [1 < 2q. We also have
|xrq || 12 > q X_|-I
Let Yi = 0 if i V T and Yi = xf if i E T. Then
ii
E[( Yi = p||. p ]11||El~~111112 !5<p 2~II
For i > we have
y :5 |x ;g|2< I f 2
giving by Chernoff that
ii 4 
_
Pr[ Yi > pl xr e~Vp
But if this event does not happen, then
IIy[W-II W1 < 4 __ 2
2py= ; < P||x p,||2
By (7.2), using O(2q)-size hash tables gives a y* with
|jy*- y ||y[2aJI|2 p/q||xr |2
with failure probability n-C(1), as desired.
Let r = 2 log 1/f. Our algorithm is as follows: for j E {0, ... , r}, we find and estimate the 2i/ 2 k
largest elements not found in previous j in a subsampled Count-Sketch with probability p = 2~i
and hash size q = ck/f for some parameter c = 0(r2 ). We output x, the union of all these
estimates. Our goal is to show
I|x,- xlII - |l|I|I O( f 2)llx l
For each level j. let Sj be the 2i/ 2k largest coordinates in our estimate not found in SU... USj -1.
Let S = USj. By Lemma 7.2.4, for each j we have (with failure probability e~(/f) + n~0(')) that
ll(xU- x)s Ili < A | 2-i f ek -dckf l12
< 2 -j/2 fk|1 x[2k/f J12
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I(xO- x)s IIi = IA
j =0
j(x0- X)s Sl 15 1(1 - 1/ Vi)/ci fklxq 12
By standard arguments, the f. bound for So gives
|lxtk]111 < |lxsolil+ klIIAO - xsoll,, < f k/cllxk/f ]112
Combining Equations (7.4) and (7.5) gives
llxo- Xll- lxrk = II(X'-X)sl+i+ lxIk1li - ll XIIi
= IO (0- X)s|II+ IIXlkill - IIXS111
= l(x0- X)s 1i1 + (lIIXrik]| - llxso 1i) -
1
1 =O --
=0(--) f kllx[e2k- 
1 0A
- fklx12k/f 1||2-
j=1
We would like to convert the first term to depend on the f 1 norm. For any u and s we have, by
splitting into chunks of size s, that
lluW,|12 !5 |Ur i
IIu k ||2 II V/us-
Along with the triangle inequality, this gives us that
kfj|xW fj112 !5 kfllxak-/f3]II2 + kf |IXffy j , [2j f 1112
j=1
k2/ 2/21 k/f I
j=1
so
O( )f2x i |+
j=1
O( 1)k2/2x 2 k/f I -
Define aj = k2J/2x2j k/f 1. The first term grows as f2 so it is fine, but aj can grow as f2i/ 2 > f 2 . We
need to show that they are canceled by the corresponding Ilxs; Ill. In particular, we will show that
|lxs| Ill Q(aj) - O(2-j/ 2f 2 lx[k/f 3ll1) with high probability--at least wherever aj > lalli/(2r).
Let U E [r] be the set of j with aj : IlaIli/(2r), so that I|au Ili > Ialli/2. We have
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and so
(7.4)
(7.5)
|Ixsj Ili
j=1
W1
Ilxs' Ill
j=1
(7.6)
in
|lxsj Ili
j=1
(7.7)
[ 2|xk/f ]11|1+
I x X11 - llxl ll5
I ~~k/f112 2W2 11XW f3 ]112 +
i =j
1x, k/f n[i+lk/f IlI2
< I I X f 3;l11I+ 2 1 W 2
For j E U, we have
a2 < aj laii < 2raj
i=j
so. along with (y 2 + z 2 )11 2 < y + z. we turn Equation (7.8) into
||xj ||f 12 !5 ||2% 5 f ||2 +' ; aj
< -P llx-[k/f S31|11+ 2ra
When choosing Sj, let T E [n} be the set of indices chosen in the sample. Applying Lemma 7.2.4
the estimate X* of xT has
(7.8)
--L y I fk-/f 11122i ck[~~1
if 2
< 2J c k |xrk/f 3|1
2J c k IIX[k/f 3]I|1
~2r aj
2i c k
2?'
+ 2-22k/f IC
Let Q = [2i k/f} \ (So U - -- U Sj-1). We have IQI > 2 1-k/f so E[IQ n T11 k/2f and
IQ n TI k/4f with failure probability e~"(/f. Conditioned on IQ n TI k/4f, since 3- has
at least IQ n Tj k/(4f) = 2r/2k/4> 2j/ 2k/4 possible choices of value at least Ix 2 k/f I, xs; must
have at least k2J/ 2/4 elements at least 1x2j k/f I - llx*- XT I1 oo Therefore, for j E U,
iI~ ii ~~ 11 k2j/ 2  2r||/sj Ill f~ji k/f 3]I+ k (1 - )Ix21k/f1
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IIx*- XTii
for j E U.
11
and therefore
I&~ Il 1 k-i 1 k2j/2 2r-
j s h1 hl lf6ll f 3]|li+ (0 - )|x 2 k/f Ij=1 iEJjLi4 c
r __ 1 2r
,fl|xf '13 11+ (1 ~ - -)Ilau ll.
_ _ 1 -
4f 9i x iij .+ (1- -) k2 2 lx2k/f J (7.9)
j=1
Using (7.7) and (7.9) we get
0_ 1 lf/f W 1 2r
1xI- xli-| ixvil + 1 f<lx ii + 0 O() + -+- k2"1 x2 k/flIj~.± (~ 'k/J j-1 VC 8 C 8
f2 rxf31 f 2l1I. i
for some c * r 2 . Hence we use a total of yk log n = 1g k log it measurements for 1 + f2
approximate ef 1 recovery.
For each j E {O, ... ,r } we had failure probability e -(k/f) + n-c(1) (from Lemma 7.2.4 and
IQ n TI k/2f). By the union bound, our overall failure probability is at most
(log Z)(e~o0/f + n~ 1) < e -C(k/f ) + n~aIII,
proving Theorem 7.2.3.
7.3 Adaptive [I lower bound
This section proves the following theorem:
Theorem 7.3.1. Any, possibly adaptive, (1+c)-appioximate f 1/f 1 recovery scheme with sufficiently
small constant failure probability 6 must make Q( %k/ log(k/c)) measurements.
Setting. One would like to estimate a vector x E R" from in linear measurements Aix,... .Amx.
One may choose each vector Ai based on Aix,..., Ai-x, and must output xUsatisfying
|ixU- xl|i < 0(1)- mlin i|x - yiI1k-sparse y
We will show that Mk/4f) adaptive measurements are necessary, which shows that our (' k log n)
nonadaptive upper bound (Lemma 7.2.3) is tight up to logarithmic factors-even in the adaptive
setting.
A recent lower bound showed that 12(k/f) measurements are necessary in the t 2 setting [ACD 11].
Our result can be seen as the el analog of this result. Their techniques rely on special properties of
the 2-norm; namely, that it is a rotationally invariant inner product space and that the Gaussian is
both 2-stable and a maximum entropy distribution. Such techniques do not seem useful for proving
lower bounds for tli.
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Overview of section. In Section 7.3.1 we show how to relate a lower bound on bit complexity
to a lower bound on measurement complexity, with only a log n loss. In Section 7.3.2, we show
that recovering the locations of an f fraction of d ones in a vector of size n > d/e requires Med)
bits. In Section 7.3.3 we establish a new lower bound on the communication complexity of a two-
party communication problem that we call MUltif.. In Section 7.3.4 we show that successful sparse
recovery must solve one of the previous problems, giving a lower bound in bit complexity and hence
measurement complexity.
Section 7.3.5 is essentially an appendix to Section 7.3.3, showing that the Gap. problem is
hard on a particular distribution.
7.3.1 Bit complexity to measurement complexity
This section describes how a lower bound on bit complexity implies a lower bound on the number
of measurements.
Let X c R' be a distribution with xi E -nd nd} for all i E [n] and x E X. Here d = E(1)
is a parameter. Given an adaptive compressed sensing scheme A, we define a (1 + e)-approximate
. 1 /f1 sparse recovery multiround bit scheme on X as follows.
Let A' be the i-th (possibly adaptively chosen) measurement matrix of the compressed sensing
scheme. We may assume that the union of rows in matrices A,..., Ar generated by A is an
orthonormal system, since the rows can be orthogonalized in a post-processing step. We can
assume that r < n.
Choose a random u E R" from the distribution N(, j - Inxn), where c = 9(1) is a parameter.
We require that the compressed sensing scheme outputs a valid result of (1+c)-approximate recovery
on x+u with probability at least 1-6, over the choice of u and its random coins. By Yao's minimax
principle, we can fix the randomness of the compressed sensing scheme and assume that the scheme
is deterministic.
Let B1 be the matrix Al with entries rounded to t log n bits for a parameter t = 9(1). We
compute Blx. Then, we compute Blx + Alu. From this, we compute A2, using the algorithm
specified by A as if Blx + Alu were equal to AYx for some AU For this, we use the following
lemma, which is Lemma 5.1 of [DIPW10}.
Lemma 7.3.2. Consider any m x n matrix A with orthonormal rows. Let B be the result of
rounding A to b bits per entry. Then for any v E R" there exists an s E R" with Bv = A(v - s)
and Ilsi1i < n 22-bv11 .
In general for i > 2, given Blx + Alu, B 2x + A2 u,.. ., B'-1 x + A'l we compute A', and
round to t log n bits per entry to get Bi. The output of the multiround bit scheme is the same as
that of the compressed sensing scheme. If the compressed sensing scheme uses r rounds, then the
multiround bit scheme uses r rounds. Let b denote the total number of bits in the concatenation
of discrete vectors B 1 x, B 2 x,. , BrX.
Lemma 7.3.3. For t = 0(1+ c + d), a lower bound of n(b) bits for a multiround bit scheme with
error probability at most 6 + 1/n implies a lower bound of Q(b/((1 + c + d) log n)) measurements
for (1 + e)-approximate sparse recovery schemes with failure probability at most 6.
Proof. Let A be a (1 +e)-approximate adaptive compressed sensing scheme with failure probability
6. We will show that the associated multiround bit scheme has failure probability 6+ 1/n.
By Lemma 7.3.2, for any vector x E -nd . nd} we have Blx = A 1 (x + s) for a vector s with
Ilsjl: <n 22-tgnjjxlI, so 11s112 n2 5-tx12 35+dt. Notice that u + s ~ K(s, - - Inxn). We
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use the following quick suboptimal upper bound on the statistical distance between two univariate
normal distributions, which suffices for our purposes.
Fact 7.3.4. (see section 3 of [PolO5J) The variation distance between AF(01, 1) and K(0 2 , 1) is
+ 0(r2), where r 1=01 - 021/2.
It follows by Fact 7.3.4 and independence across coordinates, that the variation distance between
M(O. Inxn) and K(s, Inxn) is the same as that between (, Inxn) and A(s - nC 2 , Inxn),
which can be upper-bounded as
2n/ 2 s, IO(nc2) 
= /(nc2 ||sII1+nIIsII 2)
= 0(n12. v'7ills|I2 + nc1s112)
= O(nc/ 2+4+d-t + nc+7+2d-2t
It follows that for t = 0(1 + c + d), the variation distance is at most 1/n 2
Therefore. if T 1 is the algorithm which takes Al(x+ u) and produces A 2 . then T1 (Al(x + u)) =
T 1 (Blx + Alu) with probability at least 1 - 1/n 2 . This follows since Blx + Alu = Al(x + U + s)
and u + s and u have variation distance at most 1/n2.
In the second round, B 2x + A 2u is obtained, and importantly we have for the algorithm T 2 in
the second round, T 2 (A2 (x + u)) = T 2 (B 2x + A2u) with probability at least 1 - 1/n 2 . This follows
since A 2 is a deterministic function of A 1 u. and Alu and A 2 u are independent since A' and A 2 are
orthonormal while u is a vector of i.i.d. Gaussians (here we use the rotational invariance / symmetry
of Gaussian space). It follows by induction that with probability at least 1 - r/n 2 > 1 - 1/n, the
output of the multiround bit scheme agrees with that of A on input x + .
Hence, if mi is the number of measurements in round i, and m = [ 1 mi, then we have a
multiround bit scheme using a total of b = mt log -n = 0(m(1 + c + d) log n) bits and with failure
probability 6 + 1/n. 0
7.3.2 Information lower bound for recovering noise bits
Definition 7.3.5. We say a set C c {qjd is a (d.q.e) code if any two distinct c,c 0 E C agree in at
most ed positions. We say a set X C {0, 1} represents C if X is C concatenated with the trivial
code [q] -+ {0, 1}q given by i -+ ei.
Claim 7.3.6. For c > 2/q, there exist (dq.,) codes C of size q by the Gilbert-Varshamov
bound (details in /DIPW10).
Lemma 7.3.7. Let X C {0, 1}c represent a (d,qc) code. Suppose y E Rdq satisfies hy - x1 <
(1 - c)||x||1 for some x E X. Then we can recover x uniquely from y.
Proof. We assume yi E [0, 11 for all i; thresholding otherwise decreases IIy - xIIj. We will show that
there exists no other x 0 E X with 11y - x|111 (1 - e)Ihx 11; thus choosing the nearest element of X
is a unique decoder. Suppose otherwise, and let S = supp(x), T = supp(x). Then
(1 - f)hIx|i lix - y11i
= ixhhi - lys|Ii+ hIuyShi
IlysIII l ly|ii + ed
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Since the same is true relative to xJ and T, we have
llysill+ llyT Ill1'2 IIW1+11yr|l1+2cd
2jlysnT |11 2I1yggyIsI I+ 2ed
IlysnT 1Il ed
JSnTI td
This violates the distance of the code represented by X.
Lemma 7.3.8. Let R = [s, cs] for some constant c and parameter s. Let X be a permutation
independent distribution over {0,11 }" with Ix|j|| E R with probability p. If y satisfies |lx - yll
(1 - E)lx 11 with probability p0 with p0- (1 - p) = f(1), then I(x; y) = f(es log(n/s)).
Proof. For each integer i E R, let Xi C {O, I}" represent an (i, n/i, E) code. Let p, = PrxeX [ixl|1=
i]. Let Sn be the set of permutations of [n]. Then the distribution XO given by (a) choosing
i E R proportional to pi, (b) choosing a E Sn uniformly, (c) choosing xi E Xi uniformly, and (d)
outputting xO= a(xl) is equal to the distribution (x E X I i|xil E R).
Now, because p0 Pr[lxlIi V RI + 0(1), x0 chosen from XO satisfies fIx0 - yi1li (1 - e)jI|Xqi
with 6 > p0 - (1 - p) probability. Therefore, with at least 8/2 probability, i and a are such
that II(Xi) - ylli (1 - E)1Ia(xi)lI1 with 8/2 probability over uniform xi E Xi. But given y
with /jy - u(xi)I|i small, we can compute y0= e- 1 (y) with 11y 0- x 1i1 equally small. Then by
Lemma 7.3.7 we can recover xi from y with probability 8/2 over xi E X. Thus for this i and a,
I(x; y I i, o) > 0(log JXI 1) = l(SEs log(n/s)) by Fano's inequality. But then I(x; y) = Ei,o[I(x; y I
i, a)]= 0(62es log(n/s)) = Q(cs log(n/s)). 0
7.3.3 Direct sum for distributional []
This section shows that the multiround communication complexity of r instances of the Gap.
problem is r times that of one instance.
We assume basic familiarity with communication complexity; see the textbook of Kushilevitz
and Nisan [KN97 for further background. Our reason for using communication complexity is
to prove lower bounds, and we will do so by using information-theoretic arguments. We refer the
reader to the thesis of Bar-Yossef [Bar02] for a comprehensive introduction to information-theoretic
arguments used in communication complexity.
We consider two-party randomized communication complexity. There are two parties, Alice and
Bob, with input vectors x and y respectively, and their goal is to solve a promise problem f(x, y).
The parties have private randomness. The communication cost of a protocol is its maximum
transcript length, over all possible inputs and random coin tosses. The randomized communication
complexity R8(f) is the minimum communication cost of a randomized protocol II which for every
input (x, y) outputs f(x, y) with probability at least 1 - 6 (over the random coin tosses of the
parties). We also study the distributional complexity of f, in which the parties are deterministic
and the inputs (x, y) are drawn from distribution p, and a protocol is correct if it succeeds with
probability at least 1 - 6 in outputting f (x, y), where the probability is now taken over (x, y) ~ p.
We define Dp,6(f) to be the minimum communication cost of a correct protocol I.
We consider the following promise problem Ga , where B is a parameter, which was studied in
[SSO2, BJKSO4I. The inputs are pairs (x, y) of m-dimensional vectors, with xj, yi E {0, 1, 2,.. B}
for all i E [ml, with the promise that (x, y) is one of the following types of instance:
* NO instance: for all i, jxi - ylj E {0, 1}, or
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* YES instance: there is a unique i for which jxi - y;1 I= B, and for all j - i, 'xj - yj | E 10, 11.
The goal of a protocol is to decide which of the two cases (NO or YES) the input is in.
Consider the distribution a: for each j E [m], choose a random pair (Z, Pj ) E {0, 1,2,. .. , B} x
{0, 1}\{(0, 1), (B. 0)}. If (Z , Pj) = (z, 0), then X = z and Yj is uniformly distributed in {z, z+1};
if (Z, I)) = (z, 1), then Y = z and X is uniformly distributed on {z -1, z}. Let Z = (Z,. ... , Zm)
and P = (Pl,. . . , Pm). Next choose a random coordinate S E [m]. For coordinate S, replace
(Xs, Y) with a uniform element of {(0,0), (0, B)}. Let X = (X 1, . ., Xm) and Y = (Yi,. .. I Ym).
Using similar arguments to those in IBJKSO4I, we can show that there are positive, sufficiently
small constants 6o and C so that for any randomized protocol H which succeeds with probability
at least I - go on distribution a,
Cm
I(X, Y; JIZ, P) ,M (7.10)
where, with some abuse of notation, 11 is also used to denote the transcript of the corresponding
randomized protocol, and here the input (X, Y) is drawn from a conditioned on (X, Y) being a
NO instance. Here, H is randomized, and succeeds with probability at least 1 - 80, where the
probability is over the joint space of the random coins of H and the input distribution.
Our starting point for proving (7.10) is Jayram's lower bound for the conditional mutual infor-
mation when the inputs are drawn from a related distribution (reference [70] on p.182 of [BarO2]),
but we require several nontrivial modifications to his argument in order to apply it to bound the
conditional mutual information for our input distribution, which is a conditioned on (X, Y) being
a NO instance. Essentially, we are able to show that the variation distance between our distribu-
tion and his distribution is small, and use this to bound the difference in the conditional mutual
information between the two distributions. The proof is rather technical, and we postpone it to
Section 7.3.5.
We make a few simple refinements to (7.10). Define the random variable W which is 1 if (X, Y)
is a YES instance, and 0 if (X, Y) is a NO instance. Then by definition of the mutual information,
if (X, Y) is drawn from a without conditioning on (X, Y) being a NO instance, then we have
I(X, Y; HfW, Z, P) > -I(X, Y; HjZ, P, W =0)
= f(m/B2 ).
Observe that
I(X, Y; HIS, W, Z, P) > I(X, Y; HfW, Z, P) - H(S) = Q(m/B 2), (7
where we assume that 0(m/B2 ) - logim = Q(m/B 2). Define the constant 61 = 6o/4. We now
define a problem which involves solving r copies of Gap,.
Definition 7.3.9 (Multif? Problem). There are r pairs of inputs (x1, y1), (x 2 ,y 2)1..., (sr, yr)
such that each pair (xi I y') is a legal instance of the GapO. problem. Alice is given x... Xr. Bob
is given y,... Iyr. The goal is to output a vector v E {NO,YES}r, so that for at least a 1 -61
fraction of the entries i, vi = GapC8 (xi, yi).
Remark. Notice that Definition 7.3.9 is defining a promise problem. We will study the distribu-
tional complexity of this problem under the distribution 0,r, which is a product distribution on the
instances (x 1 yl)( 2 2 ),.., (. r).
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Theorem 7.3.10. Dar,(Mutie ) = Q(rm/B).
Proof. Let 11 be any deterministic protocol for MULtilB which succeeds with probability at least
1 - 6i in solving MuLtilr when the inputs are drawn from ar, where the probability is taken over
the input distribution. We show that 1- has communication cost 11(rm/B 2).
Let X1 , Yl, S1, W 1, Z1 , Pi ... Xr, yr, sr, wr, Zr, and pr be the random variables associated
with ar, i.e. XI ,Y , SI WI, Pj and Zi correspond to the random variables X, Y, S, W, Z, P as-
sociated with the j-th independent instance drawn according to a, defined above. We let X =
(X 1 . Xr), X<J = (X,.., XI -1), and X-i equal X without Xi. Similarly we define these
vectors for Y, ,W, Z and P.
By the chain rule for mutual information, I(XX,... , yl yr; H|S W, Z, P) is equal to
j 1 1(XJ , Yla; X , Y<j, S. W, Z, P). Let V be the output of 1-, and V1 be its j-th coordinate.
For a value i E [r], we say that j is good if Prxy [14 = Gqp4 (Xi ) I 1- . Since 11 succeeds
with probability at least 1 - 61= 1 - 8o/ 4 in outputting a vector with at least a 1 - So/4 fraction
of correct entries, the expected probability of success over a random j E [r] is at least 1 - 6o/2, and
so by a Markov argument, there are 0(r) good indices j.
Fix a value of j E [r] that is good, and consider I(Xi , Yi ; fljX<i , Y<J I , w, Z, P). By expand-
ing the conditioning, I(XI Y1 ; IIIX< I Y<j , S, W, Z, P) is equal to
E x'y's'W1Zp[I(XJ , Yi; H I (X<i, Y< , S~ , W~I, Z~j, P-i) = (x, y, s, w, z,p), Si, Wi, Zi, Pi)].(7.12)
For each X, y, s, w, z,p, define a randomized protocol Ix,y,swz,p for GpV under distribution a.
Suppose that Alice is given a and Bob is given b, where (a, b) ~ a. Alice sets Xi = a, while Bob
sets Y = b. Alice and Bob use x, y, s, w, z and p to set their remaining inputs as follows. Alice sets
X<J = x and Bob sets Y<1 = y. Alice and Bob can randomly set their remaining inputs without
any communication, since for JO > j, conditioned on SjO, WiJ, Zi0 , and Pi0 , Alice and Bob's inputs
are independent. Alice and Bob run 11 on inputs X, Y, and define fx,y,s,w zp(a, b) = Vj. We say a
tuple (X, y, s, w, z, p) is good if
PrfVj = Gap (X',YJ ) I X<j = x,Y<1 = yS~ =s,Wl =w, Z =z, P =- p 1- .
By a Markov argument, and using that j is good, we have Prx,y,s,w,z,p[(x, y, s, w, z,p) is good J =
f(1). Plugging into (7.12), I(XJ , Y ; ffX<j , Y<J, S, WZ, P) is at least a constant times
Ex,ys.wz,p[I(Xi Yi ; HI(X<J, Y<i ,S~i, W~i , Zi, P-) = (x, ysw, z,p),
SI, WI,ZI Pi, (xy, s, W, zp) is good)].
For any (x, y,s,w, z, p) that is good, lxy,s,wzp(a, b) = V with probability at least 1 - 60, over the
joint distribution of the randomness of flx,ysw,zp and (a, b) ~ o. By (7.11),
Exyswzp[I(Xi , Yj ; IIj(X<Ji, Y<, , Z~, , Pi) = (x, y, s, w z, p,
Si1,WI ,Zi, PJ,(X, y, sWZJP) is good] =f M
B2
Since there are R(r) good indices j, we have I(X1 ... Xr; n IS, W, Z, P) = O(mr/B 2 ). Since the
distributional complexity Dor 1(MutierB) is at least the minimum of I(X- Xr; flj, W, Z, P)
over deterministic protocols H which succeed with probability at least 1 - 61 on input distribution
ar, it follows that Dar,, (MULtir?) = Q(mr/B 2 ). 0
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7.3.4 The overall lower bound
This section gives a lower bound for multiround bit schemes.
Fix parameters B = e(1/Ev 2 ), r = m = i/Y 2  and n = k/&e Given an instance
(X't y1). . . , ( r) of Multitf 8 we define the input signal z to a sparse recovery problem. We
allocate a set Si of m disjoint coordinates in a universe of size n for each pair (x" y"), and on these
coordinates place the vector y' - x'. The locations turn out to be essential for the proof of Lemma
7.3.12 below, and are placed uniformly at random among the n total coordinates (subject to the
constraint that the S' are disjoint). Let p be the induced distribution on z.
Fix a (1 + e)-approximate k-sparse recovery multiround bit scheme Alg that uses b bits and
succeeds with probability at least 1 - S1/4 over z - p. Let S be the set of top k coordinates in z.
Aig has the guarantee that if it succeeds for z ~ p, then there exists a small u with 11ul < n 2 so
that w = Alg(z) satisfies
1w - z - ulI (1+I)(z + U)[nA sII
llw- zlll (1+c)llzinlsll+(2+c)/n2
< (1 +2f)l|zlnl sll
and thus
11(w - z)sIll+ (w - z)[n s Ill (1 + 2e)1zfnlsl l. (7.13)
We will show that satisfying (7.13) with 1 - S1/ 4 probability requires b =(k/fy2).
Lemma 7.3.11. For B = 9(1/dY2) sufficiently large, suppose that
Pr[1(w - z)sl < 10 -l lz[nAs j1] > 1 - 2
z-p 2
Then Alg requires b = 9(k/c 2).
Proof. We show how to use Alg to solve instances of Multire with probability at least 1 - Si,
where the probability is over input instances to MULtirB distributed according to a', inducing the
distribution p on z. The lower bound will follow by Theorem 7.3.10. Let w be the output of Alg.
Given A1 ... , x, Alice places -xi on the appropriate coordinates in the set Si used in defining
z, obtaining a vector ZAlice. Given y1,. yr, Bob places the y' on the appropriate coordinates in
Si. He thus creates a vector zBCb for which zAlice + ZBcb = z. In round i, Alice transmits BgzAlil
to Bob, who computes B'(zAHice + ZBcb) and transmits it back to Alice. Alice can then compute
B'(z) +A'(u) for a random u~ N(0, g-).. We can assume all coordinates of the output vector
w are in the real interval [0, B), since rounding the coordinates to this interval can only decrease
the error.
For each i we say that S' is bad if either
" there is no coordinate j in S' for which Iwj I I yet (X I y') is a YES instance of Gapt , or
" there is a coordinate j in S' for which >w I 4 yet either (x', yi) is a NO instance of Gape
or j is not the unique j* for which yl - X* = B.
The el-error incurred by a bad block is at least B/2 - 1. Hence, if there are t bad blocks, the
total error is at least t(B/2 - 1), which must be smaller than 10e - 1Iz[nAS Ii with probability 1 - 6.
Suppose this happens.
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We bound t. All coordinates in ztn S have value in the set {0, 1}. Hence. ||z[njsj1 < rm. So
t < 20frm/(B - 2). For B > 6. t < 30rm/B. Plugging in r, m and B t < Ck, where C > 0 is a
constant that can be made arbitrarily small by increasing B = e(1/ 11 2 ).
Here we choose C = 61. We also condition on JJul12 5 n-c for a sufficiently large constant c > 0,
which occurs with probability at least 1 - 1/n. Hence, with probability at least 1 - 61/ 2 - 1/n >
1 - 61, we have a 1 - Si fraction of indices i for which the following algorithm correctly outputs
Gape. (x', y'): if there is a j E S' for which I w I > B/2,. output YES, otherwise output NO. It follows
by Theorem 7.3.10 that Alg requires b = Q(k/FY 2 ), independent of the number of rounds. 0
L emma 7.3.12. Suppose Prz~p[II(w - z)[nA s 11i (1 - 8e) - 11z[nAs > S1/ 4 . Then Alg requires
b = Q (k log(1/c)/ V 2 ).
Proof. By Lemma 7.3.8, we have I(w; z) = Q2(mr log(n/(mr))), which implies that b = Q(cmr log(n/(mr))),
independent of the number r of rounds used by Alg, since the only information about the signal is
in the concatenation of Blz,.... Brz. 0
Finally, we combine our Lemma 7.3.11 and Lemma 7.3.12.
T heorem 7.3.1. Any. possibly adaptive, (1+c) -approximate t 1 / 11 recovery scheme with sufficiently
small constant failure probability 6 must make Q( %k/ log(k/e)) measurements.
Proof. We will lower bound the nmnber of bits used by any f1/tj multiround bit scheme Alg. In
order to satisfy (7.13), we must either have 1(w - z)s||1 5 105 - IIz[nAS|1 or 11(w - z)[nAs i :5
(1 - 8E)j|z[ns ||1. Since Alg succeeds with probability at least 1 - S1/4, it must either satisfy
the hypothesis of Lemma 7.3.11 or Lemma 7.3.12. But by these two lemmas, it follows that
b = Q(k/e1 2 ). Therefore by Lemma 7.3.3, any (1+ E)-approximate te/f sparse recovery algorithm
succeeding with probability at least 1 - 61/ 4 + 1/n = 1 - l(1) requires Q(k/(Y-2 . log(k/e)))
measurements.
7.3.5 Switching distributions from Jayram's distributional bound
We first sketch a proof of Jayram's lower bound on the distributional complexity of Gp4 fJayO2J,
then change it to a different distribution that we need for our sparse recovery lower bounds. Let
X,Y E {0,1,..., B}'. Define distribution p',B as follows: for each j E [m], choose a random
pair (Zj P )E {012...B}x{,1}\{(01)(B0)}. If (Zj Pj =(z. 0), then Xj = z and Yj is
uniformly distributed in {z, z + 1}; if (Z ,. Pj ) = (z, 1), then Y = z and Xj is uniformly distributed
on {z - 1. z}. Let X = (Xi,..., Xm), Y = (Y.... Ym). Z = (Zi,... , Zm) and P = (Pi,..., Pm).
The other distribution we define is am,B, which is the same as distribution a in Section 7.3.3
(we include m and B in the notation here for clarity). This is defined by first drawing X and Y
according to distribution ym,B. Then, we pick a random coordinate S E In) and replace (Xs, Y)
with a uniformly random element in the set { (0, 0), (0, B)}.
Let H be a deterministic protocol that errs with probability at most 6 on input distribution
.m,B
By the chain rule for mutual information, when X and Y are distributed according to /im,B.
I(X.Y;HIZP) = I(Xj, Yj; H jX <, Y<,Z, P),
j=1
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which is equal to
E xyz~pI(X , YjH Zj ,Pj, X'j = x, Y< 1 = y, Z-j = z,P~ =p)J.
j =1
Say that an index j E [m] is good if conditioned on S = j, H succeeds on a'mB with probability at
least 1 - 26. By a Markov argument, at least m/2 of the indices j are good. Fix a good index j.
We say that the tuple (x, y, z, p) is good if conditioned on S = j, X<j = x. Y < = j, Z = z,
and P-i = p, 11 succeeds on amB with probability at least 1 - 46. By a Markov bound, with
probability at least 1/2, (x1 y, z, p) is good. Fix a good (x. y. z, p).
We can define a single-coordinate protocol Hx,yz,pj as follows. The parties use x and y to fill in
their input vectors X and Y for coordinates jJ < j. They also use Z-j = z, P-1 = p, and private
randonmess to fill in their inputs without any communication on the remaining coordinates JO > j.
They place their single-coordinate input (U, V) on their j-th coordinate. The parties then output
whatever 1 outputs.
It follows that Hx,y,z,pj is a single-coordinate protocol HOwhich distinguishes (0, 0) from (0, B)
under the uniform distribution with probability at least 1-46. For the single-coordinate problem, we
need to bound I(Xj , Yj; HqZj , P ) when (Xj, Y) is uniformly random from the set {(Zi , Zj ), (Z , Zi +
1)} if Pj = 0. and (Xj , Y ) is uniformly random from the set {(Zj , Zj), (ZL - 1. Z )} if P) = 1. By
the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8.2 of [B.JKSO4J, if HU,v denotes the distribution on
transcripts induced by inputs u and v and private coins, then we have
I(X) ,Yj ;UZj , j) _ U(l/B 2) 2( No.,B + h2 (H ,HB0, )X (7.14)
where
h(a.3) = 2 a(w) o(w)) 2
is the Hellinger distance between distributions a and 3 on support Q. For any two distributions a
and , if we define 1
DTV (a, #) = | a(w) - /3(w)I
to be the variation distance between them, then v/' -h(a,3) > Drv (a,,3) (see Proposition 2.38 of
[Bar02J).
Finally, since Hsucceeds with probability at least 1 - 46 on the uniform distribution on input
pair in {(0, 0), (0, B)}, we have
V1/2 h(1 0. f1>,B DT V 0,o,,B) = (1)
Hence.
I( Xj .Y j UZ , j = X. Y'S=y Zi=z Pi=
= Q(1/B 2)
for each of the Q(m) good j. Thus I(X, Y; IZ, P) = f(m/B 2 ) when inputs X and Y are dis-
tributed according to pm,B, and H succeeds with probability at least 1 - 6 on X and Y distributed
according to a.mB.
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Changing the distribution. Consider the distribution
( mBS =(MB I (Xs,- Y ) = (0, 0)).-
We show I(X, Y; HIZ) = Q(mn/B 2 ) when X and Y are distributed according to (mB rather than
according to pm,B
For X and Y distributed according to (m,B, by the chain rule we again have that I(X, Y; H IZ, P)
is equal to
E x,yz,ptI(Xj Y; HjZj ,P1 , X< = = ;yZ~ = , ~=
j=1
Again, say that an index j E [m] is good if conditioned on S = j, H succeeds on Um,B with
probability at least 1 - 26. By a Markov argument, at least m/2 of the indices j are good. Fix a
good index j.
Again, we say that the tuple (x. y, z, p) is good if conditioned on S = j, X <j - x, Y = y
Z-1 = z and P-j = p, 11 succeeds on um,B with probability at least 1 - 46. By a Markov bound,
with probability at least 1/2, (x, y, z, p) is good. Fix a good (xy, zp).
As before, we can define a single-coordinate protocol Hx,y,z,Rj. The parties use x and y to fill
in their input vectors X and Y for coordinates jl < j. They can also use Z-j = z, Pi = p, and
private randomness to fill in their inputs without any conununication on the remaining coordinates
jO > j. They place their single-coordinate input (U. V), uniformly drawn from {(0, 0), (0, B)},
on their j-th coordinate. The parties output whatever H outputs. Let HO denote Uxyzpj for
notational convenience.
The first issue is that unlike before H0 is not guaranteed to have success probability at least
1 - 46 since H is not being run on input distribution om,B in this reduction. The second issue is in
bounding I(X, Yj ; H9Zj , fl) since (Xj, Yj) is now drawn from the marginal distribution of (mB
on coordinate j.
Notice that S 4 j with probability 1 - 1/rn, which we condition on. This imnmediately resolves
the second issue since now the marginal distribution on (X, Yj) is the same under (mB as it was
under om,B; namely it is the following distribution: (X, Y ) is uniformly random from the set
{(Z , Zj). (Zj , Zj + 1)} if Pj = 0, and (Xj , YJ ) is uniformly random from the set {(Z , ), (Zj -
1, Zj)}I if P 1
We now address the first issue. After conditioning on S 5 j, we have that (X~J, Y-J) is drawn
from (m-1B. If instead (X-j, Y-1 ) were drawn from 1m-LB, then after placing (U, V) the input
to H would be drawn from amB conditioned on a good tuple. Hence in that case, H0 would succeed
with probability 1 - 46. Thus for our actual distribution on (X-j , Y-j ), after conditioning on
S # j, the success probability of HO is at least
1 - 46 - DTv (pm-LB m-LB .
Let Cp,m-1,B be the random variable which counts the number of coordinates i for which
(Xi, Yj) = (0,0) when X and Y are drawn from pm-LB. Let Cm-LB be a random variable
which counts the number of coordinates i for which (Xi, Yi) = (0, 0) when X and Y are drawn
from (m-1.B. Observe that (Xi. i) = (0,0) in p only if P = 0 and Zi = 0, which happens with
probability 1/(2B). Hence, Cpm-LB is distributed as Binomial(m - 1, 1/(2B)), while C,m-lB is
distributed as Binomial(m -2, 1/(2B)) + 1. We use p0 to denote the distribution of CP,m-LB and (0
to denote the distribution of CC,m-L-B. Also, let t denote the Binomial(m - 2, 1/(2B)) distribution.
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Conditioned on CI1m-LB - Cwm-LB we have that um-1B and cm- 1 8 are equal as distributions,
and so
DTv(Mm-B ,(m-B) DTV (Al 9.
We use the following fact:
Fact 7.3.13. (see, e.g., Fact 2.4 of [GMRZ11D. Any binomial distribution X wtith variance equal
to a2 satisfies DTV (X,X + 1) 2/u.
By definition,
AO= (1 - 1/(2B)) - + 1/(2B) -
Since the variance of the Binomial(m - 2,1/(2B)) distribution is
(m - 2)/(2B) - (1 - 1/(2B)) = m/(2B)(1 - o(1)),
applying Fact 7.3.13 we have
DTV(A(9= DTrv((1 - 1/(2B)) -t + (1/(2B)) -. (O
2-. 1(1 - 1/(2B)) - t + (1/(2B)) - (I-(D
= (1 - 1/(2B)) - DTV (t,
2VZN
< -. (1+o(1))
0 B
It follows that the success probability of 11 is at least
1-46-0 B > 1 - 56.
Let E be an indicator random variable for the event that S $ j. Then H(E) = 0((logm)/m).
Hence,
I(X,Yj;HrlZj , P) > I(X, 7 j;II9ZjPj,E) - O((logrm)/m)
(1-1/m).I(XjYj;1; 9Z,Pj,S /j)-O((ogm)/n)
= n(1/B2l)j
where we assume that Q(1/B2) - 0((log m)/m) = Q(1/B2).
Hence, I(X, Y; HfZ, P) = Q(m/B 2) when inputs X and Y are distributed according to ("t,
and II succeeds with probability at least 1 - 6 on X and Y distributed according to amB.
7.4 Lower bounds for k-sparse output
Theorem 7.4.1. Any 1 + f-approximate f1/11 nonadaptive recovery scheme uith k-sparse output
and failure probability 6 requires m = f2(1(k log 1 + log 1)), for 32 < 1 < ne2/k.
Theorem 7.4.2. Any 1 + E-approximate 12 /f 2 nonadaptive recovery scheme with k-sparse output
and failure probability 6 requires m = f( 1(k + log )), for 32 1 < nc2/k.
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These two theorems correspond to four statements: one for large k and one for small 6 for both
Ei and f2.
All the lower bounds proceed by reductions from communication complexity. The following
lemma (implicit in IDIPW10) shows that lower bounding the number of bits for approximate
recovery is sufficient to lower bound the number of measurements.
Lemma 7.4.3. Let p E {1,2} and a = Q(1) < 1. Suppose X C R" has IjxIjp < D and Ijxc. < DO
for all x E X, and all coefficients of elements of X are expressible in O(log n) bits. Further suppose
that we have a recovery alqorithm that, for any v with ||v||p < aD and IvIl| < aD. recovers x E X
from A(x + v) with constant probability. Then A must have Q2(log jXj) measurements.
Proof. First, we may assume that A E R~"" has orthonormal rows (otherwise, if A = UEVT is
its singular value decomposition. E+UTA has this property and can be inverted before applying
the algorithm). Let AObe A rounded to clog n bits per entry. By Lemma 7.3.2, for any v we have
A,= A(v - s) for some s with Isili 5 n22-cI9|nIvI1. so 1jsjp K n2 . 5-cjjVIp.
Suppose Alice has a bit string of length r log IX I for r = 9(logn). By splitting into r blocks,
this corresponds to xi ... xr E X. Let 3 be a power of 2 between a/2 and a/4, and define
z- = 'xi.
i =j
Alice sends AEz 1 to Bob; this is O(m log n) bits. Bob will solve the augmented indexIng problem-
given A~zi, arbitrary j E [r], and xj, ... xj -1, he must find xj with constant probability. This
requires Alzi to have Q(rlog IXI) bits, giving the result.
Bob receives Ali = A(zj + s) for Ilsili 5 nz5-cIlzilp < n2 .5-cD. Bob then chooses u E
Bn(n 4.5-cD) uniformly at random. With probability at least 1 - 1/n, u E Bn((1 - 1/n 2 )n 4.5 -cD)
by a volume argument. In this case u + s E B (n 4 .5 cD); hence the random variables u and u + s
overlap in at least a 1 - 1/n fraction of their volumes, so zj + s + u and zj + u have statistical
distance at most 1/n. The distribution of zj + u is independent of A (unlike zj + s) so running the
recovery algorithm on A(zj + s + u) succeeds with constant probability as well.
We also have jzj iP D < 2(3j - 0r+)D. Since r = O(log n) and /3 is a constant, there
exists a c = 0(1) with
jIzj + s +ullp < (2,3j + ,4.5-c + nZ5-c - 2,3r)D < 35~ 1aD
for all j.
Therefore. given xi,.. .. x -1, Bob can compute
1 14 .1
0- (Al + Au - AO f3'xi) = A(xj + -(zj+1+ s + u)) = A(xj + y)
i<j
for some y with jIy|jp < aD. Hence Bob can use the recovery algorithm to recover xj with con-
stant probability. Therefore Bob can solve augmented indexing, so the message AOzl must have
Q(log n log|X|) bits, so m = f2(logIXI). 0
We will now prove another lenuna that is useful for all four theorem statements.
Let x E {0, 1} be k-sparse with supp(x) C S for some known S. Let v E Rn be a noise
vector that roughly corresponds to having 0(k/0) ones for p E {1. 2}, all located outside of S.
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We consider under what circumstances we can use a (1 + c)-approximate tp/tp recovery scheme to
recover supp(x) from A(x + v) with (say) 90% accuracy.
Lemma 7.4.4 shows that this is possible for p = 1 when ISI * k/c and for p = 2 when ISI <
2k. The algorithm in both instances is to choose a parameter 1 and perform sparse recovery on
A(x + v + z), where zi = y for i E S and zi = 0 otherwise. The support of the result will be very
close to supp(x).
Lemma 7.4.4. Let S c fn] have ISI 5 s, and suppose x E {0. } satisfies supp(x) C S and
IIxs Il| = k. Let p E {1,2}, and v E R" satisfy l|vsl|| : a, ||vII < r, and ||vII < D for some
constants a 5 1/4 and D = 0(1). Suppose A E Rnxn is part of a (1 + f)-approximate k-sparse
tpl/p recovery scheme with failure probability 6.
Then, given A(xs + v). Bob can with failure probability 6 recover 3 that differs from xs in at
most k/c locations, as long as either
k k
p = 1.s = ((-), r = f)(-) (7.15)
or
p = 2,s = 2k, r = ( (7.16)
Proof. For some parameter p D, let zi = p for i E S and zj = 0 elsewhere. Consider y = xs +v+z.
Let U = supp(xs) have size k. Let V C [n] be the support of the result of rimning the recovery
scheme on Ay = A(xs + v) + Az. Then we have that xs + z is p + 1 over U, p over S \ U, and zero
elsewhere. Since 11u + vlj 1 p(I|ll + I1vI1 ) for any u and v, we have
|Iuui < p(1j(xs + z)UI + IvI||p)
p((s - k)pM+ r)
< p(r + spP).
Since IIusII. 5 a and |jus|1. < p, we have
I|yuI0- 2P +1-a
I1IYUI11 P + 0
We then get
fygv||l = I|yoI| + IIYU\V l!i - IIyv\u ip
IIyijII + IV \ Ul((p + 1 - a)P - (p + a)P)
= IIyUIP + IV \ UI(1 + (2p - 2)p)(1 - 2a)
where the last step can be checked for p E {1, 2}. So
ITI > Ii-UIp(1 + IV \ Ul (1 + (2 p - 2 )p)(1 - 2a)p -p p(r. + spp)
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However, V is the result of 1 + c-approximate recovery, so
I|VIp 11Y - Ip < (1 + e)Ilyg/ip
||yg||$P < (1 + (2p - 1)e)j|yI&jP
forp E {1, 2}. Hence
IV \! u(1 + (2p - 2)M)(1 - 2a) < (2p -p(r + s8 P)
for a < 1/4, this means
IV\UI < 2c(2p - 1)p(r + syP)S1+ (2p - 2)ps
kPlugging in the parameters p = 1, s = r =a, A = D gives
2E((1+ D2)r) =(k)IV\I 1 d
Plugging in the parameters p = 2, q= 2, r = ,=  gives
IV\ U 12e(3r) = 18k
2p d
Hence, for d = O(c), we get the parameters desired in the lemma statement, and
k
IV \UI5 F.
Bob can recover V with probability 1 - 6. Therefore he can output xO given by xD = 1 if i E V
and xJ= 0 otherwise. This will differ from xs only within (V \ U U U \ V), which is at most k/c
locations.
7.4.1 k >1
Suppose p, s, 3r satisfy Lemma 7.4.4 for some parameter c, and let q = s/k. The Gilbert-Varshamov
bound implies that there exists a code V c [qjr with log IVI = Q(r log q) and minimum Hamming
distance r/4. Let X C {0, 1}C be in one-to-one correspondence with V: x E X corresponds to
v E V when x(a-1)q+b = 1 if and only if va = b.
Let x and v correspond. Let S C [r] with 1St = k, so S corresponds to a set T C [n] with
ITI = kq = s. Consider arbitrary v that satisfies IkvIIp < aIjxjp and JIvII. < a for some small
constant a < 1/4. We would like to apply Lemma 7.4.3, so we just need to show we can recover x
from A(x + v) with constant probability. Let vO= x- + v, so
IL'9IP < p(IIxIj|+ I|v||P) < p(r - k + aPr) < 3r
Therefore Lemma 7.4.4 implies that with probability 1 - 6, if Bob is given A(xT + - A(x + v)
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he can recover Zn that agrees with xr in all but k/c locations. Hence in all but k/c of the i E S,
X{(i-1)q+1,-iq} = (i.-1)q+1..J}, so he can identify vi. Hence Bob can recover an estimate of VS
that is accurate in (1 -1/c)k characters with probability 1-S, so it agrees with vs in (1-1/c)(1-6)k
characters in expectation. If we apply this in parallel to the sets Si = {k(i - 1) +1,... , ki} for
i E fr/kl, we recover (1 - 1/c)(1 - 6)r characters in expectation. Hence with probability at least
1/2, we recover more than (1 - 2(1/c + 6))r characters of v. If we set 6 and 1/c to less than
1/32, this gives that we recover all but r/8 characters of v. Since V has minimum distance r/4,
this allows us to recover v (and hence x) exactly. By Lemma 7.4.3 this gives a lower bound of
m = Q(loglVl) = Q(rlogq). Hence in = Q(1k log 1) for e1/ 1f recovery and m = 1( k) for i 2/e2
recovery.
7.4.2 k = 1,6= 0(1)
To achieve the other half of our lower bounds for sparse outputs, we restrict to the k = 1 case. A
k-sparse algorithm implies a 1-sparse algorithm by inserting k - 1 dummy coordinates of value oc,
so this is valid.
Let p, s, 51r satisfy Lemma 7.4.4 for some a and D to be determined, and let our recovery
algorithm have failure probability 6. Let C = 1/(2r6) and n = Cr. Let V [ (s - 1)C]' and let
XO E {0, 1 }(s-1)Cr be the corresponding binary vector. Let X = {O} x XO be defined by adding
xo = 0 to each vector.
Now, consider arbitrary x E X and noise v E R1+(s-1)cr with |ivilp < aIxZlp and |vII. < a for
some small constant a < 1/20. Let e0 /5 be the vector that is 1/5 at 0 and 0 elsewhere. Consider
thesetsSI = {0(s-1)(i-1)+1,(s-1)(i-1)+2. (s-1)i}. We would like to apply Lemma 7.4.4
to recover (x + V + eO/5)s for each i.
To see what it implies, there are two cases: Ilassi 1i1 = 1 and IIxs 1i1 = 0 (since S lies entirely
in one character, jjxsj 11i E {0, 1}). In the former case, we have v = xS-, + v + e0/5 with
IvqIP < (2p - 1)(IlxTIIP + 11vIIP + 11e0/5 1P) 3(r + aPr + 1/ 5P) < 4r
19 Vill 'M 1 + C,
||vo| < 1/5 + ct < 1/4
Hence Lemma 7.4.4 will, with failure probability 6, recover xg that differs from xs, in at most
1/c < 1 positions, so xsl is correctly recovered.
Now, suppose Ilxs, lli = 0. Then we observe that Lemma 7.4.4 would apply to recovery from
5A(x + v + eO/5), with v 0 = 5x + 5v and x 0 = e0 , so
I|v9|P < 5Pp(IIxI + IIvlI) 5Pp(r + a pr) < 51r
IjIV5-0j 1 5+5a
Hence Lemma 7.4.4 would recover, with failure probability 6, an xl with support equal to {0}.
Now, we observe that the algorithm in Lemma 7.4.4 is robust to scaling the input A(x 0 + v) by
5; the only difference is that the effective P changes by the same factor, which increases the number
of errors k/c by a factor of at most 5. Hence if c > 5, we can apply the algorithm once and have it
work regardless of whether Ilxsi li is 0 or 1: if |ixs li = 1 the result has support supp(xi), and if
llxs,1i = 0 the result has support {0}. Thus we can recover xs, exactly with failure probability 6.
If we try this to the Cr = 1/(26) sets Si, we recover all of x correctly with failure probability
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at most 1/2. Hence Lemma 7.4.3 implies that m = n(log IXI) = Q(r log '). For ei/e1 , this means
m = Q(1 log 1); for e2/i 2, this means m = ( og1().
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